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NEW YORK (AP) — Profits of
Texaco Inc. increased 81 percent in the
first quarter, while Gulf Oil Co.'s
earnings rose 61 percent in the latest in
a series of reports showing oil company
earnings have benefited from sharply
higher world petroleum prices.
Texaco is the nation's third-largest
oil cornpany. It said Tuesday that net
earnings in the quarter rose to $307
million compared with $169.7 million in
the first quarter of 1978.
Murray gas and oil distributors
pointed out this morning that the increased profits are not being received
at the wholesaler's level because of
government regulations on price
markup. Ed Chrisman of the local
Texaco distributorship and Mike Baker
of Kentucky Lake Oil (Shell) both said
that _they are prohibited by federal
rules from making any more on a
gallon of gasoline today than they made
in 1973.
Christman said his cost per gallon had
gone up by 40 cents since 1973 but his
profit, the number of cents each gallon
is marked up to the dealer, has
remained unchanged.
"A tankload of gasoline (9,000
gallons) costs me $1,500 more than it
cost in July of last year," Chrisman
added, pointing out that his percentage
of profit per gallon is continually
eroding because of the restrictions on
the amount he can "mark-up" each
gallon.
Gulf Oil Co. saitrits earnings rose to
$241 million in the first three months of
this year compared with the same
period last year.

Major companies cite tight supplies
of oil and gasoline — a problem
aggravated by last winer's revolution
in Iran — as the major reason for
sharply higher earnings.
Several oil executives, including
Texaco chairman Maurice r. Granville
and Gulf chairman Jerry McAfee, have
criticized the president's oil-tax
proposal, saying it would add unnecessary government regulation and
could hamper energy development.
Several companies — in addition to
higher prices for oil on world markets
— said earnings looked especially good
because profits were depressed in the
first quarter of 1978.
Texaco, Gulf and others said their
quarterly earnings also benefited from
favorable currency exchange rates,
compared with those of a year ago
when the dollar was taking a beating.
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Michael S.Peek To Be Installed
As PresidentleAt Alumni Banquet

Michael S. Peek of Nashville, Tenn.,
formerly of Benton, will take the gavel
as the 44th president of the Murray
State University Alumni Association at
the annual banquet Saturday evening.
'As niany as 600 alumni and friends of
the university are expected to be on the
campus when the 1970 graduate
assumes the leadership of the
organization from the retiring
president, District Judge Sid Easley of
A 16 percent increase to $224 million
Murray, a 1962 graduate.
for the quarter Was reported by Shell
To begin at 6:30 p.m. in the Student
Oil, while Phillips Petroleum, which
Center, the banquet will include
has limited foreign operations,
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of the year, distinguished alumni,
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degree in political science and history.
He was the recipient of an alumni
scholarship to attend Murray State.
He earned the law degree at Vanderbilt University in 1974 where he was
a Patrick Wilson Merit Scholarship
recipient and associate editor of the
Vanderbilt Law Review.

— Bill Cunningham of Kuttawa Route 1,
Jill Persall Hughes of Owensboro,
Suzanne Jones of Henderson, Dan
Shipley of Murray Route 5, and Charles
Walston of Murray.

His wife, the former Patricia Ann
Johnston of Benton, is also a 1970
Murray State graduate.

Activities for the day will begin with a
luncheon at 11:30 a.m. in Winslow
Cafeteria for the Golden Anniversary
Class of 1929 and the Silver Anniversary
Class of 1954, followed by reunions of
the two classes from 2 to 4 p.m. in
Winslow Cafeteria.

To be installed with Peek as new
officers are: Bill Morgan of Benton,
president-elect; Dr. Ben Humphreys of
Murray, vice-president; and five new
representatives to the executive council

A President's Reception from 4 to 6
.m. in the lobby of Ordway Hall has
also been scheduled to recognize and to
present certificates to recipients of
alumni Association scholarships.

Humane Society
Announces Hours
New hours and a spring clean-uulay
have been announcedfor the Calloway
County Animal Shelter by the local
Humane Society.
Effective this week, the hours forthe
shelter are 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. to
4 p.m. Monday through Friday and
from 9 a.m. to noon on Saturdays.
The spring clean-up, paint-up, fix-up
day will be held Wednesday, May 2 and
all volunteer help is welcomed, a
spokesman said.
The animal shelter is located or.
Sycamore Extended off of S. 4th Street

needs of each community. Gov. Julian
M. Carroll transferred responsibility
for the fund from the state fire marshal
to.DES last year by executive order.
Wilbur R. Buntin Jr., DES executive
director, explained that the grants will
be used to bring all units to a light duty
status. To accomplish this, a standardized minimum equipment list was
established, and squads have made
requests based upon their needs.

A seminar titled "On Appreciating
the Aging" will be offered Friday in
Murray. The local seminar, which will
feature Dr. Robert Doty of the Kentucky Humanities Council, is one of
several in the Jackson Purchase
scheduled for Thursday and Friday.
The seminars will explore factors that
have affected attitudes toward the aged
and the aging process.

Squads that have already reached that
level are permitted to purchase inure
sophisticated or specialized equipment.
"We're anxious to support rescue
squads financially," Buntin said. "So
far, we've been able to allocate $175,000
of the $200,000 budget to rescue squads
across the state. We feel that the money
is well spent in making squads able to
respond to community needs and to
provide assistance in emergencies.

From this experience, he has drawn his
thesis statement, "Mbbillty in the
American culture has endangered the
role of grandparents."
The Murray program will begin at 10
a.m. Friday in Room 228 of Roy Stewart
Stadium on the Murray State
University campus. A presentation will
also be held in Mayfield at 2 p.m.
Friday. The site of this meeting will be
the board room of the Purchase Area
Development District on Highway 45.
The seminar is set for Thursday in
Paducah. It will be at 10 a.m. at the
Unity Church of Christ on Buckner
Lane and at 7 p.m. in the lobby of the
Jackson House. Dr. Doty will also
speak at the Senior Citizens Center in
Erd-welr at-Tp.m.
• The seminar is offered by Paducah
Community College and is designed to
establish an awareness of the worth of
senior citizens in today's society.

Airport Board Will
Discuss Projections
For Future Thursday
Dr. Robert Doty
Dr. Doty, a traveling humanist for
the Kentucky Humanities Council
during the 1978-79 year, is presently on
leave from a teaching position at
Campbellsville College. Prior to
teaching, he had varied work experiences which included a 13-year
pastorate in a retirement settlement.

Woman Admitted
To Hospital After
One-Car Accident

"LIFE AND LEARNING" — John Taylor of Murray and Barbara Smith of Puryear, Tenn., participate in a beginning
State, during the "Life and Learning" program sponsored
guitar session taught by Elmo Reed, a professor at Murray
learning" program, offered cart spring and fall semester, provides special
by Murray State University. The "life and
courses for personal enrichment as well as professional development.

By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Members of the Murray Planning
Commission voted to approve one
rezoning request and postponed the
vote on another at Tuesday night's
called meeting.
The commission unanimously approved a request to rezone several lots
in Northwood Subdivision from B-2 to
R-4 following a public hearing at which
no opposition was voiced. The commission's recommendation will be
forwarded to the Murray Common
Council at its Thursday meeting.
Buddy Sykes, Wendell Allbritten,
James Hamilton, Charles McCuiston,
Ray Reeves and W. R. Wissman made
the request on the land which is located
off Highway 641 North.
The lots, 13-19 in Unit I and 50-54 and
70-74 in Unit II, were originally zoned B2, which calls for businesses dealing in
retail sales and customer services. The
zoning designation requested, R-4, is
for multi-family dwellings.
The commission decided to rezone
the property because the lots' inaccessibility to the highway makes them
not conducive for business purposes. It
was deemed the original zoning of the
land was inappropriate. ,
-The vote on a rezoning request from
Dan Miller for property located off
South 16th Street in the Loch Lomond
area was postponed by the commission
until its next meeting. The public
hearing on this request was held at the
April 17 commission meeting.
Miller wishes to have the 2.65-acre
tract rezoned from R-2, which limits
construction to single family dwellings,
to R-4, which calls for multi-family
dwellings. This tract adjoins a 5.6-acre
tract that is already zoned R-4.

Seminar On Aging Set
For Friday At Stadium

Fire-Rescue Squad To Get Grant'
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad is one of 92 rescue units a-cross
Kentucky that will receive a grant from
the state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services (DES). The
current grant totals $994.
The money was made available
through a $200,000 allocation by the 1718
General Assembly and is designed to
help squads acquire the equipment
needed to provide for the emergency

olume 100 tio. 98

Mary K. Hutchins, 210 South Fifth
qreet,---Was admitted to the Murray'alloway. County Hospital yesterday
Following a one-car accident, a hospital
,pokesrnan said.
According to police reports, Hutchins
was traveling on 16th Street when she
hit her brakes, lost control of her car
,ind struck a utility pole.
She was released this morning from
the hospital, the spokesman added.
Mildred A. Cobb, Route 1, Paducah,
'as treated and released yesterda'y
fromithe hospital followinea two-cat
ollision at the intersection of 'Eighth
,A Poplar, the spokesman said.
Police reports stated that Cobb was
heading south on Eighth and crossed
alto the path of Roy Green, New ‘Con, ord, who was driving west on Poplar.

The Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board will hold a meeting at 6 p.m.
Thursday, April 26, at the Murray
Holiday Inn, according to Hugh Oakley,
chairman of the board.
The primary purpose of the meeting
will be to discuss future projections of
needed facilities for the MurrayCalloway County Airport with officials
of the Kentucky Division of
Aeronautics, Oakley said.
Meetings of the board are open to the
public, Oakley added.

General Fund Audit%
Pay Ordinance TO
Head Council Meet
An audit of the city of Murray's 1978
general fund and the second reading of
an ordinance setting the compensation
for city council members on an annual
basis will highlight the regular meeting
of the Murray- .Common Council
Thursday.
Also on the agenda for the meeting,
which begins at 7:30 p.m. in the council
chambers at City Hall, is discurion.of
the agreerriltt between the- city and liar-Ken Gas Company in relation to
the City's purchase of a naturil gas well
near Madisonville.
Council meetings are open to the
general public.

Prior to the vote postponement,
commission members voted 7-2 in favor
of conducting a public hearing on
Miller's preliminary plat for a
residential planned development
project on this property.
City Attorney Bill Phillips informed
the commission members at the last
meeting that until the rezoning request
was approved,the public hearing on the
preliminary plat would be only
hypothetical.
Several residents whose property is
located near the land owned by Miller
attended the meeting to register their
protest of the development project. A
letter was read from Ed Knight of 318
South 15th St. opposing the construction.
Letters favoring the project from
Russell Spurlock, real estate
chair.holder in the Murray State
University College of Business and
Public Affairs, Donald Tucker, Realtor,
and James L. Johnson, executive
secretary of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce, were read.

City School Board
To Meet Thursday
In MMS Auditorium
The Murray Independent Board of
Education will meet at 7 p.m. Thursday, April 26, in the Murray Middle
School auditorium.
Items on the agenda are a report on
the band program from directors
James Light, Frank Schwab and John
Goode; personnel recommendations for
classified staff, which includes
custodial-maintenance, lunchroom and
secretarial personnel, biz drivers and
the director of Head Start; and a report
on transportation and pupil personnel
from Willie Jackson.
The public is invited to attend..

Jaycees Will Hold
Teenage Disco
At Fairgrounds
A teenage disco will be held Friday
from 8 p.m. to 12 p.m. at the Jaycee
Center at the Calloway County
Fairgrounds.
"We hope to provide a place where
teenagers can go to have good clean
fun," Jaycee president Ted Delaney
&ski teday,
Delaney said the disco, which will
become a regular Friday night feature
if it is supported by the teenagers, will
be properly chaperoned by Jaycee
couples. No alcoholic beverages will be
allowed, he added.
Adriliaarcin to the disco will be $3 per
person.
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showers and
thunderstorms
Showers and thunderstorms
tonight diminishing and turning
cooler Thursday. Thunderstorms
may be locally heavy tonight.
Lows tonight in the low 60s.
Becoming windy and turning
cooler Thursday with highs in the
mid'60s to around 70.
Winds, southerly at 10 to 20
mph tonight, shifting to west to
northwest and increasing to 15 to
25 mph on Thursday. Rain
chances are 90 percent tonight
and 50 percent Thursday.
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Friday through
Sunday calls for fair to partly
cloudy skies through the period.
Highs in the 60s to low 703. Lows
in the 40s and 50s.
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Murray High School
FHA Banquet Held
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MARTHA BOLES, president of the Murray State University Government Association and student teacher in
home economics for Mrs. G. T. Ully at Murray High
School spoke on 'What FHA Means To Me' at the first
Parent Banquet held by the Murray High Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America at the high school
cafeteria. Decorations included a pale blue backdrop
decorated with spring flowers which was designed by
Lynne Loberger. The theme of blue and yellow was used
in the decorations which included flowers arranged by
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Chapter FHA mother.
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meeting of the North Murray no talent competi
n
be
Johnso
will
Miss
Recorded live before a near- when Reese and Ford team up
Homemakers Club held on
MURRAY KY
Iirs/f
HAS 50L/114
sponsored by Scott Drugs, capacity house at Opryland,
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
for the first time ever) and
Friday, April 13, at 1:30 p.m.
The devotion was iven by Tabers Body Shop,Thurman's U.S.A., Ford says, "You perform an ole time favorite,
ture, and
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Your medley constructed by Ford.
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Hand,"
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in
Hand
tickets for the May 10th Lake..
First
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New
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Tasting
Olga Freema retired
7
9:150,
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United Methodist Church librarian and teacher, will
social 'hall. She said the food present the program on - Wall
shoulll be delivered by 10 a.m. Whitman."
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attend, a club spokesman
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Patricia Johnson
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In State Pageant
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'American Gospel Sound'
Program To Feature Ford

:North Murray Clu b
Holds Meeting At
Robertson Home

PORTRAITS
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tonite's movies
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Wednesday; April 25
The Girls in Action and
Acteens of the First Baptist
will
a
have
Church
- Recognition Service at 7 p.m.
at the church.
Orientation meeting for
students who will be doing
their student teaching in the
fall semester will be held from
3:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the Student
Center Auditorium, Murray
State..
Faculty horn recital by John
Hancock will be held at 8:15
p.m. in the Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Annex, Murray State.

Friday, April 27
Sixth annual Murray State
Jazz Festival and Workshop,
Robert Scribner,
Prof.
director, will open at 9:30 a.m.
at the Recital Hall Annex,
Murray State University.
by MSU Jazz Band A
Concert
Union
Student
Baptist
Combo I with guest
Banquet will be tied at the and MSU
be from 7 to 9 p.m.
will
artists
First
the
Fellowship
ium.
Auditor
Lovett
at
Baptist church 47 p.m.

Thursday, Aprik211
Young Actors Guild of the
Coun y
Murray-Calloway
Community Theatre, Mc., ill
ay
meet at 7 p.m. at the Ca
Public Library.

Annual contest for high
*tool mathematics students
will be at 10 a.m. in Faculty
Hall with registration at 9:30
a.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State.

Murray State University
Percussion Ensemble,
Thursday, April 26
directed by Tom Vanarsdel,
Calloway County YFAettes Will present a concert of
...wilL_meet for luncheon at contemporary music at 8:15
DeVanti's at 12:30 p.m. for the • p.m. in the Old Recital Hall,
ladies day outing.
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State. This is free and open to
Welcome Wagon Club will the public.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church with/ the
Ellis Center will be open
program to be by Sue Bellew from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
from the Wild Raspberry.
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
Zeta Department of the at 10:05 a.m., blood pressure
Murray Woman's Club will check at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
meet at 7:30. pin. at the club
noon, monthly clean-up
house with Ann Uddberg as followed by table games at 1
the speaker.
p.m.

in-
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112
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Calloway County High
School Athletic Boosters Club
will sponsor a basketball
banquet for both the boys and
girls basketball teams at the
high school cafeteria at 7 p.m.
Ron Greene, Murray State
basketball coach, will be the
speaker.

Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the riding
club._ A clean up session will
follow the business meeting.

Betty Pitts . presented ...the
program on "ResurrectionThe Message of Life" at the
general meeting of the First
United Methodist Church
Women held on Tuesday, April
3, at .10 a.m. at the Hale
Chapel.
Mrs. Pitts was introduced
by Irma La Follettee,
program chairman.
. Modest Jeffrey, president,
presided--and opened the
meeting with a' message of
Easter. Report8 were given by
Maybell Byers, treasurer,and
Frances Sexton,secretary.
Announcements were made
of the financial workshop in
Venn., on April 7,
Lakeshore Retareat on April
26 and 27 and April 28 and 29,
and May Fellowship Day by
Church Women United at the
United•
Shepherd
'Good
Methodist Church on May 4.
Coffee was served by the
,Mattie Bell Hays Circle prior
to the meeting.

Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries will have its annual Executive Night Banquet
at the University Branch of
the Bank of Murray.

For Information
Atgarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

Newborn Admissions
Girl
Baby
Johnson,
(Patricia), Rt. 2 Bx. 307,
_ Murray, Kirks, Baby Boy
(Wilma), 626 N. 4th, Murray,
Girl
Baby
Spillman,
(Harriet), Si. 122 Wingo,
McNeely, Baby Girl (Amy),
613 S. 12th, Benton, Barker,
Baby Boy (Patsy), Rt. 1,
year, Tenn.
Pur,

Science seminar dealing
with protein-fatty acid reactions and surfactants will
meet at 3:30 p.m. in Room 312,
Blackburn Science Building,
Murray State.

Miss Julia Carol Outland
-and Walter R. Jones Ill

Exhibits of graphic designs
by George T. Richardson,
Louisville, paintings by Gayla
Larkowski, Lexington, and
weavings by Cathy Barnett,
Louisville, will he on display
in the Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State,
through May 9.

Magazine Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Raymond
Dixon, Kentucky Lake, at 2
p.m.

NOSPITAL NEWS

4-4-79

on
Seminar
Aging
"Appreciating the Aging" will
be conducted by Dr. Robert L.
Doty, Campbellsville College,
starting at 10 a.m. in Room
288, Roy Stewart Stadium,
Murray State.

Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 a.m. for activities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens.

Betty Pius Gives
Program At Meet,
Methodist Women

I

Outland And Jones
Vows To Be Read

Va. COMMUNITY
•••••• CALENDAR

Dr. and Mrs. J. D. Obtland announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their older daughter, Julia Carol, to
Walter R. Jones III,son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Jones, Jr.
Miss Outland, a 1977 graduate of Murray High School, is
presently attending Murray State University where she will
receive an Associate of Arts degree in Secretarial Science in
December. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Outland of Murray and of Mr. and Mrs, E. D. Bodine of
Pearland.Texas.
Mr. Jones is a 1975 graduate of Murray High School and is
presently employed by Fisher-Price Toys. He is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Jones, Sr., and Mrs. Meda
Jackson, and the late Hubbert Jackson,all of Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 23, at
6:30 p.m. at the First Baptist Church. A reception will follow
immediately after the ceremony at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
Only out of town invitations will be sent,and all friends and
relatives of the couple are invited to attend.

Activities at land Between
the Lakes will include Lantern
Tour at 7:30 p.m. at The
Camping
Homeplace-1850;
Camperafter course at
Brandon Spring Group Camp,
and Springfest at Hillman
for
Campground
Ferry
registered campers in LBI.
and public invited from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m.

Dismissals
Mrs. Shirley Overcast and
Baby Boy, Bx. 276, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Carolyn L. Crass
and Baby Boy, Kirksey, Mrs.
Slyvia E. McKinney, Rt. 1 Si.
62 Dexter, Mrs. Cynthia J.
Cosand, Southside Manor,
Murray, Mrs. Bonita Schwab,
1604 Oak Hill Dr., Murray,
Jimmy L Partee, Murray,
Patricia N. Jones, Rt. 1 Bx.
307 Ahno, Mrs. Marie A.
Forrester, 806 SSheWa Circle,
Murray, Mrs. Donna F.
Downing, P.O. Bs. 82, Hardin,
Kimberly L. Taylor, 7304
Regents, Murray, Mrs. Euple
K. Rowland, Rt. 1 Bx. 266,
Almo, Bradley W. Russell,
1507 Clayshire, Murray, David
Booker, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Vera Bowden, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Mrs. Betty Robinson, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn., Kevin T. Perry,
Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Janie M.
Dixon, Rt 5, Bx. 419, Cadiz,
Mrs. Gladys N. Hale, 807 N.
19th, Murray, Galen M.
Thurman, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Vera M. Gillahan, 209 Irvan,
Murray, Wiley P. Outland, Rt.
8, Murray, Mrs. Vallie M.
Hall, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray, Nolen Atkins, Rt. 6
13x. 180, Murray.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
RETURN FROM TRIP
Our)' Bennett of Murray has
Mr. and Mrs. Robert been dismissed from Lourdes
Wiggins of Wiggins Furniture Hospital, Paducah
Company, Murray, have
returned home after attending
PADUCAH PATIENT
the High Point Furniture
Recently dismissed from
Market at High Point, N. C.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Rudy Hall of Murray.

eat.
By Abigail Van Buren
Burning Over
Club Rejection
DEAR ABBY: My husband has told me that he wants to
be cremated. Then his last wish is to have his ashes scat
tered over the local country club where he was turned down
he
for membership three times.(He never did make it, so
joined another club.)
I told him I thought he was foolish to want his ashes scat
tered over a club that wouldn't accept him as a member, but
he insists that this is the way he wants it and nobody is
going to talk him out of it.
What do you think of his idea?
BETTER HALF
DEAR HALF: Permission is required to scatter one's
ashes on private property, so tell your persistent husband
that he probably won't have any better luck crashing that
club after he makes an ash of himself than before.
DEAR ABBY: The letter about the 8-year-old girl who
wanted a bra even though she didn't have anything to put ig
it reminded me of the following anecdote:
I was shopping in a large department store with my
12-year-old daughter and my 76-year-old grandmother whom
_
we call Bubby.
My daughter dragged me over to look at some bras,
although she didn't need one yet.
Bubby wanted to know what we were looking at, so my
daughter told her she wanted a training bra.
Bubby asked,"What are you training your breasts to do'?'""
Without blinking an eye, her great-granddaughter replied
"To grow!" Bubby bought her the bra, thus closing a gap
that spanned four generations!
NEWSDAY READER—,
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I will be going oh our vaca-,
two
tion soon. After much persuasion, we agreed to let our
sons, 17 and 19, stay home and "bach it."
We just learned they're planning to invite about 10
couples to a party at our house while we're gone.
if
We firmly told Chem that they could have the party only
that
an aunt and uncle chaperoned it. The boys didn't like
of
idea, and suggested instead that a newly-married couple
Chaperones.(This couple is about
their acquaintance be the that
the age of our elder son.) My husband promptly vetoed ing
suggestion. We then gave the boys a choice of postpon
or
the party until we return, have the party before we go,
having the aunt and uncle chaperone it. Well, their noses
.have been out.of joint ever since.
"
Abby', my husband and I have looked-forward- to a wellearned vacation. We would not feel at ease unless we were
reasonably certain that everything was all right at home. Do
you think we are being fair in our demands?
MOM AND POP
_

Friday, April 27
William Schafer, professor
of English at Berea College,
will speak at the Calloway
County Public Library at .3
p.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
"by 9- a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 a.m. for activities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens.

were presented their state homemaker degrees, highest
CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL students who
of
breakfast held at the close of the 34th annual meeting
ion
honor a member may receive, at the special recognit
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
r
daughte
Kelso,
e were, left to right, Joy
the Kentucky Future Homemakers of America at Louis.ill
Joe
Hayes Pritchett Karon Walker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
r
daughte
t,
Pritchet
Debra
Kelso;
S.
Glen
W.
Joe
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Greer Sharon Walker, daughter of
W. Walker; Jane Greer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clint
at
Also
High.
y
Callowa
at
juniors
all
re
giris'a
The
D. Elkins.
Walker and Shirley Elkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
They were acyear.
coming
the
for
on
leader
recreati
state
as
the state meeting Karon Walker was elected to serve
Lucy Ann Forrest and Mrs. Bess Kerlick.
companied to the meeting by their chapter advisors. Miss

Friday, April 27
West Kentucky Future
Farmers of America Field
Day, sponsored by Murray
State Agriculture Club, will
begin at 8:30 a.m. at the
University Farm.
Special Olympics, field and
track events for children from
West Kentucky, will be from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Roy
Stewart Stadium.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Murray State Men's Tennis
Recently dismissed from
team will meet Middle Ten- the Western Baptist Hospital,
nesse at the Murray State Paducah, was Dorvan Hall of
University Courts at 2:30 p.m. Puryear, Tenn.
SURGERY PATIENT
Hafford Rogers of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
where he was a surgery
patient.
,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Charles Clayton of Kirksey
has. been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Mary K. Starks of Murray
was dismissed March 30 from
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
PATIENT AT MAYFIELD
Rickey Kay Johnson of
Murray was dismissed April 5
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.

1

Alpha Department To Hear
Dr. Heim Speak At Meeting
University.
Dr. Heim will have as his
subject, -Ancestors Abound,"
according to Dr. Mildred
department
Hatcher,
chairman, and Mrs. William
S Major, program chairman.
Chairman for the luncheon
will be Mrs. Raymond Dixon
‘aio will be assisted by Mrs.
John J. Livesay, Mrs. J. B.
Wilson,and Mrs. Major.
At the March 24th meeting
'If the Alpha Department. the
speaker was the Rev. Dr.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
punster of the First United
Methodiit Church,
Dr. Mischke, who was introduced by Mrs. Mary Belle
Overby, discussed various
thoughts concerning the
religious life. Along with inspirational thoughts., he
Dr. Keith Heim
at the club house will be Dr referred to the books, Life
e
Keith
Heim,
associate Looks Up by Charlen
.I,
,
by
Gospels
tilpleton
Two
professor of Universit
Libraries, Murray State Itoorn.Marks, and The Upper

is now open

and Specializing in

HAIR DESIGN
—

...JP

Call for Appointment

241-4150

Catch It At

Mademoiselle Shop
Early Spring

Suits & Dresses
Dress & Jacket Costumes

113 to 1120ff
Sportswear & Blouses

113 10112

Murl
were
Hostesses
bertson, Edna Holland,
ances Whitnell, and Evelyn
adley.

One Group

off

All

Lonk* Dresses
MILLER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Wry Miller
Mayfield Route 7 are the
ureilltbY girl,• Marl5
.1 born on Monday, March 25.
the Murray-Callowa
6.unty Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
qrs. Howard Miller and Mr
1.1d Mrs. Bill Vaughan.
Nlayfield.
ri t

4

—11

Off

One Group

Raincoatsl /3

29'z'/t4-

t's

If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, congratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send $1 and a long,
stamped 128 cents(, self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212

Spring Fever Sale

Guest speaker at the luncheon meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club to be held
Saturday, April 28, at 12 noon

Chad's of Mayfield

DEAR M AND P.: Yes. And hooray for you and for all
other parents who insist on having a clean-cut understanding of what their children may and may not do in their
absence.

Lingerie

1/3 to

13(2ff

1

- Mademoiselle'Shop
Court Square Murray

1'14.1 1-1 1111 Mt RH 1N .10 _LEDGER & TISIt • Neduv%day. April 25, 1971

—WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES—

NORTHSIDE
Mon.-Thurs 6-10
Fri. 6-12
6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunday

MA AM /ER

SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-7 Sunday

PRICES GOOD APRIL 25 THROUGH MAY 1

SLICED IN CHOPS
QUARTER

IGA GRANULATED
•

SUGAR

,
7.7 -

SUGAR
5 LB.

,With 810.80 Additional Purchase
Escludiag Tobacco & Dairy Products

DOUBLE LUCK CUT

OFRRIFANS
X-ABSORBANT

4/$1 00

303 SZ

24 CT $249

HI-DRI

TOWELS

•

LGI ROLL

GIANT

BOLD

49c
39

AR1
(M
If
and

PORK
LOIN

LB.

NORTHERN BEANS
DOWHEY
SOFTNER

17 °Z.

TENDERIZED BONELESS BOTTOM

ROUND STEAK

LB.$2
49

BONELESS

CHUCK STEAK

LB.$1 89

COUNTRY STYLE PORK

BACK RIBS

L8929

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS

CHUCK
2/79c ROAST
LOIN END PORK LOIN

96 02$259

CRISCO

ROAST

LB.$1 39

BONELESS CENTER CUT

99 PORK CHOPS

48 OZ.

LB.$229

CENTER CUT

IGA—ROUND TOP

BREAD
BUNNY

HARD ROLLS

DZ.

IGA POWDERED

SUGAR DONUTS

DZ.

59
4C

c
89

PORK
CHOPS
BONELESS BOTTOM

ROUND ROAST

LB. $189

OSCAR MAYER
REG. OR BEEF SLICED

BOLOGNA

PKG.

99c

IN TNE PIECE PORK

TENDERLOIN

LB. $219

IGA LUNCN

MEATS

2 PKGS.

$1 00

FIELDS PRO LEAGUE ,

WIENER
ORE IDA TATER

Nature's Best

TOTS

2 LB

MINUTEMAID FROZEN ORANGE

JUICE

12 OZ.

T9c
89c

ORE IDA CRINKLE

MARGARINE

its. 3/$1

KRAFT PURE ORANGE

JUICE

1 ? GAL.

$1 45

IGA BUTTER ME ROTS

CUTS

5
" $1 79

BANQUET CHICKEN, BEEF & TURKEY

gi,oz 3/9

/
3

RADISHES
BELL

WASH. STATE RED DELICIOUS

80Z

APPLES

STAR KIST

FRESH
KIMIAK

PRODUCE

BANANAS
PEPPERS

POT PIES
TUNA
PINK SALMON

GOLDEN RIPE

PKG,

TALL CAN $1 39

SQUASH

49
3/49c
3/49c
49c
49!
2 LB

RED

BISCUITS

f'
ag
TA
(A
det
diff

GT. SIZE

LUCKS

OIL

tom
the
for
S.

...6 OZ. PKG.

-LB

LB.
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Prices Good Thru Sunday

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,
APRIL 24, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Er A
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
If you'll bypass shortcuts
and dubious schemes, this is a
good time to launch a new
financial venture. Be alert for
a gain.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20) 646'41?
Today you'll have the
determination to tackle a
difficult creative undertaking.
Bypass a romantic flirtation
and improve existing ties.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June
If you'll take a higher-up or
-\ parent into your confidence,
you'll get help with a private
worry. A romantic situation is
iffy.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A little socializing will
alleviate your low spirits.
Talks with trusted confidantes
go well. Mixing business with
pleasure doesn't work out.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4Q;:i
New career ventures lead to
financial gain. There could be
Ian expected
a mix-up re'
visitor from afar. Surprises at
home.
VIRGO
"1.
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22, nl?‘
further
to
time
A
educational projects and to
make future plans, and there
surprising
a
be
may
development re finances.
LIBRA
11-nt
Sept. 2,3 to Oct. 22)--Joint
on
is
. The accent
financial goals, insurance,
matters, and tax matter&
Make plans, even though there
may be some snags now.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) IlleeV
Old friends prove rtheir

KING OF VALUES

LIMITED
QUANTITIES
IN SOME
STORES.

and will do
BIG K RAINCHECK POLICY: Big K vetoes its customers
fail and an
everything possible to have what we advertise. Should we
of the sale.
advertised item is not received from the factory by the start
an item and
Rainchecks will be issued. Where quantities are limited for
of rainchecks
number available for sale is noted'a corresponding number
will be issued.

f6it
CRIB

20,n44-

REG 11.44

88
REG. 65.44

WOOD

SECURITY GATE

10.88 REG:13.97

MATTRESS

BUSY DRIVER

5

delivery.

REG. 4.33

REG. 6.66

A play dashboard of sight. sound and action.
No loose parts. Safe and non-toxic. For ages
18 months to 4 years. Model 76030.

DIAPER BAG
REG.

EUDEUE
SECURITY GATE

77

SAVE
6.45

Sturdy and roomy canvas
bag with plastic lining on
the inside; and 2 big
pockets on the outsidd
with "Diapers- and "Bottle.' stenciled on therr
Style 890.

CoSco
ELUXE
PLAYARD

REG. 8.97
Slid ng gate locks in place by pressure. Smooth
plastic-mesh panels. Strong hardwood frame. Preassembled and portable. Model 202.

TERRIFIC SAVINGS
FROM CURITY!

REG. 26.33
Fun
Folding frame with white net, built-in pad.
Plaid print. 40" X 40',...tctoc)sti_13-.210.

SAVE
2.67
PLAYTEX

Cosco
TOILETTE

NURSER KIT,

CU R ITY
FITTED CRIB SHEET

nlir66

77

44

Fits standard 28 X
52 in. mattress.
cotton.
100%
Assorted prints.

REG. 5.88

Includes 6 holders and caps, 6
nipples, 2 retainer rings and 50
disposable bottles

REG. 3.33

CURITY SOFrCARE
BIRDSEYE DIAPERS
Easy to wash; fast drying. 27" X 27" size.
Non-ravelling. 12 per
package.

Sturdy White plastic. Easy to
clean. Model 13-116.
CURRY
CURITI
CURTI

P AYSkC"
TEDDY BEAR

NURSERY CHAIR

!

5REG,

3oo

awry

CU R ITY
GAUZE DIAPERS

CURRY

7.66

-.•

Flame and shrink
resistant. Drawstring
bottom. 88112 Cordelan/polyester.
Assorted prints.

CURITY
CuRITY

everglo

SAVE

SWYNGOMATIC

REG.
2.97

CLOWN*
CURITY
CURITV
CURITY

NoMflowor

GRACO

222

two,
CUM',
CLAM
PI"
OAR.
,
UM

99

Super absorbent:
comfortable and long
wearing. 21" X 40'
12 per package.

Folding, all-hardwood frame. Easyclean plastic tray and seat. Plastic
chamber and deflector. Model 950.

REG. 3.97

Helps kids recognize 6 familiar
shapes and practice coordination.
2-4
/
His hat squeaks Ages: 11
years. Model 423.

,CURMY

66

SHAPE SORTER

44
CURITY
GOWN

CLAM'

3.33

11

11

REG. 2.22

Acrylic woven thermal
blanicet with knit binding. 30" X
40- in. size.

33

REG. 15.55

BLANKET

88

COMPLETE
NURSER KIT

TRAINING PANT
with super
5-ply
elastic 2-way'Atretch
cotton'. 100%
100'
fiber
polyester
sponge

7REGo
1 22

REG. 7.33

Includes 3 glass and 2 plastic
nursers, nipples, caps,
brushes and tongs

Patented saf‘ty mechanism keeps swing
going 15 minutes Nylon seat in Red or
Green. Model 1001R or 1005R.

8-0Z. PLASTIC

NURSERS

2/1.00
REG 57'

KANTWET
NURSERY ACCESSORIES

MISS YOUR PAPER?

sa9-1914 betweee 5:30 p.m.
end 6 p.m., lilleedity-dridorp, iv
330 p.m. mod 4 p.m. Sorter•
days, to Mount delivery of tbe
neoropeper. (ills mint be.
pieced by 6 p.m. ovilideys iv
4 p.m. Wen*,to gotersotoo

SAVE
-1.56

Folding wood gate installs with 3 screw eyes.
Spring loaded safety
lock. Strong natural
finish hardwood. Model
133.

GABRIEL

ELECTRIC
FEEDING DISH
&Ascribe's olio bey' riot
received their luiew-dorlivorod
copy of floe lillerrwy Lodger a
noel by 5:30 p.m. Illoodey
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. en
Swhirdeys env mewl to cell'

73('

Lets baby wheel safely
about Orange Model 3356.

Sturdy double dropside crib with Walnut
finish, -Lion and Mouse" decal. Model
6051.

EDO

worth today. Partners or close
allies have new ideas, which
you may not go along with at
, present.
'AAGITTARIUS
-(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Reorganize your office,
attend to duty, and you'll
make important career
progress. A romantic,_..rendezvous has an unexpected
twist.
1,46y
CAPRICORN ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) ni
You'll be. happy over new
developments re an old
relationship, but a new
romantic interest is less
dependable. Expect a change
in plans.
••••••••
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Make home improvesnent
plans. Consult with lending
institutions. Family matters
go well, but career efforts are
less reliable.
PISCES
•
)(C
•_;--A
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Make irnportant,phone calls
and local visits. Important
contracts can be negotiated
successfully, though
monetary details need further
work.
YOU BORN TODAY are
idealistic and practical. You
have a flair for big business
yet often choose an artistic
field through which to make
your mark on the world.
Medicine, education, and
welfare work would appeal to
your sympathetic interest in
others; whereas art, sculpture, acting, and writing
would provide an outlet for
- yottr creativity. In business,
you would succeed as a corporation head, banker, and
manufacturer, though you
probably wouldn't be satisfied
with just a business career.
Birthdate of; Carol Burnett,
comedian; Anita Loos, writer;
and J.J. Audubon, painter and
naturalist.

BIG K
COTTON
SWABS
200,s

•

Roomy 36- 'X 36 .playar 'r 70en
- ci7sY
Es 237
I.
Country Patch pattern FoR
storage Model 1403

SAVE
5.33

Mon -Sat.
1-6 Sunday

9-9

A44

AO REG. 8.88
Bright yellow fellows to
keep meals warm (2 hot. 1
Colorfast.
C4)01
tray)
dishwasher safe. Suctioncup base

Bel-Air Shopping Center Limit Rights Reserved
Equal opportunity Employer

IN
CRIB MATTRESS
7-IN. HIGH
CRIB BUMPER
PORTABLE
-CRIB BUMPER
PLAYARD PAD
BASSINET PAD

14.44 PEG
5.00 PEG

18 33
b 97

4.00 REG 522
4.00 REG 544
3 33 Rp 422

Made of durable vinyl; in adorable assoitment of colorful patterns

77/.."'"'
75;-1-1;
Murray, Ky.
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Several Books Banned From
Freshman English At Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
Several books have been
• banned from a freshman
English class at the University of Kentucky because of
objections raised by a student
and Ms father.
Complaints about "Black
Sprnig", a book by Henry
Miller, apparently started the
review of approved books by
UK officials.
Black Spring was used last
fall in teaching assistant Betty
Gooch's freshman composition class.
The Kentucky Kernel, UK's
independent
student
newspaper, said in a
copyrighted article that the
student, Mark Goss, showed
his father a paper he wrote
about a sex-related passage
from Black Spring.
Eugene Goss, a Harlan
lawyer and former UK

trustee, coniplained at the end
of the semester to English
departnient chairman.Joseph
Bryant.
The Kernel said Bryant
ruled that freshmen were -too
immature" for such books,
which would be rejected for
future freshman classes.
The Kernel said other books
banned included ''Dracula"
by Bram Stoker, "Light in
August" by William Faulkner
and several plays by MQliPre
a 17th century French
playwright.
Bryant denied he was
censoring the books, but Ms.
Gooch disagreed.
-These books were approved by the, director of
freshman English, Ken
Davis," she said. "At the
beginning of the year, I
handed out a syllabus with the
list of books and told the
students some were con-

troversial, ,but could be
handled in good tasie."
The younger Goss, 19, said
he did not transfer to another
class or object to the book
earlier in the semester
''because I didn't buy the book
until late in the semester when
it was time to use it.
"I don't mind admitting I'm
a Christian and I don't think I
should have to pay $1,000 a
year to come to school to read
that stuff when it can be
bought at the corner for
$2.50," he said.
Davis said a three-person
committee would compile a
list of approved books for
future freshman classes, but
Ms. Gooch said she would not
be returning in the fall.
"I'm not planning to come
back," she said. "It's not just
because of this problem. I was
considering leaving before,
but this sparked the decision."

U$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$St
Factory
12
.4a

SIX-PACK
CARRIER BALA
9' x61 2- x61 2""
ASSORTED
PRINTS AND
POPULAR
BEER LOGOS

.
.
LEATHER/VINYL
CLEANER 8
CONDITIONER
13 OZ,
LIQUID
OR
10 OZ.
AEROSOL
FOAM

CAN-TAINERS

Authorized Sale
3$$$$$$$0$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$n

POLYESTRENE

INSULATED
BEVERAGE HOLDERS
PACKAGE OF 6

12

MINNOW BUCKET
W1111 ROM MAXIM

8 QUART

EVEREADY BATTERIES

SAVE'40

2 BAITIPIES

PUMP-A-DRINK

Irma 1 la

PRO TRAVEL KIT $135

HOOVER

TOOTHPASTE & TOOTHBRUSH
IN A HANDY, DURABLE CASE

PiiREArf

IVEREADI

cc

Convertible
Upright
POWER-SEAL
SUPER
VALUE!

ALKALINE TWIN Pk.
C CELL S1.110 VALUE ALKALINE TWIN PK.
D CELL $2.00 VALUE FLASHLIGHT TWIN PK.
C CELL OR D CELL
VP VALUE
ALKAUNE 9 VOLT
$1.89 VALUE
TRANSISTOR 9 VOLT
It VALUE

e4I'

13ANDAID plastic

$5995

VA Las*.PACK

BAND-AID sheer

strips

alue pack

Reg.
$99.95

strips

Full-time
edge cleaning!
•All-steel agitator
•Big disposable bag

SECRET

•4-on-the-floor carpet shift

DEODORANT
4 Oz.

Hoover
CELEBRITY
SAVE $15

LOTION POLISH REMOVER
CONON
FOLISH
flEMCM4

Great Buy•

ALLEREST.

30z.
GENTLE WITH
PLEASANT FRAGRANCE

POND'S DRY SKIN CREAM

11•T

• RA.% on air for
Effortless mobolity

•Giant 10 et *Bag

FULL-TIME
EDGE
CLEANING

$4495
Reg. $59.95

FLEX
BALSAM 8,
PROTEIN
SHAMPOO
If- Oz.
NORMAL DRY
OILY
TINTED BLEACH

FINAL
NET

SCOPE
MOUTHWASH
AND
GARGLE
24 Oz.

HAIR SPRAY
4 Oz.
REGULAR
ULTIMATE HOLD

INSIST ON HOOVER BAGS'
WE HAVE THESE
SCOPE

Mine
uto
Phone
753-2571

twit. I-A 1111R. AIUNALA II, ay.,1..r.iase.st a a 111.e.,,

euuebua) April j, 1a4 V

Sold Out
Of citations
3 More To Arrive
Shortly

USED CAR 1111111ES
0

C HEVRo

NEv

LET

0

kY L.0

110,
"
1,
"1

48

AIR lilts

1978 Caprice Classic Station Wagon

1978 Chevrolet Caprice Classic

-V

t

C NEVRo T
E"

•

4-wheel Drive
Trucks and
Blazers In Stock

1918 Monte Carlo

Stock No. 634, 3 seat wagon, six way power seat, 3-seat
wagon, power door lock system, soft-ray tinted glass,
power windows, deluxe cargo area carpeting, estate
equipment, power tailgate lock, color keyed floor mats
- front & rear, body side moldings, intermittent windshield wiper SY, electro-clear rear defogger, fourseason air conditioning, remote control osrv. mirrors
LB & RM, litter container, illuminated visor vanity
mirror, cruise-master speed control, 305 Cu. in. V8,
automatic transmission, standard emission system,
comfortilt steering wheel, sport wheel covers, HR7815/B S/B radial w/stripe, digital clock, econorninder
gage package, stereo tape w/AM/FM stereo radio,
power antenna,- btunper rub strips, bumper guards,
roof carrier, approximately 11,537 miles.

Stock No. 637, 4 door sedan, DLX color keyed seat &
SHD belts, power door lock system, soft-ray tinted
glass, power windows, power trunk opener, color
keyed floor mats - front & rear, deluxe luggage compartment trim, body side moldings, door edge guards,
intermittent windshield wiper SY,four-season air conditioning, remote control osrv. mirrors LH & RH,litter
container, illuminated visOr vanity mirror, custom
two-tone paint, cruise-master speed control, 305 cu. in.
V8, automatic transmission, standard emission
system, comfortilt steering wheel, sport wheel covers,
FR78-15/B S/B radial w/stripe, digital clock, stereo
-tape w/AM1FM stereo radio, power antenna, bumper
rub strips, bumper guards, auxiliary lighting, silver,
silver vinyl roof cover, approximately 25,601 miles.

6,37395

Sale Price

Special Price Only
This same car in a 1979 Model would cost
•$9,373.95

only $6,900®

1978 Monte Carlo Landau

Stock No. 611, 2 door sport coupe, soft-ray tinted glass,
deluxe body side moldings, color keyed floor matsfront and rear, door edge guards, four-season air conditioning, remote control O.R.V. mirror-LH, power
brakes, cruise-master speed control, 305 cu. in. V8,
automatic transmission, standard emission system,
comfortilt steering wheel, power steering, p206n0 S/B
radial W/S, AM radio, rally wheels, auxiliary lighting,
WW white vinyl roof cover, VWB1 WHT vinyl bench/black ACC, black, approx. 31,621 miles.

Stock No. 636, 2 Dr. coupe, DLX color keyed seat &
SRI) belts, soft-ray tinted glass, deluxe body side
moldings, color keyed floor mats-front & rear, fourseason air conditioning, 305 Cu. in. V8, automatic transmission, standard emission system, comfortilt
steering wheel, wire wheel covers, P205/70 S/B radial
W/S, AM/FM stereo radio, Landau option, CCCI camel
cloth bench, carmine metallic, RR DK carmine met
vinyl roof CVR,approximately 4,397 miles.

Sale Price Only $5/20000

Special Price Only 5,71
This same car in a 1979 model would cost
;7,918.84

This same car in a 1979 model would cost

This same car in a 1979 model would cast
$10,538.15

1 E V iN

numeration Savings

8"

C E V Pt o to
L°k

44.

Uncle Mac's Special
1978 Chevrolet
Caprice Classic

41.11•••••••• ••••••••••ffinory.....

C1nv:

1978 Chevrolet Caprice
Stock No. 635, 4 door sedan, DLX color keyed seat &
SHD belts, power door lock system, soft,-ray tinted
glass, power windows, power trunk opener, color
keyed floor mats-front & rear, deluxe luggage compartment trim, body side moldings, door edge guards,
intermittment windshield wiper, electro-clear rear
defogger, four-season air conditioning, remote control
osrv. mirrors LB - RH, litter container, illuminated
visor vanity mirror, cruise-master speed control, 305
Cu- in. V8, automatic transmission, standard emission
system, comfortilt steering wheel, sport sheet covers,
FR78-15/B S/B radial w/stripe, digital clock, stereo
tape w/AM/FM stereo radio, power antenna, bumper
rub strips, bumper guards, auxiliary lighting, light
camel, PCC1 camel knit cloth bench, approximately
19,000
miles. Special Price Only 6,2O9'

4111

Special Price

$5,300c*
Stock No. 003,4 door, tinted glass, body side moldings, door edge guards, air conditioner, remote left
hand mirror, cruise control, 305 V-8 engine, automatic transmission, tilt steering wheel steel belted
radial white stripped tires, AM-FM radio, bumper guards, light blue metalic with light blue metalic
vinyl roof cover, blue knit cloth bench seats, approximately 28,223 miles.

-

1978 Chevrolet Caprice Classic
Stock No. 610,4 door sedan, soft-ray tinted glass, color
keyed floor mats jfrnt & rear, body side moldings,
door edge guards,four-season air concliOening,, remote
control O.R.V. mirror - LH, cruise-master speed control, 305 Cu. in. V8, automatic transmission, standard
emission 4stem,comfortilt steering wheel, FR78-15/B
S/B radial w/stripe, dual front speakers, AM/FM
radio, bumper guards, PBB1 black knit cloth bench,
carmine metallic, approximately 16,859 miles.

Special Price Only $5,21845
This same far in a 1979- model would cost
$8,218.45

This same car in a 1979 model would cost $9,209.95
•

LO k

C
4/1111111111k

-C

C
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r
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1979 Chevrolet Caprice
1979 Chevrolet Malibu Classic
Stock no. 1004, Four door sedan, tinted glass, body side
molding, air conditioner, power brakes,. 4.4 litre,,2
barrel, V-8, automatic transmission, power steering.
P195 75R-14/BS/B radial with stripe, AM radio, black
vinyl bench seat, beige color, approximately 12,595
miles

Retail $6,692.64
Special Price $5,50000

Stock no. 1394, 6 way power seat, power door lock
system, tinted glass, power windows, power trunk
opener, color keyed mats, front and rear, deluxe
luggage compartment trim, body side molding, door
edge guards, intermittent windshield wiper, rear window defog; air conditioner, litter container.
illuminated RH viser mirror, twin remote sport
mirrors, cruise control , 5.7 litre 4-BBL V-8, automatic
transmission, tilt steering wheel, sport wheel cover,
radial white wall tires, aux. lighting, gauge package,
digital clock, AM-FM Stereo with 8 track tape, power
antenna, rubber bumper strips, bumper guards, pastel
blue, It. blue, metalic vinyl roof, blue knit cloth, 50/50
seats, approximately 2,000 miles.

Retail $9,629.95

GMAC
Continuous
Protection Plan
LO1

GM _QUAJJT Y
SERVICE PARTS

GENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION
la•pliiri great C.18.-Fietin9
With GOSSIP, G.M. Parts

7,65744

Special Price $

r

1979 Chevrolet Monza 2+2

1979 Chevrolet Malibu Classic Landau

Stock no. 1353,2 dr sport H-B coupe, deluxe color keyed
seat and shd, belts, white sound group, colored floor
mats, front and rear, door edge guards, wheel opening
moldings, intermittent windshield wiper system, rear
window defog, air conditioner, day-night-inside rear
view mirror, sport mirror, LB REM and RH MAN,
power brakes, 5.0 litre 2-BBL V-8, automatic transmission, tilt steering wheel, power steering, rally II
wheels, radial white stripe tires, aux. lighting, digital
9
4c17m
special instrumentation, AM-FM stereo radio,
white with green custom cloth buckets, approximately
miles.
Retail $6,839.58

Stock no. 1247, 2 door sport coupe, deluxe seat and
shoulder belts, power door locks, tinted glass, power
windows, 6 Way power seats, deluxe body side
moldings, color keyed floor mats front and rear, door
edge guard. intermittent windshield wir, rear window defog, air conditioner, litter container, right hand
viser mirror, sport mirrors, LB remote and RH
manual, power brakes, cruise control, 5.0 litre 4-BL
V:43, automatic transmission, tilt steering wheel, power ,
Steering, wire wheel,covers, radial white stripe tires,
auxillary lightening, guage package, AM-FM stereo
radio, power antenna, bumper guards, silver, black
vinyl roof cover, carmine knit
Rectla
oth
il $be
cnicr
h.
s;,s
at, approximately 2,000 miles.

44601 Price $5,88667

12 Months or 12,000 miles warranty, whichever first occurs from date of purchase,
is included on all of the above units.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet,Inc.

Special Price $6,63971

Financing
Available

Salesmen: 1.H. Nix, Jan Dalton, Mickey Boggess, Rick Moody,
Craig Suiter and Joe Ridener.

641 South

753-2617

r_.2146..4
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Nunn Says Restrictions On
Coal Should Be Withdrawn
HAZARD, Ky. rAP
—
Former Gov. Louie Nunn, who
once again seeks the
Republican nomination for
that office, says that government restrictions on Kentucky's coal industry must be
relaxed if the industry is to
stmive.
Nunn, speaking Tuesday in
a television address in eastern
Kentucky, said that the
"situation is intolerable and
getting worse:
"Right here in eastern
Kentucky we have enough
coal to light, heat and
generate electricity for every

home in America until the
year 2000, but government
regulations won't let us mine
the coal, haul the coal or burn
the coal," he said.

strong commitment to coal"
and has done nothing to help
the coal industry.
As examples of government
interference, he cited the new
Nunn purchased time for the federal strip-mine law; a U.S.
taped half-hour broadcast Environmental Protection
Tuesday night on television Agency move to prevent sale
stations WKYH in Hazard, of Kentucky coal in Ohio, and
WSAZ and WOWK in Hun- "transportation decisions that
tington, W.Va., and WBIR in have raised the cost of hauling
Knoxville, Tenn. It is coal by nearly 35 percent."
scheduled to be shown at 8:30
"There have also been
p.m. Friday on WLEX-TV in failures on the part of state
Lexington.
government," he said.
•
Nunn said the state has
Nunn said President Carmade it unnecessarily difficult
ter's administration "lacks a
to obtain mining permits,
failed to promote coal
production and marketing,
inadequately maintained coalhaul roads, and treated coal
truckers unfairly.
He set forth a program that
he said would increase coal
production.

SEASON PASSES
Passes are On Sale At

The Murray-Calloway
Co. Park Office

It included proposals to
establish
education
an
program in which mine inspectors would inform mine
operators and miners of new
regulations; to reduce workmen's compensation rates to
attract new companies, and to
challenge the new federal
strip-mine law in court.
proposed
Nunn
also
establishing a division of coal

10th Payne St.
Purchase prior to Pool Opening and
Save $5.00

Single Pass — $20.00
Family Pass — 45.00

Storey's

promotion and marketing
within the state Commerce
Department.

FOOD
GIANT

He also said the state should
"put a stop to the practice of
some law enforcement officials discriminating against
I coal) truck drivers ... dozens
of coal haulers are being
pulled from their trucks,
thrown into jail and forced to
pay excessive bonds to gain
their
.freedom."
Nunn said there must befa
"change of attitude on the part
d the government and its
approach to the production of
coal. Instead of an inspector
bragging about how many
mining operations he dosed,
he should take pride in how
many mines he kept open
safely and legally."

see 63° On ?4%.
'
Kos

POTATO CHIPS

"Finally and most importantly, if Kentucky coal is
to
survive,
those
in
..Washington
who
have
demonstrated such callous
disregard for Kentucky must
be replaced," he said. "The
Carter administration and its
supporters are among the
major causes of the problems
we face in eastern Kentucky
today. We simply can't afford
four more years of their
policies."

Prim*
kid
1-211
%re
May 1
These Items Specially
Priced On Display Only
Bush s 15 oz

Ise this
Nestea offer
sit ng down.

Navy Beans

3/88'

Bush s Kidney.

Beans

/5 or

3/99'

Bush's Blockeye

Ottit

That's right. Sit down. In your very own director's chair
from the makers of Nestea. This handsome chrome and ,.
beige canvas chair (which retails at $24.95)
is so lightweight and easy to fold, you can take
it just about anywhere. Indoors or out.
So take it. Just clip out the order form
below and send it to us along with
$11.95, and one inner seal from any •
2-oz.(or larger) size jar or one
label from any size canister'of Nestea.
And,so you don't get thirsty
sitting in your new chair, clip out
the coupon below, and save 38(
on any size jar of wet, refreshing
Nestea h Instant 100% Tea
or_Nestea Lemon Flavor:

Bel Air Center
Rights Reserved

Peas

15 or

3/89'

Bush's 1 5 oz

Pinto Beans
Northerns
Bush s Greot

414.

5•oz

3/88'
3/88'

---Kometty
' IrJst

Corn -

I 7 oz 31fS1

Country Time 31 oz

4

Lemonade Mix

Afio"

S1 99

Lorsens

_

/ 6 oz

Vg

2/69'

Friskies

Dog Food

$589

25 lb

Lipton 4 Serving's

Soup Time

_vet%

FRESH PRODUCE

-

P,....................
I

Green Onions
5/1°°
Red Radishes )th 3/99'
Celery
3/99'
Golden, Red, Winesap

MEN IMES IIMIN MIN NMI

ORDER FORM.

Pease send

dre.00( S chair S •

MP
Irorn the makers

36 Size

of Nestea For eacr chair I have
enc,osed $ 1 1 95 pius one inner seal or label from
any 2-oz or larger s,ze lar or canister of Nesteafl
Instant Tea

•

I

59'

I

3 Lb. Bag
Yellow

$149

' ••••sle•i•
3 Lb Bog

Plants
Tomatoes
Cabbage
Peppers
Onion Slips

Big Boy Better Boy Rutgers

L 11111111 WM OEM SIM MIN 11110 NMI'- 111111 OMNI
✓ I06ELSMilli' MIMI MIN MINI MIN MINI mom MINI 111111
STORE COUPON

01-411
TO 11*

'SAVE
1 384
on any size jar-.
or,canister of Neste-3:

L

NEIN NM MIMI'SEM

ThE

NMI MINIM

f0 • •••,„, •

, •...
• •

1

..... •

69'
Box of Six

Flowers

Geraniums
olo NI ut lop I toli Wm TO TNT TIE511(
•OMPANT INC NO SON 1500 ITN COT lIC
' 7648 MITI C000 001 *10 NI in A 1(01*
OWN on( COUPON, NINT II a 0411011) PIN
(OPT Of Pir0OuCT PuTICHAsf0
TIN • PRODUCTS t ISTI0 1.1
(.000 MOT ON
NTS LOUP*. NAT 0TWO tilf COWS tntirrt
IMMO

EXPIRES JULY 31. 1979
' 573901
WIMP IMMO

r

89'
COUPON

".."...."
COUPON

Limit Por
Skippy
Peanut Butter
18or

99

Goott Only Al Storey's
bip May I

I ,rni,

1

Pr'r Cust

Heinz Strained
Baby Juices

7/$1
• 6sol Only At Siorty's
Exp. *ay
4

COUPON

09504200

Per Cusf
Craty
Cow

Limit I

(envoi.
12oz 8
)
44
kW NY k Sig*
Exp. May?

COUPON

COUPON

Limit I Per Cust

Limit? Per Cust
Mazola
Margarine
• • $1

Pam
Ilea• *et,
6 0,$1 19
Good ONly Al Storey's
Exp. May

I

rib. cirk.21
Goa Only Al Sioley'i
Exp At5oy I
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More PurchasingPower Here
Compare Our Low SheffPrices
Folgers 1 Lb

We Will Be Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. Easter Day

Nabisco 1 Lb

Coffee

69'

Saltines

$249

Kraft

?Weekly Frozen Food Specials

Save 91

Tide 49 oz_
•

Wrapped
Singles

Detergent

$139

Scot Farm 6 Pk

Biscuits

99'

On One Bag

RED POTATOES

Sunflower 5 Lb Bag

12 oz

Corn
MEAL

>

99

Thayer Assorted
2 pk

99'

10 oz

89'

Popsicles
Mr. Frys Breaded

Mushrooms
Tree Sweet Orange

Juice

6 oz

2/99'

Pet Cherry

Pies

20 oz

$109

Just Atrivedll

Mexican Inn

20 Lb.
Shank Portion

Fresh

HAM

PORK STEAK

itag

Limit 1 Per Customer
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
With $10.00 Additional Order

Tameles-Burritos.auli Sauce

Family Pack

8

9'

Plate Lunch

9'

1 Meat
2 Veg
Bread
Jumbo

8c
8'

Steak
Sandwich
Baked
Ham

L.F•avh X°Lie
PIPF

,

With Lettuce, Tom

Fresh Pork

a May.

lb.
$2"

BAERY=SPECIAIS
Fresh Strawberry

sr

Pie
Choc Chip

Cookies

9

cfoz

i9'

ea

29'

Moi Loaf Breads

- Mini Loaf Breads

eV`

Creese
BBQ
Crinamon

Home Owned & Operated
Hyde Park Pure Pork

Pork Roast
Pork Cutlets

Con-pfire

Sausage

$1 39

Franks

lb

Fresh

Slab Sliced

lb

Bacon
Bologna

Country Style

Potk Ribs

Family

lb

12 oz pkg

Catfish Steak
Ham
Butt Portion

Smoked

Pork Chops

095.4280

Betty Crocker'Layer Coke
.

Good Only Al Stony I
Exp Ma I

Bacon

$149
lb

I

$119

lb

S1 99

lb

(Limit Two
With Coupon)

•

COUPON
Limit .1 Per Cust.
11111111Tilli -

Merprine

Mixes,

2/9V

F eid's

$119
Pack lb

Fresh Frozen 5 Lb Bog

End Roast

UPON

89'

Bryan Sliced
lb

Pork Loin

Limit I Per Cust. „

12 oz

2t% ttr..tubsilW

6•141 Only At Storefs
• Exp. Mrty

We Accept U.S. Gov't
food Wain7

Last Week's
/gar

Mr!...r.Pl.Iirr %NCR
$600.00

•
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Brown Says Fuel Adjustment
Clause Should Be Retained

McBrayer Supports Road Shift
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

roads, McBrayer said.
Asked why such a shift had
not been proposed by current
and past administrations,
McBrayer said, "It's where
you put your priorities."
Improvement of small roads
is a critical need in eastern
and
western Kentucky,
McBrayer said, adding,
"We're going to do more than
commit dollars to rural roads.
We're going to commit
quality,for a change.
"We're interested in good
roads, not show window
projects that fall apart at the
first freeze of winter."
He pledged that, under his
four-year program, roads
would be well-drai,ned, solidly
based and have adequate
shoulders — "roads that are
built soundly before they're
blacktopped."
A major •part of his
program, McBrayer said,
would be creation of special
maintenance crews for ditching, patching, sealing and

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic gubernatorial
OWENSBORO, Ky. t AP) —
He
said
he
would programs to provide social
candidate Terry McBrayer
John Y. Brown Jr. says the "spearhead new programs for services, transportation and
has proposed "a shift in
fuel adjustment clause that exploring employment op- outreach programs, ineniphasis from interstate
lets utilities pass fuel-price portunities for persons still formation and referral ser(highway) programs" to
increases on to customers able to work and for lay vices, and home health,
double spending for county,
makes -good sound business membership by senior citizens homemaking and legal serrural and municipal roads
sense" and should be retained. on state boards and advisory vices for the elderly.
without increasing taxes.
The Democratic candidate commissions."
He said his plan would inMost interstate highwaj
for governor said he would
clude consumer protection
projects are completed, or
The program would include programs and appointment of
keep the clause on-the books;
have had funds allocated,
possibly
with
some proposals in the 1980 General an ombudsman-consumer
McBrayer said in a press
Assembly for "major tax advocate for the elderly.
. modifications.
conference here Tuesday.
Brown's remarks came in a reductions" for persons on low
Brown said he also would
About 20 percent of the state
news conference Tuesday in and fixed incomes, and ex- encourage extensive research
road fund currently is spent on
Owensboro, where he 'visited tension of the Homestead at the $2 million Sandersstate and local roads, he said,
college campuses, banks and property tax exemption to Brown Institute on Aging,
adding he would -push for
persons between 62 and 65, he soon to open at the University
manufacturing plants.
legislation to increase that
His Louisville headquarters, said.
of Kentucky. Brown conspending to more than 40
Brown said he Would seek tributed $1 million to match
meanwhile, released his
percent.
program_ tor the elderly, in maximum federal funding for state funds to build the center.
Adoption of his proposal
which
tce
promised
would provide $44 million for
"imaginative solutions" to
HE'S GOT MY VOTE — Linger Crouch, 3, daughter of
the county road aid progrprn,
their needs, citing a "moral
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Crouch, shows her political
$85 million for secondary and
obligation to look after those
preference in the Agriculture Commissioner's race with
rural roads and $22 anion for
who once looked after us.." . •
her T-shirt.
Photo ITN Ocann Thornton
municipal and small town
Brown told the Owensboro
news confeunce, "I am for
the fuel adjustment clause. I
am willing to avoid the
popular stand. Keeping the
fuel adjustment clause is in
the best intersts of Kentucky's
consumers."
He said candidates opposing
it have made it a "political football. Either they don't
understand what the clause
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) — read ... have told me they
does, or they are deliberately
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky,, were for me" Hubbard said in
misrepresenting it to confuse
candidate
a
for
the taping a Paducah Cablevision
the public in their search for
Democratic gubernatorial program to be broadcast May
votes."
nomination, has charged that 3.
The automatic pass-along of
some county judge-executives
However, Miller said
fuel cost increases is "not a
Claimed .as backers by Tuesday night that the judges
"political issue, it is a business
Democratic opponent Terry he invited to the meeting knew
issue," Brown said. .
McBrayer did not intend to the purpose was' to endorse
ANTI-SEPTIC
He said abolishing it would
endorse McBrayer.
EYE DROPS
McBrayer.
thought
"I
was
it
MOUTHWASH
necessitate costly hearings on
Eighteen county judge- clearly understood," he said.
GETS THE RED our
-,MS BY MILLIONS ON CONTACT
utility rate-increase requests
executives from the 1st
-It was me that organized
each time fuel prices rose, or
District, which Hubbard the meeting. It was a meeting I eye drops
force utilities to borrow to pay
represents, -were listed as, to endorse Terry McBrayer,"
increases their rates Would
having endorsed McBrayer Miller said. "This is all
not cover.
12 OZ
following a breakfast meeting politics."
"During this decade of
with the former state corn- . He said Carroll was invited
wildly fluctuating energy
USTERIN
E
merce commissioner on to the meeting but could not
HEAVY DUTY
4M7111111111MC
prices it is clear tome that the
Monday.
attend.
clause has saved millions of
But Hubbard said that
Among the 18 judgedollars for the consumer,"
SERGEANTS
Marshall • County Judge- executives listed as endorsing
SENTRY IV
Brown said, adding that 43
Executive Mike Miller, who McBrayer, those who could be
DETERGENT
other states have such
FLEA
&
TICK
organized the breakfast, in- reached Tuesday • differed on
DETERGENT a
clauses.
vited the judge-executives to a ,whether they intended to do
COLLAR
FOR
DDCS
He said Kentucky's clause,
breakfast with Gov. Julian SO.
IOUS FLEAS AIDS
in existence since 1957, may
T/CK
Carroll, who did not attend,
Judge-Executive James
need modification, and one
CONTROL
rather than a breakfast to Menees of Fulton County said
possible change'would be to
endorse McBrayer.
QUANTITY RiGs+TS RESERVED
Miller told him the purpose of
-grant the attorney general the,
PRICES GOOD NOMA QUANTITIES LAST
"These
county
•
-judioesThe
meeting
was
ojee,t
le
with
authority to call hearings on
flocked to Kentucky Dam for a Carroll and McBrayer and
unusually high price inbreakfast with Gov. Julian, discuss western Kentucky
creases.
•
WITH YOUR
BEGLEY'S
NON ASIA.%
Carroll," Hubbard said.
projects. He said he had not
•
NRETE,
Brown said his program for
SUPER
Hubbard said some of the endorsed McBrayer, and that
FORMUL
AM
the elderly, would provide as
COUPON
judges he talked to "were his attendance at the meeting
LIQUID ANTACID
much assistance as possible to
EXTRA
shocked" when told that their was not meant as an enSA',E
SAVE
keep the aged out of innames had been given as dorsement.
STRENGTH
APP,
EVEN MORE ON
stitutions and provide quality
CAPSULES
dgxecutive_ Stanley
te.f
THESE ,PRODUCTS
services to those who must be MrBrayerbackerf
"I know some Of
names
I
Hopkins
of
Hickman
.County
in them.
ANALGESIC
said he was not asked to
commit himself to McBrayer
BINFERIN
GET YOUR SUPER
mrs-Hind
and his presence at the
Bra—
TWICE AS FAST
COUPON 'FROM SUNDAY
Wetting
BARNES-HIND
meeting did not constitute an
AS ASPIRIN
Sokition
APRIL 221160 NEWSPApE R
endorsement.
WETTING SOLUTION
•
However, McCracken
Steak
'
FOR HARD CONTACT LENSES
County
Judge-Executive
LERDER PR CONT AC r LOOSE CAE*
N. 12th
Raymond Schultz said he
CLOROX HELRENS CLEANS '
Mon.-Sot. 11:00 a.m. to Midnight'
understoodthat the breakfast
BLEACH
06114FECTS
was
"for
McBrayer,"
and
Sunday 11:00-10:00
aa.ama.•-••
2011•86
;
•
Judge-Executive James
•
Oder* Guffey of Ballard
olp AUTOMAT,
14,1.11! IP eSH SPPIN(.• RIO
FI'L
County said he "certainly did"
TAMPAX
RAPID SHAVE
-1MATIC
endorse McBrayer.
114 ARO
TAMPONS
- "I knew it was for enir
SAFI CUMFORTABLE 'ASV TO L.
1.09
dorsement of McBrayer,"
Guffey said.
FLOURIGARD ,.,:f6ACLY
Judge-Executive Dick
1 041
*0.00,
Castleman of Graves County
ULTRA BRUTE
RINSE Au'
IAEA, V 60! TUBE
— Hubbard's home county —
said he went to the breakfast
(with salad bar)
to endorse McBrayer and
MEAD
added, "All the judges knew
Everyday at Lunchtime
BEGLEY'S
what they were going for."
LEGAL SIZE
9-9 Mon.thru Sat.
Hubbard said that of the
judge-executives he talked to,
ENVELOPES .rry`*4)e.
12-7 Sun.
"Two said they had been told
specifically their county road
VITAMIN
money would be cut off bet21 1/2 IN.
-Weerc-nnw and December if
STRUCTO
4
80:
Or
50
they didn't endorse Terry
Tuesday & Thursday
McBrayer." He would not
WITH ROSE HIP',
N.VrtritAl,
All Day Long
Tao TAN
identify the two.
V ITANAIN
A SToROY PORTABLE FIRAPER
bar
salad
with
GUARANTEE L. •
Miller denied that. "I was
L
T S SUPER FOR BACIEV•Ro 6*116 0o6s
250
I
lig.
GUARANTEED
SA
OR
the-one who made the calls
PICNICS
CHROME PLATED COOKING (AID ARIA
and I didn't threaten to cut off
250 MD
79 SO IN 4 POSITION'
,GRID
We have a great
anybody's road funds."
ADJUSTMENT REMOVABLE LEGS
selection to choose from
McBrayer spokesman Mark
It to I ill Acts
GENERIC DRUGS A RE ANOER
ANOTHER
McDaniel said McBrayer
*Pizza 'Steaks
WAY THAT BEGLEY'S CAN SAVE YOU
"hasn't been elected to
•Pasta Dinners 'Seafood
MONEY HOW MUCH DEPENDS ON
‘1110111111W
•
anything. He can't cut off
30 QT
VV/MOLDED HANDLES
'Sandwiches
THE DRUG WE CARRY ONLY THOSE
anybody's road funds."

Hubbard Charges
Judges Do Not
Support McBrayer

BEGLElf

PI

bridge work in each state
highway district.
"For those counties who
wish to maintain their own
county road system,funds can
be authorized to expand their
present maintenance crews,"
he said. "Fir those who don't
want the opportunity to
maintain tfieir own county
roads, these additional
maintenance crews will be
assigned to the existing state
maintenance system."
Many
rural
roads,
especially coal haul roads,are
regularly black-topped, but
heavy coal truck traffic
quickly reduces the new
blacktop to rubble, McBrayer
said.
He said those roads require
strong bases capable of
carrying such heavy traffic.
But McBrayer conceded he
did not know if it was possible,
from an engineering standpoint, to lay new road beds
without closing the roads
during construction.

This is... savings at Begley's

DRUG

STORES

LISTERINE

VISINE

Visine

1.06

•••• .00 00

00

.1110 •••••1.

WISK

1.08

r

11

, TYLENOL

.91

MAJESTIC HOUSE
*Pizza

011111/1

1.57--

• ite

Colgate'

759-1114
Top Sirloin Steak
Special

•

944

ALL

944

.87

994

Store Hours:

'295

NATURAL

Cl

amp)

53

GRILL

SAVE UP TO 50%
ON YOUR NEXT
PRESCRIPTION

ANBESOL
FOR TEMPORARY
RELIEF OF PAIN
DUE TO
TOOTHACHE.
TEETHING,DENTURI
IRRITATION

ATTENTION
TRUCKERS!!!

DRUGS THAT VVE*CAN DISPENSE AND
j YOU CAN TAKE WITH COMPLETE
ASSURANCE IN THEIR QUALITY

1/41

/1- /
1
4
-IT

•

,

A,,ASK YOUR DOCTOR
OR BEGLEYPHARMACIST
ABOUT GENERICS

-J

ANTIQUE
HALLS
MENTHO-LYF'TUS

gll-1.-TNTI

COUGH T AR'
WITH V4fwg

2 GAl

W SP( )t)T

SK IN

50 FT

WATER,

HOK
3/4 X 60 YARDS

or ?Mk t•

II ill III 1111111M

C

ALARM CLOCK

GAS CAN

1,/2 IN

SINGLE BELL
GRACIOUS .STYLING RECAPTURES
ANOTHER DAY TOP BILL ALARM •

RECTANGULAR

.97

WESCLOX

Colonial.i§ in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
t9 increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in,
as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model,3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a'Minimum of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background,'then do yourself a favor and contact Carl McBride 901)7844951 at Humbolt, Tn.

11.66
FOAM
\
COOLER 1.44

7.6

STRAPPING
TAPE

c
AIL•./

1.34

S
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By MATT SANDERS
Sports Writer
According to Murray State
University head football coach
Mike Gottfried, there was a
lesson to be learned from the
Blue-Gold Game played last
night at Roy Stewart Stadium.
"You have to learn to
always play geared up,"
Gottfried said, after the more
talented Blue squad had to
rely on two fourth quarter
scores to defeat a scrappy
Gold team 14-3.
The coach said thatthe Gold
team played hard and showed

intensity throughout the
game. He added that he also
was impressed by .,some in-

Murray State will close
spring practice with its
final Blue-Gold game
Friday night at 7:30
p.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
dividual performances on the
Blue team.
The scrimmage was marred
by a constant rain but Gottfried felt it had its advantages

Jerry Smith,a 6-4, 195-pound guard from Neosho County
Junior College in Chanute, Kan., has becorne the seventh
basketball recruit to sign a national letter of intent with
Murray State.

The Blue's Bryan Crall throws for a receiver as Vernon Broadnax provides blocking protection. The Blue topped the Gold
14-3 Last night in a scrimmage at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Staff photo by Matt Sanders

Debate Team Discusses Dorm
Issue; Regents Meet Saturday
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
The debate over the
proposed refurbishing of
rooms for the Murray State
basketball team continued
Last night, and it was a real,
live debate
The Murray State Debate
Team used the controversy as
a topic of disusSion in its final
meeting • of the semester,
bringing forth some interesting points.
For those wiTamiliar with
situation,
the
some
background:
Several
Murray State
student body organizations,
uponn learning of Racer
basketball
Coach
Ron
Greene's plans to use the West
Wing of Clark Hall, a dormitory on the MSU campus,to
house his squad, lodged
protests..
They — the Clark Hall
Council, the Residence Hall
Association and the Student
Government Association —

felt that the guaranteeing of
certain students — in this
case, basketball players —
things such as private rooms,
carpeting and wall coverings,
violated Murray State housing
rules.
And when the media was
alerted after a representative
contaced one of the national
wire services, the smoking
controversy suddenly,became
a blaze, complete with
suggestions from
, the administrative side that the
hubbub might have political
overtones. The student bodies
drew editorial support from
the Murray State News, the
campusnewspaper.
Returning to the debate last
night, .some of the basic
arguments for the refurbishing of the rooms for the
basketball team were:
— that the basketball team,
since it is a separate body with
certain needs, merits its own
wing, complete with a
graduate assistant coach in

teammates a 3-0 lead.
Tailback
Danny
Lee
Johnson, last season's Ohio
Valley Conference Offensive
Player of the Year, gave bin
teatn the lead for good with a
12-yard touchdown run with
6:37 left in the contest. He
finshed with 71 yards on 20
carries and was named MVP
for the Blue squad.
Safety Greg Evans put the
game out of reach with 1:24
eemaining as he picked off a
Gold pass and rambled 30
yards for a'score.
See Blue,Page 12-A

school and junior college scouting report Subscribed to by
coaches throughout the country.
"He has the tools to be an excellent wing player," said
Neosho County coach Galen Mote. "He has size, great
shooting range and mobility and because of his strength
and leaping ability, he does a good job taking the ball to
the basket."
A native of Rockville Centre, N.Y.,Smith is a product of
Southside High School where he won All-Long Island
honors and participated in international competition as a
member of an AAU Junior Olyrnpic team.
-We've been searching all year for players with positive
and winning attitudes and Jerry fits right up there on top
with those we've signed," said Murray State Coach Ron
Greene. "He',,s big and exceptionally strong and has the
skills to operate as a swing player."
In addition to Smith, other pjayers signed include 6-8
Terry Triplett ( Nebraska Western Junior College), 6-10
Michael Bates (Eastern Oklahoma State Junior College);
6-5 Walt Davis and 6-1 Jeff Strouse (Evansville Central),
6-6 Glen Green (Henderson County, Ky.) and 5-11 LaMont
Sleets(Eminence,Ky.).

Smith scored a career 1,071 points to rank fourth on the
all-time Neosho County
scoring list. His 19.3 average
last season ranked first on the
team and third in the Kansas
Jayhawk Conference. Smith
had a career one-game high of
• 37 points as a sophomore.

•
JERRY SMITH

and disadvantages.
"It was terrible weather,
just terrible. I guess we
shouldn't have played, but the
rain didn't start until
gametime. But it will prepare
us to play a game under bad
weather conditions," Gottfried said.
The contest was scoreless
until, with 38 seconds
remaining in the third
quarter, quarterback-place
kicker Jim McAfee, most
valuable offensive player for
the Gold team, kicked a 35yard field goal to give his

A two-time all-conference
selection, Smith was the most
-valuable player in the Neosho
County Holiday Tournainent.

He was listed as the "best shooter in Kansas Junior
College" this year and as "one of the top 10 junior college
players in Kansas" in Bill Cronauer's B/C Report, a high

charge in lieu of the residence being spent on athletic
hall advisor.
housing, though money is
— that refurbishing the needed in other areas of the
rooms would enhance the university.
Racers' chances of recruiting
— the university, should it
a quality athlete, since quality allow the plans to occur, will
housing is a prime con- signal that it feels athletics
sideration by the prospective are more important that
athlete.
academics.
— that w1th a portion of the ----- that the plan would
dorm of their own, the • violate NCAA rules which say,
basketball players would he in effect, that athletes cannot
saved from having to move to be
special
afforded
another residence hall (a priviledges. Enforcement Of
practice to ensure security) the guidelines will go into
during their stay on campus effect Aug, 1.
during the holidays.
,
The Murray State Board of
Arguments against the Regents will meet Saturday,
proposal included:
and members of the student
plan violates housing groups in opposition plan to
policy, which says, among discuss the issue with the
other things, that a student regents, a spokesman said.
who is currently in a room has
the first priority in retaining
But no regent has asked that
that room. Eight of the rooms the matter be placed on the
that will be refurbished shoold agenda, , MSU President
the plans ,go through are Constantine W. Curris said
presently
occupied
by today. If a member does, it
students.
will be placed on the agenda.
— taxpayers' dollars are he said.

Atlanta Beats Washington 107-103At Home
By the Associated Press
LANDOVE:R, Md. — Terry
Furlow and Tom McMillen, a
pair of three-year men who
spent most of the season on the
bench, have rescued the
Atlanta Hawks from extinction and carried them
back into the National
Association
Basketball
quarter-final series against
the defending champion
Washington Bullets.
Furlow was a midseason
acquisition from Cleveland;
McMillen has bounced around
with • several teams. They
came off the bench when
starters Armond Hill and John
Drew got into early foul
trouble, and combined for 40
points to power the Hawks'
1077103 victory over the
Bullets in the only NBA
playoff game Tuesday night.
Seattle, boasting a 3-1 lead,
looks to clinch its Western
Conference semifinal series at
home tonight against Los
Angeles. The Phoenix Suns
are at Kansas City tonight,
leading the Kings 2-1.
leads
AntonioSan
Philadelphia 3-1 in the other
Conference
Eastern
semifinal. Those teams
resume Thursday - on. the
Spurs' court.
With Washington holding a
3-2 lead in the best-of-seven
series, the teams return to
Atlanta Thursday night. The
Illawks had: a 35-9 record at

their Omni home this season,
including a 17-game winning
streak.
But they have lost twice to
the Bullets there in this series.
:'This
the
is
most
courageous win in my three
years as the Hawks' coach,"
said Hubie Brown after
Atlanta survived injuries to
starters Eddie Johnson, Drew
and reserve Tree Rollins, and
the overcame the early foul
trouble to Hill and Drew.
"There are not enough
adjectives to describe the
game played by Furlow and
McMillen. McMillen kept us in
the game in the first half when
we were struggling," Brown
said.
'McMillen got 12 of hts 19
points in the first half while
Furlow came throuth with 16
of, his team-high 21 points in
the second, including two free
throws with eight seconds left
that iced the game.
The Hawks went into the
fourth quarter with an 81-80
lead. Atlanta built up a 99-90
lead with 5:46 left and watched it lip away to 105-103
with A stonds remaining. .
"That wasn't pretty," mad._
Brown, orhis team's inability
to maintain the,big margin.
"We had a chance to win,"
said Washington Coach Dick
Motta. "(Bobby) Dandridge
shot the ball where we wanted it."
Dandridge scored 24 points
•

in the contest, two fewer than don't think it is unrealistic for
the game-leading figure of us to win it all. We have a good
teammate Elvin Hayes.
enough team to do it."
With 24 seconds remaining,
The, takers might be conDandridge took a shot from sidered the underdog against
the baseline and had it blocked the SuperSonics, who return to
by Rollins. He got the ball their former home,the Seattle
back and put it up again from Coliseum, in trying to wrap up
12' feet but • missed, and the the Western Conference
rebound went to Atlanta. •
semifinal. The Sonics have
Furlow sees nothing strange won 37 of 41 games it the
about his performance. He Coliseum in the 17 months
expects to perform as well all since Len Wilkens became
the time — if he is able to get coach.
•
in the game.
They played at the Coliseum
"I just need an opportunity for 11 years before shifting to
to compete," said Furlow, the spacious Kingdome for
who came to Atlanta just their home games this season.
before the All-Star break and
played only 576 minutes in 29
games. -I'm just getting an
opportunity toshow what I eon
do."
As for the series returning to
Atlanta, Furlow said, "We're
still the Underdogs. We have to Friday
at the Murrayexecute and eliminate all the
Calloway County Park,
lVi
mental errors. I'm suremoved to the Exposition
Washington now feels a little
Center on College Farm Road
pressure, but they've been
Saturday at 9 p.m. due to wet
there before, so they can'
weather.
handle it. ,
"'We just cannot beat ourselves, as we hav.e done in two Purdom Scores Ace
of the three losses to
Washington. We. can't make
Purdont Sr.,
mental mistakes thalr take us 10th St.. scored a hole-in-one
out of the game. They'te got on the 165-yard seventh hole at
great players tho thrive on the Murray Country Club last
that psychological edge," Thursday.
Furlow added.
• The ace,the first by Purdom
McMillen agrees. "We've In his 25 years of golfing, was
got to be the underdogs. But I witnessed by his wife Alice.

Lk TENSION LADDERS

STEP LADDER.
5 ft.

6 ft .1 16 ft

20ft.

24 ft.

Sale

$I 9.99 $24.99 , S34.99 $49.99 $59.99

reg.

$35.95
I tie "soon

$41.40 I $59.60
r

Oa!MI

28 ft.
$ 79.99

$75.40- $92.35 $119.65

. oar. 3 to to ss than saes hued °Maw
lo oath,

Save 02eget
Tot*One
latex

'11bouse
Satisfaction
Guaranteed in
the use of these
coatings or your
purcboar price
will be re/untied.

r",l $11 49

paint

latex Satin
Enamel

,z gut
1,1 55' *79

Ot979 Me Shorrem 11,
11.•rnt

A paint.
4store.
4 wholelot more:
• FE..Decorates,Service. Easy charge convenient? with Master Charge or Visa.

Murray
Southside Shopping Center
So. 12th St.
753-3321
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Who's On First?
No One Knows, But Mets Drub Giants 10-3
By KEN RAPPOPORT
relayed the ball to Bill.
AP Sports Writer
Madlock, who stepped on first
Joe Torre of the New York for what San Francisco
Mets and Joe Altobelli of the thought was a double play.
San Francisco Giants played The Mets, however, had
,their version of "Who's on different ideas, claiming the
first?" — only this one wasn't dropped ball made both
very funny to either manager. Hebner and Mazza safe.
"It was like Abbott and
Both teams howled and the
Costello out there," quipped umpires — working in place of
• New York infielder Richie regulars who are involved in a
Hebner after watching the act contract dispute — vacillated.
at Shea Stadium Tuesday Finally, they ruled Mazzilli
night during the Mets' 10-3 out'and ordered Hebner back
victory over the Giants.
to . first. It hardly satisfied
either Torreor Altobelli, each
National League
of whom filed a protest.
Things were a little calmer
The discussion between the around the rest of the National
two about a bizarre play at League Tuesday night, as
-7"
first base ended in what Torre Pittsburgh routed Cincinnati
called "a compromise — the 9-2; Philadelphia edged Los
Camp David accord." But Angeles 7-6 in 10 innings; St.
there was still some confusion [inns took a 6-5 decision over
over the details after 28 Atlanta and Montreal whipped.
minutes of animated talk.
San Diego 5-1. The HoustonThe Blue's Randy Campbell(28) just managed to get off a kick as TodcLMcCullough 46) and Eddie Whelan (31) rush in.
Chicago game was postponed
games
last
night
in
Gold
14-3
in
the
second
scrimmage
of three Murray State
Stewart Stadium.
The Blue defeated the
"After
you
allow
the
man
to
Staff PhotO by Matt Sanders
by rain.
second base, how do you call
him out for not going back to
Pirates 9, Reds 2
first base?" Torre wondered
John Miler's two-run
aloud.
homer and a solo blast by
This was the situation: The Dave Parker helped PittMets had runners at first and sburgh* beat Cincinnati. The
third when Lee Mazzilli-hit a Pirates jumped on last-minute
fly ball to right that Jack starter rookie Frank Pastore
Clark appeared to catch. for two runs in the first inning
Hebner, halfway to secono,,pn and four more in the fourth.
- -.
Royals 5, White Sox 0
seventh inning. By,that dine the play, retreated to first on y Pastore was a -last-minute
Cleveland defeateg Minnesota
By BRUCE LOW ITT
7-2 and Baltimore downed , Willie Wilson's three stolen the Orioles had a 7-2 lead, to find Mazzilli waving at him choice of Manager John
AP Sports Writer
when
Tom
Tommy J,olin was fit to be California 7-2. The Detroit bases and two runs scored — thanks in part to two solo to reverse directions. Now it McNamara
7-Tigers' game at Milwaukee and . his on-the-button throw home runs by Ken Singleton, appeared that Clark had Seaver, who was scheduled to
tied-'- andontied.
start for Cincinnati, comThe new ace on a Nev York was rained out with the from center field to nail off loser Don Aase in the third dropped the ball.
mound staff filled with aces Brewers leading 4-2 after two Chicago runner Marvis Foley inning and Dyar Miller in the-, Umpire Phil Lospitalier was plained of a lower back sprain
at the plate — supported fifth.
still signaling 'out' when Clark during his pre-game warmup.
chalked up his fourth victory innings.
John and Oakland's John Dennis Leonard's seven-hitter
without a loss Tuesday night,
muffling Oakland on five hits Henry Johnson, 0-3, matched for the Royals. Frank White
.as the Yanks beat the A's 3-1. , each other through eight in- homered for Kansas City in
By the Associated Press
"I just want to contribute nings. But when Buelty Dent the first ihning, then Wilson
and do what I'm being paid' singled to open . the ninth, bunted for a hit, stole second
for. I don't think of myself as 'Heaverlo took over. Mickey and came around on two
ah ace," - John shrugged. Rivers grounded out and grounders in the third. Wilson
"When you have five pitchers Willie Randolph was walked also led off the fifth with a
on a championship club, intentionally before Munson single, stole second and third
the first 85 games last year.
Tuesday.
hit a slow roller to the right of and scored when Foley, thE
they're all good.;
LAS VEGAS, Nev. Peter
San Francisco attracted its
Players selected for the
White
Sox
catcher,
let
a
pitch
the mound. Heaverlo pounced
Fleming upset, fourth-seeded largest opening day crowd European tour include: Pat
on its • but his wild throw get past him.
American League
Gerulaitis 6-7, 6-4, 6-4 in ever as 56,196 fans watched Cummings, 6-foot-11 forward,
'allowed both runners to score.
a first-roundmatch of a men's the Giants and Padres. It was University of Cincinnati; John
Red Sox-47-Mariirers 3
John got a break when A's
$250.000 tennis tournament.
also the largest crowd of the Gerdy, 6-5 guard, Davidson;
Larry Wolfe's . 12th-inning
Blue Jays 2, Rangers 0
relief pitcher Dave Haaverlo
In other matches, top- season so far for the league.
Steve Wright, A-9 forward,
had sacrifice fly stretched the Red
Lemanczyk, who
broke a ninth-inning tie by
seeded- - Bjorn Borg downedBoston;, Steve Johnson, .6-11
Stix's
winning
streak
to
five
4-14
a
through
staggered
heaving Thurman Munson's
Hank Pfister 2-6, 6-3, 6-1;
Basketball.
center, Oregon State; Mark
grounder down the right field season in 1978 and hadn't won. games and Seattle's tailspin to third-seeded
Jahn McEnr,e.
Radford, 6-4 guard, Oregon
line, giving the Yanks a pair of a , game since last July 29, nine. Unbeaten Dick Drago beat Sandy Mayer
CINCINNATI (API. — State; Lavon Williams, 6-7
6-3, 6-3. ad
crashed out of his clump with pitched, 42-3 innings , of John Alexander
runs.
University of Cincinnati forward, Kentucky; , Rudy
topped F.
• it -not only broke -a 4-1- tie. I the.. one-bit performance scoreless relief for his third
basketball Conch Ed Badger Woods, 6-11 center. Texas
677,6,3,6,1
but it broke John's 87-87 tie against the,Rangers.
says lie .W111 -open' practice- - A&MI. - A1beTt icing, 641-- for
He balfled every Texas, Carl Yastrzmski hit a twowith himself. The sinkersessions here Thursday with ward.
Univergity
of
run
homer
in
the
sixth
inning
balling southpaw who had won batter — except Pat Putnam
the United States national Maryland; Eddie . Lee, 6-5
Baseball
,87 games • • as- a Ntitional — with a steady diet of fast- and also doubled in the
basketball team which will guard, Cincinnati; Jack
-League star with the Los balls. Putnam sliced a single second, when Boston scored
compete for the Third Zimmerman, 6-2 guard,
NEW
YORK
AP.
—
Angeles Dodgers posted his to left field in the third inning its other run. Bob-Stinson National
League attendance is International Cup in Europe.
Dayton; Larry Smith, 6-8
to demolish any hopes drove in all three Mariner
88th in the American League.
Badger, named earlier by forward, Alcorn State, and
up
6.5
percent
over
last
year's
In the rest of the AL. Lemanczyk had of pitching runs with a homer and a figures at this tin,e,
the league -- the American Basketball Butch Carter,6-5, Indiana.
-Toronto silenced Texas 2-0 as the season's second no-hitter. single.
Association of the United
reported
Tuesday
Badger said the team will
Dave Lemanczyk tossed a - "It was the biggest mistake I
States to coach the U.S. team, begin workouts Thursday at
Orioles
7,
Angels
Through
2
garnes
of
April
22,i
his
said
of
LemanCzyk
made,"
City
Kansas
one-hitter,
Jim Palmer's back acted up NI. teams had drawn 1,932,215 selected his 12-man roster the University of Cincinnati
pitch to Putnam, "ft was a
blanked Chicago 5-0, Boston
again, but not until the fans. 117,547. more than rIver from a number of colleges and leave for Europe May 2.
• .beat Seattle 4-3 in 12 innings. fastball over the plate."

Yankees'John Improves Record
To 4-0; Texas Victim Of 1-Hitter

Yeager.
Phill1es 7, Dodgers6
Relief pitcher Ron Reed
doubled with two outs in the
10th inning and scored on
Larry Bowa's single to lead
Philadelphia
over
Los
Angeles. Reed's run capped a
night of comebacks for both
teams. The Dodgers built a 3-0
lead, fell behind 64 and tied it
in the eighth with three runs to
send the game into extra innings.
Dodger Manager Tommy
Lasorda was ejected in the
midst of a five-run rally by
Philadelphia in the third inning. Lasorda questioned a
decision by plate umpire Bob
Nelson, who called Pete Rose
safe at home on Mike Schmidt's single. Rose slid in and
was tagged by catcher Steve

Cards 6, Braves 5
Ted Simmons belted a sole
home run in the 10th inning of
relief ace Gene Garber,
pacing St. Louis over Atlanta.
The victory went to Cardinal
reliever Mark Littell, who also
beat the Braves in relief in a
10-inning game Monday night.
Expos 5, Padres 1
Ross Grimsley hurled a sixhitter and Ellis Valentine
drove in two runs with a
homer and a single to pace
Montreal over San Diego.
After Valentine's leadoff
homer in the second inning,
the Expos added three runs off
San Diego's star lefthander,
Randy Jones.' It was mote
than enough for Grimsley.

Come in and see your kind of truck during

OUR

Sports Briefs

Fleming Defeats Gerulaitis

Sports At..A Glance

College Football Going
To 4-Team Tournament?

NBA Playoffs

playoff beginning at the
conclusion of-the 1980 season.
The plan reportedly callS"for
two semifinal games and a
championship contest, all to
be held after the regular postseason bowl games. The four
finalists would be chosen after
the bowl games by a selection
committee.
Broyles was quoted as
saying that representatives of
the bowls were opposed to the
change, -but a lot of people
are eager and anxious to have
a playoff."

Washington

193. AtLanta 89

Game'?
Atlanta 107, Washington 99
Game 3
Washington Me Atlanta 77
Game 4
Washington-120, Atlanta 119, OT
Tuesday's-Game
Atlanta .107, Washington 103
'limeade's Game
Washington at Atlanta
Sunday's Game
Atlanta at Washington, if necessar)
Western Conference
Game 1
Phoenix 202, Kansas city 99
Game!
Kansas City III, Phoenix 91
Game
Phoenix 106. Kansas Cit) 93
Wednesday's Game
Phoentx at Kansas City n
Friday's Game

Game
Seattle 112 LOS Aro. —
Gagne 7
Seattle 106, Los Arg •
Game
I.as Angeles 118, S,i17' •
Game
Seattle 117, Les Ante, ,
WednesdaL s(Am,
Las Angeles at Seatt.e r,
Friday 's
Seattle at I wc
i• •
sae).
Sunday's r•ari,
- -Los Angeles at Sear:,

AMER/CAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pet, GB
714'—
10
4
.40st°"
625
10
6
New York
6
Detroit

a

BaIUM6re

Milwaukee
Toronto
Cleveland
Caldorrua
Texas
Minnesota
Kansas City
Ilucsigo
oakland
Seattle

1
9
7
I
6 10
5
9
WEST
I2
5
5
9
6
7
7
9
5 12
5 12

aak

529
467
375
357

24
3ts
5
5

706
643
600
467
438
254

—
14
2
4
4'9
7

354

NATIONAL LEAGL E
FAST
W
I.
Pet GB
fixdadetphm
10
4
714
Montreal
9
5
643
1
St Louts
8
7
533
2ka
Chicago
6
6
500
3
New York
5
8
3115
Pittsburgh
5 10
333
5,
1

Houston
Cincinnati
San Francisco
San Diego
Los Angeles
Atlanta

WFST
12
4
9
6
9
9
8 10
3 11
.5 -12

750
529
.500
444
421
294

315
4
5
5‘y
7,1

Blue Tops Gold
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When you know how they're built.

Preview: an insperiant new -engine buift for
the
Just right for today's economy. And only
IH has it.
Free guide clears up gas-vs.-diesel controversy.
Pick up your copy of a new straighttalking, answer-filled booklet that tells
everything you need to make the right
engine selection.
It all happens here April 23-28

Baseball Standings

Kansas City at
IRA .1
Silt)
Sunday s Game
Phoenix at Kansas
Sa17,
Tiaesday M.a7, 1
Ka(1.9•11S Clt!, at Choirs
sary

Game 1

By the Associated Press
COLORADO SPRINGS,
Colo. — A committee of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association reportedly has
voted in favor of establishing
an annual national collegiate
_ football championship.
, Arkansas .Athletic Director
Frank Broyles. a member of
the NCAA'S Extra Events
Committee, wit quoted by the
Colorado Springs Sun in a
copyright story today as
saying the eight-member
committee voted unanimously
Tuesday to endorse a football

New medium-duty trucks built around heavyduty features!
The most heavy-truck features in their
class for added durability and reliability.
Best shoulder room for driver comfort.

Defensive end Lamar
Williams earned defensive
MVP honors for the Blue
team, while end Jack flurtt
picked up the same honor for
the Gold. Williams was
credited with three tackles,
two assists and 11-yard
qtracterbeak sack. 4urtt,had
eight tackles, three.. assists
and a fumble recovery.'
, The Blue team was coached
by assistant coaches Dan
Walker, Frank Beamer, Bill Baldridge, John Behling;
graduate assistant Ron - Zook
and former quarterback-Mike
Dickens. The team gained 151
yards rushing, 66 yards
passing and made 15 first
clowns. Fullbacks Tony Lester
Oind George T,urnley added 28
444.72 y,pp* resuctivsix, to
the ground game.
The Gold squad, under the
director. of assistant coach
Tommy Liggins and.graduate
assistants Jim Surrency and"
Vim Pandolfi, made four
yards . rushing, 13 yards
passing with two interceptions

and five first downs. Fullback
Greg Whetzel was the leading
ball carrier with 20 yards.
- The game"followed official
college rules except there
were no kickoffs.
Gottfried said that spring
practice will end at 730 p.m.
Friday with a final scrimmage game at Stewart
Stadium, The Contest was
originally scheduled To be
played at Marshall County
High School, but the field is in
unplayable condition.
Gottfried added that :the
teams will be more evenly
divided and the game will
feature two celebrity cOaehing
staffs.
One staff will consist of
Keith Farrell, news director of
WSJP, Lee' Bui•doff, radio
voice of the Racers for WNB.%
and Tony Wilson, sports editor'
Of—the Maray'TAM—MTh'
Times.
The'.other staff willsoosist
of Frahk, Morock, sports
director of WPSD,,Channel 6,
Pa'rlucaVantl Barry Forbes,
sports editor for the Paducah
Snot.

ON SATURDAY
APRIL 28TH
*COFFEE & DONUTS
ALL DAY
*B-B-Q LUNCH
11:00 til 2:00

$1000 to $1500
Off On

SCOUTS
Free $6.95 Rand-McNally
Trail Guide With Each
Demonstration Drive

TRUCKTRAILERSBUSES,Inc.
U S-64.1
South

Murray, Ky.
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Hyde Park

Hamburger
Dill

Fresh Louisiana

Strawberries pt. 69c

Family

Texas Jumbo

Slices Cantaloupes Si.

99c

32 Oz.-Savo 16'

Double Q

Pink Salmon

Field's
Worthmore

Sliced
Bacon
12 Oz. Pkg.

Hyde Park

Kraft

89

12 Oz.

BO,

Lawn and

Field's Boneless

Picnics
$1 29
jr
Lb.

FROZEN
FOODS
Banquet Fried
Moat & Serve 10 Pc Or more

Chicken

10 Oz.
6 Bottle Carton
With Bottles
Or

Deposit

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Acce(tJ.S
Government
Food Stamps

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Samnrcioe Parker
Owners

f. 14.1

.
1 4-.%
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Looking Back
et-.5

10 Years.Ago

PROF/Ts r

Murray High School students winning
first place ratings at the Regional
Piano Festival at Murray State
University were Ernie Williams, solo,
Ellen Quertermous and Cathy Mitchell,
duet, and Judy Adams and Molly
Stubblefield, duet.
The Murray Woman's Club has won
an award of $300 for its work in helping
young people further their education in
the Shell Education Awards Program.
Mrs. Donald Keller, Murray Club
president, accepted the award at the
meeting of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs.
Dr. Charles Mercer, heart specialist,
and Shirley Denton, registered nurse,
will speak on "Intensive Care of Heart
Patients" at the meeting of District 17
of the licensed Practical Nurses
Association meeting on April 30 at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The Rev. Gerald Owen is now serving
as pastor of the Sugar Creek Baptist
Church.
,,
• New officers of the Kirksey Paren;Teacher Association are Mrs. flanald
Fones, Mrs. Buddy Anderson, Mrs.
Billy Crick, and Mrs. Jewell McCalion.
Murray High School beat Bentoa in a
baseball game. Murray pitchers were
Johnny Williams, Ronnie Kiyig, and
Allen Grogan.

EDITORIAL

Mancil Vinson
Is Our Choice
The Murray Ledger & Times
10 areas of concern of Kentucky
is today announcing its
farmers." Mr. Vinson says. In
wholehearted support for
addition to the tobacco
Maned J. Vinson as a candidate
problem, nine other "conCommissioner
for
cerns" are on Vinson's agenda
of
Agriculture in Kentucky. This
for action when he' becomes
newspaper urges its readers to
commissioner: inflation,
vote for and support Mr. Vinson
marketing. fair prices, better
in the Democratic Primary
consumer-farmer relations,
May 29, 1979.
rural development, agency
Mr. Vinson is the best
cooperation, land conservation,
qualified man in the race for
livestock_ promotion, and
Agriculture Commissioner. He
foreign -investment in US
was born October 4, 1924, on a
acreage.
farm he now owns and operates
Vinson believes "marketing"
near Murray. His experience
is probably the key to many of
includes:
the farmer's problems." In this
— 13 years as Assistant
area he is especially qualified
Commissioner of Agriculture
to serve the Commonwealth,
— 3 years as Director of
having served three years as
Agricultural Marketing
Director of Marketing. While
— 3 years as Vocational
assistant commissioner he
Agriculture
supported and promoted many
Teacher
in
Christian County
statewide
promotional
— Service in the Army Air
programs, such as Food for
Force, World War II
Peace, Farm-City Week, June
. — 10 years as Director of Dairy Month and National
Alumni Affairs at Murray State School Lunch Promotions.
University. (Interim apAn active member and
pointment as special assistant
worker in the First Baptist
to MSU president 1973-74)
Church in Murray, yr. Vinson
Records indicate that only six is affiliated With numerous
persons from the Jackson civic, fraternal and state-wide
Purchase have held state organizations: Kentucky Farm
constitutional offices in the Bureau. National Farmers
history of Kentucky — one as Organization, past president of
governor, one as lieutenant Kentucky Farm Press and
governor, two as clerk of the Radio Association. 32nd degree
court of appeals, one as Mason, Rotary Club and World
superintendent of public in- War II veteran. groups, Mr.
struction. and one as com- Virison, his wife, Anne. and son.
missioner of agriculture.
Mark, reside at their home 310
This newspaper, of course,is Oak Dale Drive, Murray.
proud of Mr. Vinson as a native
The Murray Ledger & Times
'son. but, more important, it Cs submits this record as ample
confident that the entire evidence of the qualifications of
Commonwealth
needs
a Mancil J. Vinson for Comcommissibner of his integrity, missioner of Agriculture. We
stature and experience. He believe Murray, Calloway
plans to strengthen the County, the First District and
Department of Agriculture to the entire state will join this
enable it ",to better cope with newspaper in endorsing this
rural
agricultural outstanding citizen for the
and
challenges of the decade of the important office of Com'80's." He knows how to .get
, the missioner of Agriculture.
job done.
In his 10 years as university
alumni administrator, the list
of alumni has grown -from
12,789 to 27,297. In that decade.
donated funds for' alumni
programs
have
totaled
$933,296.25. Mr. Vinson is now
Heartline is a service for senior
on "public service leave of citizens. Its purpose is to answer
absence" from Murray State. questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
His BS degree in agriculture is
answered in these columns, write
from Murray State and he has Heardine, 114 Fast Dayton Street,
West
the MS in agriculture from the
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply. but you must
University of Kentucky.
In 1965 he was selected as Include a stamped, self-addressed
"Outstanding Agricultural envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed In this column.
Alumnus" of'Murray State. and
HEARTLINE: I applied last year for
in 1968 he was inducted into the
SSI
but was turned down because of my
Honor Society of Agriculture
'present income. I think I read recently
Graduates at the University of that Social Security
was going to be
Kentucky.
raising the amount of income you are
Mr. Vinson has demonstrated allowed to have to meet qualifications
his executive ability in serving for SSI. Has the income level been
as assistant commissioner raised yet? — J.G.
The Department of Health,
under four Commissioners of Education
and Welfare
ed
Agriculture in Kentucky: Ben regulations on March 23, 1979publish
that raise
J. Butler. Emerson "Doc" the income. levels used in deciding
Beauchamp. Wendell P. Butler, whether to consider a person's work
and J. Robert Miller. He was "substantial, gainful activity" for
determining eligibility for Social
Director of Marketing under Security
and Supplemental Security
Commissioner Ben S. Adams. Income (SSII disabiLt
y benefits.
"To protect.and preserve the
To be considered disabled and
tobacccr industry is the first of
eligible for Social Security and SSI
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disability benefits, a person must have
a physical or mental impairment so
severe as to prevent him from clod*
any substantial, gainful work for at
least 12 months.
",The increasee guideline amounts
are designed to bring substantial,
gainful activity guidelines more in line
with the higher earnings of workers in
the national economy, to guard against
discouraging impaired persons from
seeking rehabilitation and to adjust for
the impact of inflation on .our lowest
paid workers," said HEW Secretary
Jose'ph'. Califano Jr.
Effective with the March 23
publication of the regulation in the
Federal - Register, persons earning
more than 1260 a month for calendar
year 1978 or more than $280 a month for
1979 and thereafter brdinarily will be
considered to be engaged in sub-

By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst

Secretaries Say Their
Careers Are Not Dead
NEW YORK 1AP— Beverly Hamby
says.she does not believe itvevenif _the
United States government says it is so.
No, she said, secretaries do not agree
that their careers are at a dead end.
That notion was disseminated this
week in a statement by the National
Commission on Working Women, which
ushered in National Secretaries Week
with resporises,from a survey of 19,000
-':Secretaries."
But were they really secretaries?
Mrs. Hamby, president of the National
Secretaries Association, believes many
responses were from clerks rather than
secretaries. It happens all the time, she
says.
Clerks, it seems, arbitrarily boost
themselves
into
the
higher

GRAFF1111
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classification, and in doing so confuse
the definition. The title has lost
prestige, she says. Even top
professionals have lost pride.
-Women now say 'I'm only a
secretary' in the same way they once
said 'I'm only a housewife," he
decla&pd. It disturbs her. She abhors
the tendency to denigrate one's own
occupation.
If a secretary is not just marking
time and waiting from payday to
payday, but instead works at her job as
a career, I can't believe she thinks of it
as a deadend," said Mrs. Hamby, who
is a CPS.
A CPS? A Certified Professional
Secretary, earned in a two-day, six-part
examination encompassing behiivioral
science, business law, economics,
management, accounting, decisionmaking, administration.
Mrs. Hamby, mother of three, 34
years a professional, demonstrates her
professional skills as secretary to
Albert Golemon, a senior partner in
Golemon and Rolfe, architects. And she
still takes courses.
A deadend? Absurd, she says. There
is always a challenge. In fact, it is well
known in executive circles that many a
secretary knows more about the office,
_4,01e job, than does the executive in
charge.
It is as eshould be, she says. "The
secrtary should know more about the
office than the'boss." The boss should

20 Years Ako

The contract for the conitruction of
the addition to Douglas Hi0 School has
been awarded to Rickman Construction
Company by the Murray Board of
Education.
be free to make decisions. "He, or she,
Deaths reported inc4ude Mrs. E. E.
shouldn't have to be concerned with
Douglas, 85.
,.
trivialities."
Kenneth Lloyd WOrkman, son of Mr.
Pride, in self and work. Attitude.
and Mrs. Loyd Wçlrkman, will present
They, it would seem, have as much to
his senior art xh1bit tomorrow in
do with making the professional as does
connection witi the Contemporary
a knowledge of finance or law or
Festival of irts at Murray State
management theory, which Mrs.
College.
Hamby studied in night courses.
/
Mr. and Mrs. Stark Erwin announce
But pride sometimes is offended — by
the engagement and approaching
the sitLsries. She agrees with the 55
marriage Af their daughter, Frankie
percent in the government survey who
Lee, to Gerald Dan McNutt, sotto( Mr.
complained of low pay. "I think there's
and Mrs'. Nuel McNutt...
no question about that," she said. "No
Willipirn Parker, son of
question."
'
Mr. and Mrs.!W. Burman Parker,and James roberts,
The survey found respondents earson if Mr. and Mrs. Frank Roberts,
ning about $8,500 a year. Certified
both'students at the School of Dentistry,
Professional Secretaries now earn
Staikuis University, are members of a
about $16,000 to $18,000 .a year, Mrs.
qtiartet called "The Archers" who has
Hamby said. But she said recognition
and higher pay are coming because /riade a record, "Golden Girl," which is
being distributed to record shops
there is a shortage of good secretaries.
Maybe a secretary's potential is not / nationwide.
Dr. Ralph Crouch, member of the
open-ended. 'But dead-ended? Hardly.
math faculty at New Mexico State
University and son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fleetwood Crouch,— Lynn Grove, hat
been elected president of the
And Jesus answering said
Mathematical Association of America
unto him. It is said. Thou Omit
'Southwest.

Bilbe Thought/

not tempt the Lord thy God.
Luke 4:12.
Jesus was tempted but
resisted temptation, and He
calls us to be as strong and
faithful as He

stantial, gainful activity. Similarly, an
employee earning less thin $170 a_
month for 1978 or less than $180 a month
later on will usually be considered not
to 'ire- engaged in -substarttiall-gainful
activity. However, other factors that
may effect whether work activity At
these income levels is substantial,
gainful activity also will be considered.
In cases where a person's monthly
earnings from work activity average
between the upper and lower levels
inclusively, other circumstances
concerning the person's work and
medical restrictions will be evaluated
together with the amount of earnings to
determine whether he or she is engaged
in substantial, gainful activity
Under previous guidelines, a person
earning more than $240 a month usually
was considered to be engaged in substantial, gainful activity. A perscn
earning less than-1160 a month usually
was considered not to be engaged in
substantial, gainful
effective at this
activyAlso time. disability
clairris involving earnings for raIendar
years 1978 and 1979 will be considereq
on the basis of the increased guideline
amounts. All disability 'claim.s
that
previously had been denied or terminated when the former
guideline
amounts were applied to earnings
in
1778 and 1979 will be reevaluated under
the increased guideline amount for
1978 arid
What is thr'!" hest way
to apply for a Railroad Retirement
disability annuity? -- G.N
The best way for a person hppl y f
a disability annuity is to visit tee
neareet office of the U.S
Railroad
ent Bwbitahrclt:hThe eappo
ssist
iwtti
rrea_m
el
r.Sioraritoirem.
litie
aid
e

-s3

Calloway County
1822-1976

millions of dollars from the county's natural wealth and went unabated until the Great Depression that sent hundreds of unemployed
men into the Civilian Conservation Corps under the New Deal of
President Franklin D. Roosevelt. No other incident in this county's
history was .of greater importance to the health, wealth and welfare
of the people than the stoppage of erosion. The population increase
and limited availability of farm acres sent many young men into
new lands looking for an opportunity to own. their own homes.
The tragedy as well as the flowery bed of comfort found in to.
lives of Callowayians will be better presented in the chapters ahead
when the pages of newspapers will be chronologically Sunfolded, year
by year, omitting the histories of individual religiOus organizations
and Murray State University whose works have been--adinirably performed by others. The magnitude of this undertaking
thus far has
consumed the greater portion of a , year with all indicati
ons every
day will be needed henceforth provided the deadline for the
manuscript effort be met* by Sept. 1, 1979. Maybe it will be
necessary
to compress much of the foregoing as well as additional
copy .to
assure condensation within a single printed
volume suitable for
reference 500 years from today. Upon completion
of the writing,
the task of-editing, correcting and printing will be
another herciiiean
task for the aging writers. The work thus far
has been the most
rewarding in life and is offered in compensation
by a grateful son
and adopted daughter as part payment in appreciation
to the finest
people on earth.
Like the swarthy little people, Gypsies, who
set up camp on
Clarki River each Fourthl Monday in
season,%trading fancy woven
baskets from cricljted miniature houses
on wagons, the zowl for
hatorical tidbits will be a stealthy
examination of each editim
weekly 'aid daily riempapers since
1907. Originality, persolral
opinions, myths, legends and hearsay
s will be placed ,on the back
burner to pursue the works of others. As
plodding as the wandering
Gypsies, the road ahead is a long caravan
of events, but exploring
the possibilities presents a challenge. What
are the old folks good
for other than wriOng 'a book?
a— —v...

advise as to how to obtam risic
ea al
records and any .other
ni,c.essary
documen
personents
ts orcanot records.
visit a- board
personally or if there is not a office
boaad
office near his home, he Should .call,
or
write the cloesist board office for
information and assistance
Itiorant
service is available in outlying
areas.

30 Yeais Ago

About 50 students from Murray High
School and teachers who accompanied
them returned last night from trips to
New York and Washington, D. C. They
went by bus to Louisville and then by
train to the cities.
Deaths reported include John Wesley
Suiter, 72, and W. C. Yarbrough, Jr., 34,
the latter tieing drowned in the Tennessee River below the Gilbertsville
dam yesterday.
Kenneth Slaughter, soil of Mr. and
Mrs. A. P. Slaughter of Murray, has
been named district manager of the
Woodmen of the World for Calloway
tioyryiKt.eiroby
n Jennings
By Derothyand
and Graves Counties.
Births reported include a girl. ..Julia
++•+++++++4-++4444+4+.+++++f++++++++s++++÷
+-++4444++-•4
Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Leon C. Jones on
Many young people, however, left farms because of the exhausApril 18.
tion and limitation of available acreage to cultivate. It was an
Mrs. Warren Swann of Murray and
Mrs. J. I). Peterson of Benton of the
agricultural era when soil became depleted from over-use. Winter
-Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
months for farmers were an exercise of clearing two—or three addiDaughters of the American Revolution
.tional acres for neit year's tobacco crop, repeated time 'and again,
are attending the DAR Congress in
then turning to corn for another monotonous routine -%ittiput 'the-- Washington.
-- ----benefit of rotation, leaching away vital mineral resources, and ultiMr. and Mrs. Martin Wiser of
Louisville have been the guests of her
mately turning into a pasture in the long hope Mother Nature would
mother, Mrs. Annie Wear.
revitalize it from the wasting of leaching soil. Erosion extorted

The Story Of
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Today In History.
Today is Wednesday, April 25, the
115th day of 1979. There are 250 daysleft
in the year.
Today's highlight in history: —
On this date in 1959, the St. Lawrenc
e
Seaway was opened to shippin
g,
enabling ocean vessels to reach inland
ports on the Great Lakes.
On this date:
In 1859, construction of the Suez
Canal began.
In 1898, the United States declared
war on Spain at the beginning of
the
Spanish-American War.
In 1901, New York became the first
state to require licenses for cars.
In 1968. Arthur Goldberg resigned
as
chief U.S. representative at the United
Nations, and President Lyndon B.
Johnson nominated former Undersecretary of State George Ball
to
replace him.
Ten years ago: A court
in
Czechoslovakia found no basis in fact
for spy charges on which Associat
ed
Press correspondent William
Oatis had
been c9nvicted in 1951.
Five Years ago: The floodin
g
,Mississippi River reached its
highest
crest in 100 years at St.,,Louis.
One year ago: South Africa 'said
it
ha& aceeptctt-Ls
Wrstertrpian ittliirtlat
-preparirig South-West Africa for
independence under black majority
rule.
Today's birthdays: U.S.
Supreme
Court Justice William Brebnan
is 73
years old: Singer Ella Fitzgera
ld is 61.
'Thought tor today: Adopt the
pace of
nature: Her sect is patience --Ralph
Waldo Emerson, American poet,
111031882.
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Seeks is sponsored by The Murray Lagoa,.
Times. the Department of History at
Murray State University and the Kentucky
- Humanities Council. Reader comment on the
series should be addressed to 'Books.
Department of History, MSU, Murray. KY 4207i
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Shosha, by Isaac Bashes/Ls
Singer. (Farrar, Straus &
Giroux, 1978.
By Terry Foreman
Department of Philosophy
and Religious Studies
Murray State University
I.B. Singer's latest novel is a
good introduction to one of the
most remarkable bodies of
fiction written in this century
The narrator of Moshe,
Aaron Greidinger, is like
Singer in some ways. He, too,
was "brought up on three dead
languages
Hebrew,
Aramaic, and Yiddish," the
Jewish variant of German still
spoken by 3 million people;
escaped the medieval Jewish
culture of the ghetto in preworld war II Warsaw to
embrace modern intellectual
currents; but chose ultimately
to write features and fiction in
Yiddish-language newspapers
( like the one in which Shahs
was first serialized).
But, unlike Greidinger,
Singer escaped Warsaw to
New York in the early 1930s,
and over several decades has
had countless charming and
haunting short stories and a
score of novels translated into
English. Isaac Bashevis
Singer was awarded the 1978
Nobel Prize for literature for
his achievements as what he
calls "Just a story-teller."
Unlike Singer, Greidinger,
having made it in literary
Warsaw, sacrifices all to
marry Shosha, his childhood
sweetheart.
much
So
is
quite
unremarkable, but only so
much.
Aaron had not seen Shosha
for nearly 20 years; and now,
as be confesses to his married
lover, -Celia,she's infantile physically and mentally backward," still a child, painfully
superstitious and frightened of
life, and compellingly cap:
tivating to Aaron. "If I hadn't
seen it with my own eyes,"
says Aaron's actress lover
Betty, "I wouldn't have
believed such a thing
possible."
This is the first of two
profoundly puzzling actions of
Aaron's about which the
characters
themselves
wonder and talk. The second is
his decision to stay with enfeebled Shosha in Warsaw
when the Nazis advance on the,
city.
Aaron had reveled in his
power to choose. Why did he
choose to marry Shosha, the
"greatest folly of my lifer As
others manage the wedding
arrangements, Aaron, like
many another bridegroom,
exchanges one view of himself
and his world for another and
rejects such questions as
senseless: "Things began to
happen quietly and as if
mechanically, I had given up
free choice..."
_Shosha's mother ascribes
everything to heaven; Betty
blames the dybbuks (demons)
she often believes possess her
soul. Everyone marvels or
despairs. Celia gives Aaron a
combination wedding-andfuneral wreath. The impending Nazi death is in the
back of everyone's mind now.
How is one to face death?
r ries

Shosha because "in her own
fashion she denied death" by
living in the past. "Had
Shosha found a magical way
to stop the advance of time?"
he wonders. "Was this the
secret of love or the power of
retrogression?"
After they are wed, about
halfway through the novel, the
action virtually ceases. The
parlor-chatter is shattered
periodicallyrby Aaron's rages
against fate and Shosha's
nocturnal dybbuks. In fact,
Aaron has no rational excuse
for his actions. Shosha is
simply the imperative to
which he responds without
knowing why. Betty's supposition that Aaron is
determined to die for Shosha
is off the mark: he is not
trying to be a martyr.
This is vintage Singer and as
such includes some basic
themes which run through
many of his other works.
At key points the motives of
people are unclear, their
actions odd, guided perhaps
by fate, God, will, strong
passions for pleasure, occult
influences or demons. Couples
are ludicrously or pathetically
mismatched. Love entails
death, wretched suffering or
great boredom.
Singer tells the stories and
does not try to explain. If he
did, we would .surely protest,
find fault, psychoanalyze,
disbelieve. He is the master
storyteller because he lets tie
"see with our own eyes," and
them, at least, we cannot
deny.
What Singer asks us to
believe may be that people
count even when reasons do
not. Must we be wedded to
some single explanation of
ourselves and others? Do we
need a motive to love or to
die? Love and death are
related: both defy explanation
and both may be unnatural
acts; the thought of their
liberation from explanations
is both comforting and tori
menting.

FB1A President
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Melinda Moore, a junior at
Warren East High School in
Bowling Green, has been
elected president of the
Kentucky Future Business
Leaders of America for the
1979-80 school year,
She was elected during the
student organization's recent
state leadrship conference
here.

BUSINESS CLASS — Mrs Sue Miller, Murray High School business teacher, teaches
typing students in a well equipped classroom. Students may choose from a variety of
electives in the business program.

Education For Business Week
Is Observed At Murray High
National Education for is an accurate transcript.
Business Week, April 15-22, Correct study habits and
was observed at Murray High notetaking procedures have
School by students in the KHS been added this year.
Business Program.
General Business is an
apthe
year
Each
proximately 200 junior and introductory course suitable
senior students select from a for all students which covers
program that ranges from such topics as: banking, using
beginning typing, accounting,
general business, to shorthand.
The department is well
equipped with modern, officetype furniture and equipment.
The accounting classes make
use of electronic calculators.
Typing
shorthand
and
students have modern manual
and electric typewriters
available for their use.
Students in Typing I are
introduced to vocational
typing and also receive peruse
sonal
instruction.
Business careers are emphasized by researching job
opportunities, salaries,
requirements and other
pertinent information.
Students-are introduced to
Accounting through the
balance sheet; listing what
they own, owe, and determining their financial worth.
After learning basic principles
of accounting, students
complete a practice set in
which they keep records for a
service type business for One
month. Students in the advanced accounting class
complete two practice sets
during the year-one for a
partnership and one for a
corporation.
Shorthand students will be
taught using the newest
edition of Gregg shorthand
beginning next year. English
skills are emphasized since
the final product of shorthand

credit, investments, insurance, savings, and others
to help a student prepare for
living.
Each year the department
gives an award to a senior who
has done outstanding work in
four business subjects.
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U.S. Attorney Pat Molloy of
Lexington has asked the
Justice Department for
permission to convene a
special grand jury which
could take longer than normally and would concentrate
on the investigation instead of
routine cases. There has been
no response from Washington
to that request.

Choose 6.95-14, C78-14 or 078-14
blackwall plus 324 to 414 FET depending on size. No trade needed.
OTHER SIZES AT LOW PRICES TOO! •

Other Sizes
Low Priced Too!
WHITEWALLS ONLY $2.00 MORE
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Urging the U.S. attorney
general to "speedily convene"
a grand jury, Vernon said the
step would, alleviate some
fears of the Kentucky people.
"Fears that the judicial
process is being impeded and
that efforts are being made by
high ranking state officials to
apply pressure even to the
highest offices in the land,"
Vernon said.

A78.13 blackwa-11,
plus $174 FET,
end old tire.

3-T nylon cord resists bruising on and off
the road. 5-rib tread pattern with buttressed shoulder gives great traction and
starting ease.
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Ilse
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is now working at Leta's Beauty Satan

753-8282

'worm'

• Goodyear's best

Custom Power
Cushion Polyglas

on Monday and Saturday She invites.
her friends to call her for on appointment of

grand jury's deliberations will
show."
Vernon said he can see some
merit to delaying the convening of a grand jury, but
believes the earlier investigations were concluded
in ample time to have been
taken up before the election.
"The issues at stake have
been raised in our own party
to purge ourselves if there.has
been wrongting," he said.

George Atkins, the other antiCarroll candidate in the
governor's race, have constantly alluded to the investigation, but none of six
major Democratic contestants for
lieutenant
governor has made the matter
an issue publicly.
Vernon, who used to' be
public information commissioner in the current administration but is not allied
with it in the campaign, wrote
Bell that "a highranking
Kentucky judicial official"
told him the request for a
special grand jury at
Lexington "was being delayed
so as not to interfere with the
forthcoming May 29 primary
in Kentucky.";
Vernon said he was told that
the aim was to keep possible
indictments from affecting
candidates for the two top
state offices "who obviously
could suffer from them, and
yet might be proved innocent
in the long run."
But the lieutenant governor
candidate suggested that "the
real suffering will be done by
the remainder of the
Democratic candidates who
should be free of even implication, and which only the

A78-13
Black wall
plus SI.63
FET per tire
and old tire

POLYGLAS
BUY!

SERVING PLATTER

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)"The Democratic Party of
Kentucky is sitting with the
sword of Damocles dangling
over its head," a candidate for
lieutenant govern& has said
in a letter to U.S. Attorney
General Griffin Bell.
James Vernon of Corbin, a
Democratic candidate for
lieutenant governor, said
Tuesday that he has called on
Bell to expedite an investigation of possible state
government corruption.
He said he sent a letter three
weeks ago, but has received
no reply.
Vernon made a copy of his
letter available one day after
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.,
an
anti-administration
Democratic candidate for
governor, charged in a
telephone interview from
Washington that an FBI probe
on the matter has been held
up.
Auxier,
Gary
press
secretary for Gov Julian
Carroll, said that the charge is
only one of many unsubstantiated allegations
made by Hubbard.
Hubbard and state Auditor

^,
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Nunn To Speak Friday
Communication Forum

•

Schlesinger Says Efforts To
Block Decontrol To Be Defeated

Former Gov. Louie Nunn Effectiveness.
will be the featured speaker at
The afternoon sessions, held
a communication convention at 1 and 3 p.m. in Room 208 of
By TOM RAUH
porters of decontrol and administration
titled "Contemporary Issues Faculty Hall, will concern
Associated
allies.
Press
Writer
in Communication," spon- non-verbal
communication
WASHINGTON (AP) — Energy
Schlesinger's comments came after
sored by the department of and free speech.
Secretary James R. Schlesinger, in a
Kennedy
denounced Carter's decontrol
speech and theatre at Murray
Non-verbal communication,
heated exchange with Sen. Edward M. decision as inflationary and his
State University, at 7:30 p.m. the first afternoon session,
Kennedy, D-Mass., declared today that proposed windfall profits tax on oil
Friday, April 27, in the Special will be conducted by Dr.
congressional efforts to block President companies as a "chr-ade."
Education Building.
Gerald Fulkerson, chairman
Carter's decision to decontrol domestic
The clash occurred at a hearing by a
Nunn, current Republican of the department. of comcrude oil prices would be defeated.
House-Senate subcommittee, headed
gubernatorial candidate, will munication - at
Freed"The chances of Congress passing an
by Kennedy, on the U.S. economic
be speaking on issues telated
Hardeman College, .and Dr.
extension of controls is miniscule," impact Of the president's recent
to political communication. Truman Whitfield, associate
Schlesinger said. "Frankly, in the initiative to raise oil prices.
The public is invited to Nunn's professor of instruction and
Senate, the votes are not there."
About the same time, the ,use
address.
learning at Murray State.
Even if liberals seeking to stop Commerce Committee voted 23-19
Developed by Dr. James I..
Free speech, the subject of
Carter's decontrol plan did manage to against Carter's request for standby
Booth's graduate speech the second afternoon session,
WORLD HUNGER — Two Murray High School
find the votes, Schlesinger asserted, authority to impose gasoline rationing.
Tri-Alpha
education class, the con- will concern First Amend- members,Laura Watkins, left, service
"there are not enough votes to defeat a The committee action did not mean
chairman, and Gena
vention will consist of three ment implications. This Lovett, right, club president," pose
before the display
filibuster" that might be led by sup- final defeat for the rationing plan,
morning and -two afternoon session will be conducted by made by the dub at the
cafeteria for the Third World
sessions, in addition to Nunn's Dr. Jerry Mayes, assistant Dinner Saturday at 6 p.m
at the first Christian Church.
speech.
professor of speech and
The morning workshops, theatre, Dr. Joseph Rose,
held at 9:30 and 10:30 am. on associate professor of political
the third floor of Wilson Hall, science and public adinclude programs in corn- ministration, and Dr. Frank
munication apprehension, Julian, vice-president for
listening, and interviewing.
student development at
The communication ap- Murray State.
-World Hunger Both. At Porter, teacher of choral
prehension program, conThe public is invited to hear
ducted by Paul Scovell, former Gov. Nunn and attend Home and Abroad" will be the music at Murray Middle
graduate assistant in the any and all sessions of the focus of the panel discussion School and chairman of (he
department of speech and convention. For further in- at the Interdenominational Bread for the World Chapter.•
For the dinner persons will
theatre,_will discuss the im- formation, contact the Third World Dinner, sponplications of stage fright and' department of • speech and sored by the Murray-Calloway draw straws to see at what
County Chapter of Bread for. table • they will be seated,
fear in communication.
theatre at 7624483.
the World, to' be held Satur- according to the type of food
The listening program,
day. April 28, at 6 p.m. at the and economic conditions _of.
conducted by Dr. Carroll
fellowship hall of the First that country, a spokesman
Harrison, associate professor
Christian Church (Disciples of said.
of speech and theatre, and
Christ
Reservations may be made
Larry Suffill, assistant
Bill Phillips, local attorney. through today ( Wednesday )
A one-hour program entitled
professor of speech and
will be the moderator for the by calling.. the Rev. Frank
theatre ,at Murray State, will "thild Ballads for Adults"
discuss the role of listening in prodliced by WK MS-FM, panel composed . of Joanne Bratt, Hazel United Methodist
Harmon, state nutritionist. Church, the Rev. R. F.
Murray State University's
communication.
The
program in, in- fine' arts radio station, has Calloway Count'y Health Rabatin, First Presbyterian
terviewing will be conducted been accepted by the National Department; Keith Brown, Church, Frank Roberts, First .
Murray State economics Christian Church, or Mrs.
by Stan Key of the Placement Public Radio (NPR ) network
Dr. Dan Cook, Lillian Graves and Mrs. Irma
Office at Murray State and Dr. for a national broadcast.
Follettee, First United
Luann Wilkerson. director of. Produced by Marion Hat- professor of geography at
Murray State: Margaret Methodist Church.
the MSU Center for the tenbach, news and public
Enhancement of Teaching affairs director at WKMS, the
program
focuses
on
traditional ballads and how
they have evolved through the
years. Three different versions of each ballad are
presented, ranging from folkThe
Senior
Citizens rock to Appalachian.
Greenhouse, located at 1620
The program is scheduled
West Main Street back of St. for broadcast in July on the
Both . Murray High School - Mathematics. For the past
John's Episcopal Church, will NPR network of 200 radio
and Calloway County, High five. years, the
MSU
have another plant sale on stations across the country.
School will send 16 math team mathematics department has
BUILT INS
Saturday, April 28, from 8:30
WK.MS;which broadcasts at membels to the Mathematics been a co-sponsor.
,
•
,a.m. to. t
LOW AS
.according to 9L3 on the FM dial, is an af- •
Contest, sponsored by the
In each of the five years that
Kathie Gentry. coordinator filiate of NPR The station is a
Kenlake Counal-cifTeaCherS the contest has been held on
for the greenhouse.
nonprofit, noncommercial of Mathematics and Murray
MSU campus, more than
Tncluded in the sale will be radio service of the University
University, on Thursday 20 schools and more thap46
1
‘
tomato, cabbage, green 'with listeners in West Ken- State
at MSU. Students from 25 students have participated
pepper. and eggplant plants, tucky and adjacent areas of
offer high schools are also
The -contest consists of
along with a selction of green , Tennessee, Illinois, and
examinations in four areas -slated to attend
and flowering plants.
Missouri.
Murray High students at- Algebra I, Algebra
During'
the week the
tending
are Duane Dycus, Geometry
and
Corngreenhouse is open on Monday
Jerry Kelly, Michael Kurz. prehensive. The exarithritions
and Tuesday from 10 a.m. to
Terry Smith, Krista Thomas, are constructed by the faculty
12 noon and on Thursday from
40'
Brent Boston, Lynn Beatty, of the -MSC mathematics
to 3 p.m. Purchases can also
The
Murray
State Stacey Smith, Dean Hain- department.
be made at these times. Ms.
University Percussion sworth, Lewis-Bossing, Greg - Students compete as
inGentry said.
Ensemble will present a Morton, Claudia Billington, dividuals and teams in
the
concert of contemporary Tracey Beyer, Diane Duncan, Variblis contests. Trophies
are
music on Thursday. April 26, Natalie Simpson and William awarded to those
individuals,
at 8:15 p.m. in the Old Recital Smith. •
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Third World Dinner To
Be Held Here Saturday

which will be subject to another vote on
the House floor.
Schlesinger characterized as "the
right policy to follow and a courageous
act" Carter's decision to lift price
controls on domestic oil beginning June
1 and to propose enactment of a 50
percent tax on oil industry profits
stemming from decontrol,
But Kennedy charged Mat Carter's
moves would send fuel prices soaring,
especially in the Northeast, placing
hardships on low-income families and
aggravating inflation.
Carter has proposed using some of
the money from his proposed tax to help
low-income people pay heating bills.

GIANT
6 DAY SALE ON MAYTAG

ENDS
SAT., APRIL 28

ENDS
SAT., APRIL 28

at WARD & ELKINS

Children's Ballads
To Be On WKMS-FM

vostilWoo

Here s our
Dollar Watcher
for You

Local Schools To Send
16 To Math Contest

Percussion Ensemble
To Present Concert

'k

iS

'AV

Special

cttit'sP

Senior Citizens To
Hold Sale Saturday
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ONE ONLY

Deluxe Demonstrator Model

MAYTAG Built In
DISHWASHER

Stock Market

Reg.$499.00

This Week

Only

299

A Maytag Jetclean-dishwasher has
these outstanding features

Livestoci Market

Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendys

"-Si
26% --••
18B 1814A

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
•
April 25. 197
Kentucky 'ft-rchase Area Hog Market
Report includes7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1110 F.st 500 Barrows 0••••
Giits mostly 75 lower Sows steady to
$1.00 10Rer
$43 5643 75
US 1-2 201P730 1 his
143 25-43 50
US 2 200-240 1tw
142 25-43 25
US 2-3 240-25011w
14125-42-25
US 2-4 200-29011w
Sows
00-39 00
lbs.,
138
270-350
1-2
US
03700-3800
US 1-3 300-450 ltss
138 00-39 00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs
$39 0641,00
US 1-3 506650 Ibis
136 00-37 00
US 2-3 300-500 I las
Boars 32.00-34 00

bulls yield grade 1 1200-1440 lb indicating
62 carcass boning percent 7350-74 50. Yield
grade 1-2 1000-1300 lb indicating 77.79
carcass boning percent 65 00-72 00.
'slaughter calves and yea lers choice 145-270
lb vealers 102 00-114 00, choice 330-490 lb
calves 76 010-94.00. feeder steers choice 3.10300 lb 11300-124 3.i.-6106450
WI 004 la 00,
50660311)11506-110 507 few 775-963 ils 75.00••
813 00, muted good and choice 306500 lb
85 00105 013 500-700 lb 75 00-65 00 703-1055
lb 70 00-80 00. good 400-960 lb 66 0680 00
heifers choice 200-300 lb 92 00.120 50 350505 lb 6.5 00-96 50 636775 lb 73 0041 00.
mixed good and choice 3503500- lb 75 0092 05. good 4p-715 lb 70 0680 00.
Hogs 1690. includes 1200 feeder pigsbarrows and gilts 75 lower. US 1-2 200-235
lb 44 50-44 90. No 2210-240 lb 44 00-44 50,
240-360 lb 43 00-44 00. No 3 275-355 lb 4/ 004260 sows near steads. US 1-2 350-450 th
41 00-4200 450-500 lb 42 0643 00 506700 lb
risstls 43 0644 00 No 1.350.400 lb 3825
00 25 boar. oyer 100
00-40 111)
Sheep 25 untested earl)

Maytag Big Load Dryer

Corrections & Amplifications
Marty Stom, 20, was arrested by the Calloway
County
Sheriff's Department and charged with
unlawful transaction with minors. The charges resulted from
Stom's involvement with juveniles arrested in connection
to the
Saturday night break-in of the Don Rutland
residence.
—Route 4, Murray,the sheriff's office said. Stom was
not involved in the break-m, according to Calloway
County Attorney Max Parker.
The Muria% ledger & Times_ tries to correct
promptly any errors
in fact Or clarify anv misleading information
appearing in a,.11
ticlet That is the purpose of this column To report in err,,,,
for ciarrtic a tio n please call
1-191H

• Electronic Auto-Dry or Time Control
• Exclusrve Dura-Cushion drum finish
• Gentle, low temp drying • Porcelain'
enamel top • Beautiful yet tough cabirifirt--:-waTranted 5 years against rust

WE INCLUDE NORMAL
DELIVERY A INSTILLATION
ON WASNERS
AND DRYERS

-j

• Use less total water titan
other like-size
top load-in automatics •
Cycles for
every need
• MuCtiple
water level
and water
temp controls
• ,Power tin agitator • _Built to last
longer and need fewer repairs • tint
filter bleach dispenser, and fabric
softener dispenser on most models

Save
$329

t

mow -ow memow moor moor Aisor Aimpor -ow
The First Chevy Of The 80's Chevy Citation

Adam millmr

-

• :,-,--0•447.-“-k

eep That Great G.M. Feeling
'With Genuine G.M. Parts

• vs

Highway 641
Soufh, Murray

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET inc.

Telephone
753-2617
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SAND CAKES — Rebecca Hoke,4,(left photo)daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Charles
Hoke, Rt. 7, is making a sand
castle at the Child Development Center, Murray State University. Stacey
Cunningham, 4, (center photo)

daughter of Dr.and Mrs. Richard R. Cunningham, County Cork
Drive, also learns how to make sand cakes. At
right, Kathryn Carroll,4,daughter of Mr.and Mrs.Ed Carroll,
Gatesborough,trys her hand at sand cakes.

PHOTOS BY DEANN THORNTON

ENTER OTASCO'S
Ale turtle wax.

PSTAKES

YOU COULD WIN...
01475 FORD PUTURA

OR RANGER PICK UP
'HUNDREDS OF OTHER PRIZES, INCLUOING
I 61,000.00 mastic° Shopoleg $ore*
MI GE ettcroteave Ovens
0
16) GE Portable Color TV Seta
(6) Portable 6-T
or
i bt
Plare.
elRecorer/FIVAktifta Stereo Rwtto•
(6) Deluxe Sm
Ns.
1600) GE Smoke
•
SEE YOU LOCAL OTASCO STORE MR Du/Nu ON
ENTERING THIS EXCITINGTI_EVIOXIEVILVPSTARES
Serwriralaies Void Where Prolebitotl By Law

sl!Pwl"
,

vsEND&Foucs IstiE
.

'
No Purchase Necessary

LAST 3DAYS•Shop These Exciting Values During SPRING SAVINGS SALE
SAVE
1.26

Reg 7.99

73_

zpOSirrokir

SAVE $17

Chair. 1-inch diameter aluminum
tubing 13 wide
woven web straps
.

CAST ALUM/NUN

BACK

WON'T !lust Of
BURN OUT

rev

Reg. 59.99

4299

3

1 SQUARE
ALUMINUM
retISING

SAVE Reg 1387
4.12 17.99

, toslze

--HELPING-HAND — Massa-and flannel-Bow
-3, twin- daughters of Mr. and
Mrs. R. Andrew Ratio,902()live reeeive
some advice from Dodie Cahoon,
a junior home economics and elementary
education major at Murray.State.

LAYAWAY TODAY
NO EXTRA
CHARGE

3meter
etraDs. 7-Co5ition

Chaise Lounge '
tubing. 22 wide
adjustable back

Portable Kitchen Smoker/Brazier.
Large -23" x 14" cooking oven
Front ocrenkng design, metal utility
spelt Chrome plated cooking
grate 4 draft slides SC.342 5 •

USE OTASCO CREDIT TODAY

4WR77-40.ars-

5,

, •
tor
eed
pie
véi
ter
.rols
last

Reg. 2.97

2"

SAVE 30C
Rea" 109
I

_ 1.39

Plastic Leaf Bags
Size With wire 'it
of 10 se

Gas Can. Holds 2
U S gallons Comes
with flesatattroour
spout 4. •

Grass Rake
22 steel.teeth
4-foot hand'e

.3'
•

brlC
-s

SAVE 2.50
. Reg 747
-fiderSition Cord. Heavy
Duty. indoor/outdoor
Use 50-foot 2 wire
UL approved 53.•

A97

•ni

Westinghouse

SPECTRUM

SOFTWHITE

SAVE 49C
Reg 1 37

SAVE 72C

SAVE 30c

5c
rfrogg'0
••••
SO ••••••
,•••••• Wm.

ONLY

For tl •

,19c

e
ine"
'...... '

4150

sac

Reg 119

Trash Can Bags-

Reg. 88:: Ler, -

Ice Cube Tray
seve,ai
ice Ma.1,
poly

1-11 ADS AN
• WAN 01.0

• ,•x!ra.

rim'

47c

Light Bulbs. Choice of
40.60 75 or 100 Watt

f-ACk.A....E OF

Spray Point. Spray
enamel for many uses
Choice of colors
13-0z aerosol can

Witurn

MEN'S
or LADIES

SAVE $2

10 SPEED

99
•••••• ..••• _

SAFETY TIPS — Russell Adkins, 4,(left) son of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Adkins
of 2108 Gatesborough, and Chip Greene, 4, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Greene, receive some safety tips from Child Development Center director

Spin ":ast Find

tr)rs

uhats• ,

rA0Ott 63 730 3

SAVE
AT
OTASCO

g;
3.

Fishing Line
sped Assorted test
st,-OrltithSS.•11 e

PRICES GOOD THROU—G14—SATIADA1 Al All °IMO STORES AND PARTICIPkTING DEALERS

Fogs
•
Servic.e
- 61 Years.
Bel-Mr Center

99

F

'SHOP

a.,

25,10 Speed Bike
frame''Stem sr,}1
brakes ch,
chrome rims Sn'
Mens
•- •
Wornens
_

Reg
11 99

.

VISA'

753-8391
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ADIFIRIISIO siusNUM
Each of these advertised items is required tabs neochleevadable for sole
in each Kroger store, except as specifically noted in Ibis ed. If we do run
out of an advertised item, we will offer you your choice of a c.uçerh
item, when available, reflecting the some savings or a rainia which
will entitle you to purees* thiadvertised item at the advertised price
within 30 days.

Prices effective thruMoy 1 st.
Quantity right reserved.
Copyright 1979.
The Kroger Co.

EVERYDAY IN EVERYWAY..•

PORK
LOIN

'

SIRLOIN

• FRESH PICNIC STYLE

$138

PORK
CHOPS

PORK
ROAST

FAMILY PAR

PORK
STEAKS

CENTER

$139
11

LOIN
CHOPS

FRYING
CHICKEN

Kroger's Pro..

.

U.S. GOVT. GRAM amid ton

Boston Roll Roast
Fryer Backs
nmm

17ikey Drumsticks

13. 59`
Ls.$ 1 19
)49

• TNI-POCI,

Jumbo Bologna

FRESH
CANTALOUPES

SAVE
704
PER RAG

254

$1 99

Leg-0-Lamb
"New Crop"

FRESH
FISH
DEPARTMENT

LB.

LC

U.S.O.A. alma

rtilaCats .

*Freshly tiemylO, Noe pocked eillA ke lo sealed opolisheen
eiheeiod dew* I. ILmor fres vu. forl-Cesi flobenies
*A
ly labelled species. *Opoe-ileted ler esser•il
freshoees TA.celoble Thursday Fridoy 8. Saturday Only)
Mill, POND RABID
PRISM OCEAN PINCH Of

. WHOLE
CATFISH

$179

HADDOCK
FILLETS

$199

Turbot Fillets
Fish-N-Batter Fillets
SINOtt NSA II BATTU

Fish Sticks
mum
Smoked Pork Chops
.101111M0flitl

Ail-Meat Wieners

HEALTH AND BEAUTY

sloop Fumed

l,ft Sonoug-Fiever appetites wvth light, tasty vivoyed foods from
the Kroger Deli.. lunch moots. Cheese cold kod chock."
potato salad and col* slow mien TASSI
SV.111e Cone to ?To
Troqor Deli's Son Food Fling fa a hi, 4 ,sy 4)uity and Yokos
galore!

California

FRIED
CHICKEN

FANCY
ASPARAGUS

Pineapples

11101 79

;114CI
IG i
le
FITAP
Pu
pres

'46$1 19

Beiwaniou Pears

L. 594

NEW CROP

Artichokes

2

lot$1 00

16 pcs Chicken 1 lb Slow or
Potato Salad I lb Baked Aeons S.
6 DInner Rolls

RIGHT
GUARD
Mode Fresh Daily

GLAZED
DONUTS
$139

CANAT FOR SANDY/1CM

Kahn's Olive Loaf
mourn
Iced Brownies
'ADE Few DAILY
Strawberry Pies

d„

American or fliesterd

POTATO
SALAD

MCKIM OMNI

Oscar Mayer Bologna
Hamm a mita

All Beef Bologna

1 59

Ls $1 49

Pits SNOIN

LET THE KROGER DELI DO

NIPS 10 SU/FRESH

LS $

sognagy FBI. PBS.

Smoked Sausage

lb

THE KROGER DELI-BAKERY
SPRING

FIIII. PAL

Catfish Steaks

199

BONELESS

18
1811POITTIONISMATIO

$

A.S.D.A.PINK MUT FARM

errElt
jsip
s_

BACON

894

1110I NTOILATID VINTAGES P1110MilWI

THE KROGER GARDE

$178

Country

U.S.D.A, Grade A
, Holly Forms Mixed Parts of

Center
Cut

w

fr, sten,

FRENCH
BREAD

- re: FABERGE ij
SHAMPOO

"pE $259 •
$41

994

1.$ 1 99
L11
4

.0 09
PEG

$ 1 09
1.11

1

41.
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U.S. No.1 "Gaggles"

IDAHO
POTATOES

MO
ill
110
al
a

10 LB.

a

BAG

a

III
ell

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

:PUREX
BLEACH

Ira
II

,h;)

$100

KROGER

Natural Flavor Ice Cream

' GAS

Cm

Texas Style Biscuits

FREEZER PLUM TWIN CRIMES 011

Root Beer Floats

12(1
PEG

110601 NAMI**G1I

2 1201.$109
4 5 59C
TUE

KROGER

$ 1 69

Dill Slices

I

Whole Sweet Pickles

CANS

Cheese Food Slices

16 02 $
PIG.

3207.
JAR

AVONOAU

KROGER INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED

894

Limit I
Carton

WITH COUPON ABOVE

Cottage Cheese

PIGS 89

l

32 oz Bottles

Plus Deposit

KROGER

2* "In

•

ui Mn • ;•

• COCA
COLA

plastic
gallon

510651 11011W

III

4

•

Pie Shells

;

000(abie trises

MI

$100

NO
plus.
dep

REDEEM BOTH COUPONS WITH slO PURCHASE

139
C
1/2 gal.319/
btl.

32 Oz. Bottles

2

111
1:
LOwiAT
MILK

Liquid
W S.*

.11
mos

iintti rtes coupon and '10 00 purchase !AC kid•wg ‘IIPITIS pi'
oh.toed
aw and In oddition lo the cost of coupon merchandise Sutetx Or
t to
appbcobi. tout Limit on• EAputs May 166

IIIL1 lii
.0
'
‘
A ILO
41

9

COCA
COLA

3202
JAR

DEL MONTI

1 59

Small Peas

2

160!.
CANS

FOR AUTOMAT( DISHWASHERS

69"
89"
894

4 '6°410

[ROGER

Pork Si Beans

0

CAI%

NON DAIRY

Borden's Cremora

SAVE
SAVE
80c

seoz.$ 1 09
lox

Bright Detergent

3202.$ 199
JAR

1\

29'

a ••
q

a•
4

100 CountRoll

BOUNTY
TOWELS

Thick Rich

KRoGER
CATSUP

5 lb.

49
59

ASSORTED FLAVORS

KROGER

2

Yubi Yogurt

24 0/ $ 119
ROI 1

Ole-South Cobblers
mune

Whipped Topping

13

Kroger Buttermilk

fil 69

'/2

KNOW

ASSORTED[ROGER

Sour Cream

1102
PIG 99

(ROGER

99'
cm 89'
79'

1602.
TURS

REFRESNING

Frozen Pizzo
94

BAKERY

FROZEN

59

Sandwich Bread

GAL.

Hot Dog Buns
Brown Serve Rolls

Mixed Vegetables

COUNTRY OVEN

t1a 1 29

Cinnamon Rolls

EATINORIVIIIIPM

KROVII LEAF_SPINACII CUT CORN,PEAS OR

4

Soft Margarine

1102
PIG59

COUNTRY OVEN

'TVs 65'

Cake Donuts

KROGERIMMO MOZZARELLA OR

09

Corn Tots

Sharp Cheddar Cheese

CI
PIG 89

1.111

EYE SAVER
LIGHT BULBS

PKGS.

2 ct.
pkg.
JE7 A WAY AUTOMATIC

Multigrain Bread

Motor Oil

WAS

Kraft BBQ Sauce Isigi 83'

NOW

774

Apple Juice
WAS
ASSORTED RIAU'

$.
tn
Yue7
8'

Ready Dip
DIE MOIST! WNW KERNS ,

Golden Corn

1102.
CAN

41'

AlMOO IOU

Scott Towels..

14007.

79'ROL

PORTA PAR

Wet Ones

30 C7.
PRG.

79'

441
04..

1

9

Kidney Beans
FURNITURE raw

Betide;

37'
..410139,

RAM $ I
ROTS.

91

Trump Playing Cards

ORTEGA
07.
. PIG.

51 09

$07.

Taco Sauce

NOW .

69'

ORTEGA TACO

77'

Seasoning Mix

394
744
744

PETER PAN

OE.

1101.
.. JAR

Peanut Butter

351

33'

51 25

$12° C1
,P
/
4‘

FAMOUS

Derby Tamales

71 1

Super Sud

$ 1 52

is ill.

UPTOIIVIGRTAILIIEII

34'
$125)

Cup-O-Soup

4(1
PIG

LIPTON CHICKEN 110001I

4a

no: 71!

Cup-O-Soup_
WAS
MOUNTAIN MAN

Flaky Biscuits

1101.
CAN

4.5c

AC
C?3,

Cheese Singles
LIG411 N LIVELY

Kraft Singles
LIGIIT N LIVELY

Kraft Loaf

1102
PIG

1 PIGn
01

894
51 69 $159
95'

NOW

on4

664

$1" $1 65

csarT

734
$199

21 02.
CAN

..

WAS
5 1'

VAN CAMPS

BREAKFAST
ct.

99c

WAS
S149

$44
NOV

ii

41 02
BEL

12"

$199

maim ceocoun MAC7A4r11
i0
Bundt Cake Mix
PURE VEGETAIILE

Wesson Oil
ASSORTED GRINDS

Mellow Roast

1 LI
CAN

"

$2

KROGER NON DAIRY

Coffee Creamer 16% S 1 39

Pork It Beans
Ammon
Gala Towels.

31 02.
. CAN 6S
"
.
IAA C7
ROLE

73'

141 Cl
PIG

69.:

DECORATOR

Dinner Napkins

140 CT
Pim

59'

Gala Napkins
UN I.RAMP

Dog Food
MUM,SUNDT

150Zi )
JoRS 1 6
cA

Vg 65

NOW

49'
664
71
66'
6 $159

5154
$1 5
Pound Cake Mix" ‘:Ox '

$1
"

51 29

SWANSOfT

Taco Shells
VAN CAMPS

j

NOMESTYLE

ORTEGA

'
it leitid Flavors Kreger Pork 8. Beans

NOW

Grated Parmesan 341 79'
KROGER
Tea Bags
12"

83'

BLUE
BONNET
MARGARINE

NOW

KRAFT AMERICAN
607.
PIG.

69'

69'
2/7
66'

-00

49°
794.

535

LEMON-LIME

46,04

$
PIGS.V

NOW

WAS
15 ex.

4

BISNOW
CUITS

HUNTS

ORTEGA

JOAN Of ARC
151
/
202.
CAN

Ili-C Punch Mix
Taco Kit

PEAS

OW
N$181
Tomatoes
954
Gatorade
59'

WAS

POWDER

OT.
CAN

394
694

STANCRAFT CELLO WRAP

1601.
LOAVES

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our Sfoore Pius each week
y-0011-find.cost-cutter weekly ad specials for extra savings on grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health
beauty aids, meats nnd produce.

ASSORTED VARIETIES

01.
CAN

16 W 40 GULF MULTI G

COST CUTTERS!
1

88c

Transmission Fluid

I

1001
PIG

KROGER 100'. WHEAT OR

99'

3
.3 '47:$ 1.9°
2 ioa.5119
694
2
884

PSEVS:$ 1 °9

KROGER

1602.
TUB

Citrus Punch

5 C7
PIG 994-

inShells

119
A
t2040

KROGER SANDWICH RUNS OR

MGM

Pge

60, 75, 100 Watt Westinghouse

3

01.6

49`
59'

I,si5
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:Retarded Study Given
LOUISVILLE, Ky. t AP)
state study has concluded
.hat more than a third of the
entally retarded in state
tautions in Kentucky are
;Capable instead of living in
:Communities - if group
:homes, supervised apartments or foster care programs
-are available for them.

ts

The study also showed that
baut 174 mentally retarded
rsons are in Kentucky's
hree
state
psychiatric
hospitals instead of mental
cetardation centers or group
bomes.

S(

Sixty Librarians Attend First
District Library Spring Meet

State officials have submitted the study . to U.S.
District Court in Louisville,
where a civil rights trial involving one of the state's three
institutions for the mentally
retarded - Outwood near
Dawson Springs - resumed
Monday.
The U.S. Department of
Justice and the Kentucky
Association for Retarded
Citizens have sued the state to
block the construction of an
institution to replace Outwood
and to force the development
of homes for the mentally
retarded

ATTEND MEETING - Librarians and staff from the Murray State University library
who attended the first District Library Association's spring meeting held at
Kenlake
Resort, Aurora, were, left to right, Margaret Terhune, Bette Taylor, Mary Jane Roberson,
Janice Lane and Vicki Ragsdale. Those in attendance not pictured were.Dr. Edwin
Stohecker, director of libraries; Thomas P. Sholar. professor, department of library
science; and Dr. Ruth Schneider, professor department of library science.

Six To Conduct Jazz Festival

Dinner
for 979

The
ChAPPer
92 pieces of fish filet
*crisp french fries
*creamy cole slaw
*2 Southern-Style
hush puppies
*free 10 oz. soft drink
Reg.$2.34

SAVE 55g

Monday thru Thursday

Captain D's,
seafoOd

Six
well-known
jazz
musicians will conduct clinics
and perform during the sixth
annual Jazz Festival at
Murray State University on
Friday and Saturday, April 27Guest artists who will
participate include Jamey
Aebersold and Dave Liebman,
saxophones, Ed Soph, drums,
Ron McClure, bass, Tom
Harrell,.
trumpet
and
flugelhorn, and Hal Galper,
piano.
They represent recording
and performing experience
with such artists as Chick
Corea, John McLaughlin,
Miles Davis, Clark Terry,
Chet Baker,.Woody Herman,
Blood, Sweat and Tears, Stan"
Kenton, Horace
Silver,
Cannonball Adderley, and
others.
High school and college jazz
ensembles from four states
will also participate in the
festival, which is sponsored by
Murray State, the Kentucky
Arts Commission, Bank of
Murray, and Premier Drums.
The guest artists will appear
in concert on Saturday
evening, April 28, at 8 p.m. in
the University Theatre in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts renter.
Murray State students and
registered festival participants will be_admitted at
no charge, while tickets for
others will be sold at the door
at $3 for adults and $1 for
students.

Clinics by the guest artists
and jazz improvisation will be
offered throughout the twoday event in the Department
of Music.
Robert Scribner, assistant
professor of music and
festival coordinator, said the
public is invited to attend the

concert and all workshop
sessions.
Anyone needing additional
information may contact:
Robert Scribner, Department
of Music, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, or telephone (5021 7624151.

More than sixty librarians
from the First District attended the spring meeting of
the First District Library
Association March 29 at
Kenlake Resort in Aurora.
Dr.
Yancey
Watkins,
professor of the department of
special education and director
of the division of reading at
Murray State University, was
the speaker. Dr. Watkins gave
an inforinative talk about how
to write proposals to acquire
funds for libraries. He has
been successful in writing
proposals to acquire funds for
reading programs.
Mrs. Celeste Moore, library
consultant for the Department
of Education, _ Frankfort,
talked about public relations
and the library. She also gave
a slide presentation of bulletin
board ideas that were used by
librarians throughout the
state.
Mrs.
Janet
Dietsch,
assistant coordinator of prestudent teaching, Murray
State, was the final spddter.

A short business meeting
Mrs. Dietsch, who works with
many of the teachers in the followed, and was conducted
school system, brought by Mrs. Khadra Turley, FDLA
puppets and told how they president of Mayfield. Mrs
could be used to get children Margaret - Chambers of
involved and interested in Princeton, secretary and
treasurer, read the minutes
stories.
The three speakers were and gave the financial report,
presented a gift by Vicki
Ragsdale, FDLA presidentelect of Murray.
Following the speakers,
browsing time was set aside so
that the librarians could look
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)at the kits, games, and
A 47-year-old woman was
learning centers on display
killed Monday night in a fire at
around the room. Karen
her home in southern
McCuiston, formerly of
Louisville.
Murray and now a librarian in
Deputy Coroner Lloyd
the Henderson School System,
Workman said the death of
had kits and games on display.
Betty Jane Baker probably The learning centers were
was caused by smoke
made by MSU library science
inhalation.
students. The centers had
Maj. Albert Fekete of the
been prepared for T. P.
city fire department said the
Sholar's "Print and Non-print
blaze was confined to a room
Related Media" class. Book
in the rear of the house. The
exhibits were set up in the
fire was caused by a cigarette
conference room, and were
in one of the overstuffed
viewed by the librarians in
chairs in the room, Fekete
attendance.
•
said.

Louisville Woman
Killed Irt Fire
At Her Home

,

LEM NOTICE

• LEUL NOTICE
LEUL NOTICE
Delinquent Tax List
City of Murray
The herein below list constitutes a list of individuals, firms and corporations, which have
failed to pay City of Murray taxes. The amount set opposite the taxpayers name is the
amount of delinquent taxes which includes penalties, interest and publication cost. If not •
paid promptly, legal action will be commensed to collect full amount due the City,. of
Murray.

Name,Bill No.,Prop. Location, Map No.
Adams,John B.-42-1639 Miller, M24-2
Allen, Kenneth-115-506 Pine,9-5-19
Bannon, Henry C.-270-College Hats,3-11-9
Barger, Zelma, J.-276-Five Points, M1-16-7
Barker, Jim L.-278-Sonic Burger,41P-27..
13eaugard„Georgia-348-Sprace St
Berry. Joseph-388-Off Main,6-5-31A
Bett.§....M..atie_Brandon-399-Broad St., M8-12-15...
Blakely, George-449, Cherry & Walnut,9-19-10 Blanton. Virginia-Luke-469-Spruce St., 9-30-15
Bukler. Lloyd-757-Plainview, 42A-2-29
Coats, Terra c-o Havana Rutledge-1079-1st. St., M9-27-4
Crider, Rowland L.-1316-212 N. 2nd St., M9-15-I4
Cunningham, Theodore R.-1378-302 Cherry, M9-25-7 .
Daugherty, William D.-1422-So. 11th, M8-5-55
Daugherty, William D.-1423-Wadesboro Rd.. 50-45 .
Drake,Verter Lewis 111-1573-Crestrnere, 42E-2-17
Evans, Ann T.-1774-1702 Farmer Av., M2-1-11
Fair, Hollis(Paul Phillips)-1812-607 Sycamore,8-13-8
• Fair. Hollis P. Phillips i-1813-Sycamore 8-13-8A
Foster. Willie Lee-1998-411 N. 2nd,9-24-2
Gammons,L. D.-2105, 9-30-1A
Harding, Bert-2479-N. 2nd St., 9-31-16A
Harrell, Margaret-2512-505 Broad,7-20-27 .
Hopkins, J. L.-2800-Holly Bush,5-27-3 .
Hopkins, Jerry L.-2802-Stadium Vie* 41P-50
Hornbuckle, William, Jr.-Sr.-2833,9-20-1
Horning, Bobby C.-2834-Piainview, 42B-9-9
Hubbard, Loin.se-2904-1st St.,9-27-3
Hughes,Gienaa G.-2922-Plainview,42A-2-22
Jeffrey, James-3092-N. 18th St., 1-8-21
King,J. P.-U09-406 N.5th,9-9-20
King, Jerry D.-3410-109 E. Pine,940-2
Koch, Robert D.-3450-Horton Sub.,41-201
Lamb, Mrs. Shellie-3514-106 S. 10th St., 7-1-14
Landoll,Gene ( William Hornbuck le )-3532-Spruce St., 9-15-4
- -T:IIRTTMperrrrtarIcrt-r•trrCerit-Pewetfi-fl659-,
Martin, Tony-3833-Catalina Dr., 42A-2-2
Mathis, Wayne-3862, 8-2-6
McCuiston, Porter-3967, 9-15-7
McGeehee,Desiree-4006, 9-29-1
Perry, Willie-4900-Bishop E. View,9-24-4
Perry, Willie Earl-4903,9-29-8
Poe, Joseph D., Jr.-4967-Ash St., 9-26-5A Ramsey,Richard ' 05072-Roberts Ind., 10-31-16
:Reeves,Essie4 302 N. 11th:1-15-27 .
- Shultz, James b.k.5 29-Nanney Sub., 5-17-18
Skinner, Aberlin4-5784-120 Spruce,9-30-18
,
Skinner, JOhn W.-5787-Pleasant Hitt
Smith, Bonnie-5807-Poplar St., 7-16-13
Stalls, Buel c-o J. P. Witherspoon-5973-409 N. 6th,9-2-4
Stockwell,-Ralph4053,41-52
Sykes, Max i Walter Jones i-6172-Gatesborough, 42M-10-3
Walls, Harold-6661-S. 2nd. 10-25-10
Walls, Harold-6662-401 S. 2nd, 194511
Walls, James-6664-N. Cheery,9-23-13.
Whitlow, Betty June-6866-Canterbury,42P-5-12
Wofford, I,ouise-7074-Pleasant Hill Ad.

it/6-1.4

Jo Crass
City Clerk .
Amount
Amount Due AprIl 15, 1879
80,04
18.41
179.44
103.15
475.40
. 6.84
41.52
126.26
14.56
114.70
143.43
6.84
41.52
56.93
254.15
29.08
249.54
172.48
80.04
14.56
64.63
6.84
9.17
95.45
457.56
140.22
29.97
357.59
9 17
184.82
147.84
72.33
26.11
138.00
60.04
33.82
168.66
68.49
4011, 26.10
29.97
22.25
29.97
6.84
40.81
137.82
28.99
41.52
15.72
187.89
64.63
38.53
227.95
64.63
10.70
100.06

Here's the carpet sale you ye been waiting all winter for...a
sale of thick, rich pushes, colorful cut and loops, twists and textures,
too. The best of Lees quality carpets at the season's best savings.

Booth Bay - An elegant lustrous cut pile Pile yarns
are spun of 1000. dacron polyester. 11 beautiful
decorator colors to choose from
Reg 12.95S

SALE

Casual Scene-A multi-level cut and uncut pile. A new
combination of dye techniques creates this beautiful
fresh fashion look woven out of 100.
0 nylon. 19 new
fashion colors to choose from

Featuong Carpets of Du Pont Antron III Fibers,
the wear r'esistant, dirt resistnnt crush
reontsiqper fiber
the best carpet fiber
Du Pont hos ever mode

Pleasant living - richly textured 100% nylon twist
yarns are twisted and then heat set for extremely
long wear. 18 beautiful new colors.
• Reg. 514.95 SALE $1295

Reg. S12.95 SALE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE HEAVY RUBBER PADDING & INSTALLATION
W_LJ.Hna •ir ILJ

163.27
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Scarpa To Conduct Real Estate Seminar
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and engineering session
conducted by Scarp, and
planning
and
design
workshops focused on lake
front subdivisions, planned
recreational developments,
and projects at Grand Rivers
and Aurora-Jonathan Creek.
W.A. Franklin, associate
professor of geography at
Murray State, will also give a

Cu CD CD •11.1
:111

ling
cted

Amens° Scarpa, president Memorial
Community Room
of an engineering consulting of the Bank
of Livingston
firm an West Hartford, Conn., County, the seminar
is funded
will conduct a seminar on by the Kentuck
y Real Estate
Real Estate Development Commission as
a "Caravan
Techniques for Lake Front, '79"
presentation and planned
Resort, and Recreational in cooperat
ion with Murray
Developments at Lake City on State Universi
ty.
Thursday, April 26.
Free and open to anyone
Scheduled from 9 a.m. to wishing to
attend, the seminar
4:30 p.m. in the Clyde W. Reed will include a
site planning
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"The ploce where thousonds are soving.millions"

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH,KY.
Murray Branch — 1201 Main Street
Yolt•Ol•

'FSLIC
••••• ts•-.•

EOUAi HOUSING
•oLt

LENDER

presentation on Landsat
Satellite imagery as a part of
the afternoon program.
Franklin, along with Russell
Spurlock,
real
estate
chairholder at Murray State,
and William Whitaker, an
associate professor in the
Department of Engineering
Technology, organized the
seminar.
Scarpa, a
registered
professional engineer in
Connecticut, New York,
Massachusetts, and Vermont,
is also a registered landscape
architect. His fields of
specialization include site
planning and landscape architecture, cost estimating,
design of roads and sewers,

SAN ANTONIO, Texas —
Airman David A. Scott, son of

David A.Scott
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Scott of
Route 7, Murray, has been
assigned to Keesler Air Force
Base, Miss., after completing
Air Force basic training.
During the six weeks at
(Ackland Air Force Base,
Texas, the airman studied

U.S. Forest Service
Helicopter. Locates
Boy Scouts, Leaders
CORBIN, Ky. lAPI — A
U.S. Forest Service helicopter
succeeded in locating 20 Boy
Scouts and their three adult
- leaders in . Daniel Boone
National Forest -where they
- were feared lost. "There's a rescue team.
going in after them," said a
state police spokesman here
Monday,"but we think they're
all right."
The spokesman said the
search began Sunday after the
Scouts, from Troop 315 in
Louisville, failed to rendezvous with-their bus driver
as scheduled.
-The group had entered the
forest Saturday morning at a
spat, about 10 miles from
I,ondorron Kentucky 192.

State General Fund
Receipts Show
Increase Over 1978
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AI3 —
Kentucky's genet-al fund
receipts for the first three
quarters of fiscal year 1979
totaled nearly $1.26 billion, a
17:8 percent increase over the
same period in the 1978 fiscal
year, according to state
Revenue Commissioner
Maurice Carpenter.
Carpenter said Monday
there is an excellent chance
that the state will meet its
estimate of $1.69 billion for the
fiscal year, revised upward by
$22 million in January.

and make aimnny-wise
chicken and biscuit
dinner.

Spurlock said Scarpa is
recognized for his ability to
communicate in a clear, easyto-understand manner and
that his extensive experience
"brings a degree of practicality and authenticity to his
programs which could not be
duplicated by anyone else."

maiassasas.lamaisme

Lieutenant Governor
in the May 29 Primary Election

9 a.m. Colonial Smorgasbord
U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray

iTickets
$10 per person - $15 per couple - $2.50 per child
Available at the door or in advance
from one of ihe following
Carroll Volkswagen
Mrs. Phyllis D'Angelo
Evelyn's Beauty Shop
. Dr. Burton Young
Tom Rushing at Bank of Murray
Hugh R. Miller
Twin Lakes Office Supply
Joe
Dyer
Dr. Dick Stout's Office
Dr. Ben Humphreys
Attorney Harold Hurt's Office
WA.Franklin
'Mrs. Betty Lowry
Pete Lancaster
Paid For By Richard Lewis for Li Gov
-Martin Johnson, Treas,
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A double treat from Folger's! Here's
a coupon for a 504 savings...and a
quick-and-delicious "float" recipe.
Folger'sg is mountain grown coffee.
That's the richest, most aromatic kind of
coffee there is. In the cool mountain air
and gentle sunshine, coffee riPens more
slowly, so it stores up more rich flavor.
Folger's Coffee (in the red can)
comes in several grinds—there's one just
right for your coffeemaker. And, for
automatic drip coffeernakers, tryFolger's Flaked Coffee. It's specially
made for these machines, and it's flaked
to release more of Folger's rich flavor so
you use less and save money.
Get your favorite Folger's today
and save 5(31.

Hot Folger's Float
4 cups brewed Folger's Coffee
12/3 cups nonfat dry milk powder
1/3 cup unsweetened cocoa powder
/
1
2cup sugar
Vanilla ice cream
Prepare Folger's according to directions on cak. In saucepan, blend nonfat dry
milk powder, cocoa powder, and sugar;
graduallyStir in the hotcoffee. Heat through,
stirring till sugar dissolves. Pour into cups or
mugs Float a small scoopful of ice cream
atop each serving. Makes 4 servings.
The Folger Coffee Company.1979

-save5oconrd, 50c
TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR STORE

valid only when you_buy

ONE 2 lb. OR 3 lb. CAN
OR ONE 26 Oz. OR 39 oz. CAN OF FLAKED
OP TWO 1 lb. CANS OR TWO 13 oz. FLAKED

NAME _
ADDRESS

Charles Walston
Kopperud Realty
Mrs. Ellen Harrell
Dr. Chad Stewart
George Stockton
Joe Belcher
Mrs. Dan (Pat)Miller
Mrs. Jeri Harrell

and try this
Hot Folger's Float
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Democratic C9ndidate for

Save50'on
delicious Folger's

Style
of fresh chicken(cash register receipt
purchase circled), and get'2 coupons, each good for'254 off your next fourwith fresh chicken
Biscuits, plus a 25(t coupors good on your next prirchase of fresh chicken. cans of Pillsbury
Mail labels wan you name and adaess to
thicitea ftd PlIfebery3=Retie.
P011180
Deportemoil 1
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RICHAD H.LEWIS

the Air Force mission,
organization and customs and
received special instruction in
human relations. Completion
of this, training earned the
individual credits toward an
associate in applied science
degree through the Community College. of the Air
Force.
Airman Scott will now
receive specialized training in
the administrative field.
The airman is a 1978
graduate of Murray High
School.

9616CF

7%Refund

Honoring A Native
West Kentuckian

Airman David Scott Is
Assigned To Keeler Base

SAVE 7%0N
PILLSBURY BISCUITS ,
AND CHICKEN

ouuirtsl

Join Us
For Breakfast
April 28

feasibility studies for land
development, and engineering
assistance in eminent domain
proceedings.
Be is the author of
numerous articles and papers
which have been published in
various professional journals.
Scarps has also led many
seminars in the areas of his
expertise.
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Prices flood Thurs., April 28 Wu Sunday April 29
11111fr

NAIL! this week only

*si

LUCITE®

Metal
Tray

HOUSE
PAINT

With Roller

47

Reg.
$12.88

$988
Long-tasting, dependable, quakty paint goes
on smooth! Ones in 1 hr
with built-in primer
Water clean-up

<•
A
I.,,,..„
,....,„

Beg.$4.99
Rich, creamy paste —.
protects the beauty it
creates!

For use in all
household activities...

ii/A

ardwood

PICNIC TABLE
UNFINISHED
LADDER BACK

CHAIRS

4' WOOD

Savo 814.1111

Reg.$39.97

Full 8-ft table seats eight cbcrifortably: Two matching benches are
not attached so you can use table
buffet sPfle Alf three {Segos are
constructed of select hardwood,
then stained with popular redwood
/
2"W x 72"L
fintsh. 30"H x 291

00

4-foot wooden step
ladders. Has reinforced steps and
paint can she. Ideal
for all household activities.
$

88

GARDEN HOE

e477

6/
1
2x4" blade. 48"
long hardwood or
Wed
handle.
\made.

After the thaws.•
Rent

Save $2.00

94 Inch
By 6 Yds.

GARDEN
Cultivator
4-tine welded
/
4" $497
head is 43
wide.
48"
hardwood
handle.

LATEX HOUSE PAINT
IN GALLON
\
I
r(NS

77

LATEX WALL PAINT
IN GALLON
CANS

VAC

L_,
s

Goes on easy, dries
fast! Lasts year after
year. Nos*
no mess
Y2 hr. dry. Water
ctean-up. Count on it!

SAVE $2.00
•
,1
4

Household

Masking
Tape

Reg.
$9.97

$797

40,

$14.97
Distinctive
ladder
back chair stands
42-inches high and
has weaved seat.
Unfinished, so you
can add your personalized touches.

WALL
PAINT

STEPUDDER

N.

Domplem

LUCITE

CARPET CLEANING SYSTEM

PaintBrushes

410
'

Assorted Sizes
1" to 4"

NOP.

MOP

$1 18

OUR BEST ...
ACRYLIC LATEX
INTERIOR
FLAT
WALL
PAINT

NOW
ONLY

ci-

Reg.
$6.66 .

$12
VAtil

$344

a day
Bhster-res,srant wea"-,
DrOol !ead free an)
30 minutes' JUS? 0^e
gives good ccp.ep
spec,ai Oryne,

REMOVES
SLUSH • SALT

MUD • DIRT

$599

tarisla

GRIME
RESIDUES

Dripless, lead tree wall
paint provides smooth flat
finish Dries to the touch in
30 minutes' Quick clean-up,.
with soap and water

Save $1.00

OUR BEST.. .
ACRYLIC LATEX

INTERIOR
SEMIGLOSS
PAINT

ONE COAT
ENAMEL
SPRAY
PAINT

Drtes ,n,30 minutest Easyto apply acrylic latex paint

flatrttidniswhactieear
pwith
se
soap
A"soth at
Choose
Nom many color favorites,

SAVE $2.08

Reg.$4.44

OUR BEST ...

OUR BEST. .

ACRYLIC LATEX

ACRYLIC LATEX

EXTERIOR
HOUSE
PAINT

*PORCH,
•DECK,
*PATIO
PAINT

$11 09

Reg.$7.99

SAVE $2.00
Indoor °Orin!
spray enamel
quick and easy,to
apply Dries to the
touch in just 5 "flutes Even sale 10r
children s toltS'
Black red or white
13 oz net
•

master charge

$599
Excellent prole,
resists wear water
weather,
minute O's
amp Clean up with
and water A smart h.

garlibiStiNrci,
The Osa*2 61 %was•Who* awry
advert**, Rem m alma
lit• *On* ur,
rroolable resew 11* ealverhaecl MO
,
carnal* is nor Sr Wock Row s we

Iwo rein chock on request ewl can
e• used to oureAss• th• merchandise

"

VISA'

St MI sale once *hen the merchandise
111 awl** 1% Comparable Ow
OM** * • corn
-WireurNon'sl
intention of Row.• to back OP OLP
PokA....4 Of
Serwrinceco Ouirinnwin

noes S STORES. INC
e. • 6 • • 5,.-r. • •.•.,:•• • • •.•

v

Sett-priming paint is nonyellowing and bade resistant Resists blistering and
peeling as well Ones in lust
30 minutes, White only

- Central Shopping
Center
9-9 Monday thru Saturday
1-6 Sunday

leanS dry In just 30 minutes
with a peu
wo
alitysoso
apftansdhee
wan
finish No fuss no mess —
clean up
for Exciting color choice
Now,

Step Ladder
" Reg.$4.99

•

$444

21" wooden step ladder
for those hard-to-reach
areas.

•
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osesSaves

•

Prices good Dews., April 2$ through Seedily, April 2$

.

Roses Gets You To Home Base with GrandSlam Savings
DELUXE

GAS
GRILL

•

Reg.$138.97

4'1

e•

Designed for dependability
the CHAR-FIRE high energy
ignition system lights either
of the twin burners with the
push of a button. Also has 14
x22" chromed wire
cooking grid, mobile/
patio base and CHARROCK. Fuel not included.

H & II Louisville Slugger
•

Softball Gloye...
Be
H & B Louisville
Slugger* Softball Glove
is made. of .top grade
cowhide, has horseshoe
web,rawhide lacing and
TRI-Action Pocket.

Baseball Glove

_

Refl. $22.99 Save $4.11

Windshield
Washer
Fluid in
on Jugs
••••
•
•
O.•

WINDS

Murray
22" Cut
Soft-Propelled

0W
DE-1

&EL
...amp••••
•••••••••••..-

Vinyl Baseball
- and Glove Set

& 13 official size baseball
with compressed center.
Has heavy yarn winding
and horsehide cover.

Vinyl face backed glove
$
with rawhide lacing. Corn- .
plete with molded rubber
ball.

0.111

94

$1
Helps remove ice,
dirt and other particles from your
windshield. Big buy!

Save 94° Reg.$3.88

Manufacturer's Closeout-Save
to 40
to 50% ...Prices So Fantastic Y r Feet Will
N.Vif know the Difference...rour Pocketbook Will

-140-1
NC/malty*

Gas Powered''

String
Trimmer
$11997A*th4j0
,

)
1,
lr-%4111

i
• id1Ct
r
Easy Handling Zebco®

-

Boys
Allsport

,

,
Rod and Reel Combo /
,, AthleticforShoes...
$ 00

5

A great fishing rod and reel
for the beginner. Has oil
retaining gears and 20
point pick-up. 41
/
2 ft. rod.
Lig/Ai/eight for easy handling.

Reg.$4.88

Designed

Total Support

Boys V.: to6 or youth sizes 10 to 2 basketball shoes designed to give super support, total comfort plus a snappy style.
Made from sturdy canvas fabric. Styles
af colors may vary in each store.

Roses' Brand Oil
Filters Fit Most Cars
Save money by changing fil
ters often You ii get better
engine performance , Wide
range of oil filters to fit most
Amencan made cars

.99

Save 91/

20" Cutting Area with 3.0 HP Engine

Reg.$139.97

Murray Walking Mower
Sore $11.00

Reg. $83.97

$7297

Has a cutting area of 20" with a 3 HP engine, easy spin
recoil and automatic choke. Made of 14 guage steel, extra
deep. quick height adjustments, a tempered one-piece
steel blade and control on handle.

0

ROSES' POTTING SOIL
Roses' own brand, all purpose potting soil is sterilized and ready to use.
This is enriched potting
soil for all types of plants.
20 pound bag.

Hanging
Basket

Reg.$109.97

Pamir

$880°

alai cooking grill
features
mobile/gab°
base, 20-lb LP tank end
chrome steel grates
with handles Also
stainless steel burner
and cool handle

Bag

9r

SAVE
121.11

Char-Broil
GAS GRILL

17

Decorative hanging
basket of
plastic with hanger
•• • •

• ••••

.....

•

•

ROSE'S ADVERTISING
- 'MERCHANDISE POLICY
The miry of Pbee's e 10 neve even,

advertised 514 14 "Sock if r Km*Ile
Inoeleede meson 5.enneresed
oilman, le net rweek Reese
Roo rein engem an •••1.101 elle
Can
be teed lo pure/are Ine n.e.chendlen
01 5.ode Woe when Re nverchencese
• ,evilitee, Or enneerIteli rne•
civincNe we be "red li • con,
011Irot*f rece•ced Mos N is Si.
nonest
inseneen Cl Role's le necluue ote
oracy oe ilefteleten, Oterenteed
IlOSE S STORES
•• • • • • • • • •

sec

• 110 • • ••;•a'• • • •• •

Central Shopping
Center.
9-9 Mon.-Sat,
1-6 Sunday

OCTAGON PICNIC TABLE
•

. . . COMES WITH 4, 24" BENCHES,

• . A beautiful picnic' tatale for d3Ckirard.- 15oolstde. or petit* Octagonal
, in design to seal eight cornfortably
and complete with. tour, 24" match
ing benches Crafted of selected
hardwood with attractive redwood
,stain
Has a convenient urrf.
brella hole in center of table 30
.
High x 46- 0181,11941Pf

Reg.$58.00

9
•'
•

•
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EDITOR'S NOTE- For reasons beyond our
We are
today's crossword puzzle has not yet arrived.
place.
its
in
Tele-Puzzle
g
accompanin
substitutin& the
has
The syndicate that supplies the regular crossword
days.
few
a
within
resume
should
been contacted and it

'TT' • "-

.:7
.i:''
..e.-••,
6
1
-.. 74149
t11,

/A6 Mediklitqatk

S-4

2, NOTICE

I LEGAL NOTICE

1. LEGAL NOTICE

*0

LEGAL NOTICE
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
_
2

1

3

-i.

1

20

19
24

28

27

•

18

17

16

15

11

10

22

23

25

26
1t30

29

31

33

32

37

38
•••

40

39

43

41

1

50

49

53 -

52
57 _.

56

55

54

48

47

46

45

,,,
59.

58

i.

24

AC ROSS
'
'
34 T - pattern
Pictured, seen in Taxi
median Crosby
36
12 - Welles
MASH's - Lips
14 Miss-Coca
0 Tennis stroke
15 Nils; Nevins' note
43 Electrified particle
signature
45 Pub beverage
16 Musical note
46 Pointed a weapon
17 Soap family - name
Eggs
48
lab.)
State
IS
49 Small statetlab.)
19 German artic
50 Medicinal plant
21 At what p e'
51 Old TestamentJab.1
el (ab
23 Ocean
53 Imogene's initials
24 Look
54 -• at the Symphoris
25 Nel n and Ames
56 Stingy one
26 Slip.(Fr.)
58 Little House's 27„.1"V top banana
Gilbert
'A Happy 59 Job for Rockford
12 Accomplish
_13 Initials of an Andy

.

have happened in this instance.
Act
The purpose of the Safe Drinking Water
by
conkuned
water
the
safeguard
P1,93-523 I is to
law
the public throughout the United States7This
requires that frequent testing is done to assure
quality and the absence of disease bearing or harm-

"Overcoming
Hear
Worry" 759-4444 or
Dating,"
"Teenage
759-4445.

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
•Weddings
'Portraits
153-82SS

May 9th.
and be
Tanks should have Mid-West openings
approved.
U.L.
Mail to:
City Court Clerks Office
c/oJerry Wallace
Murray,Ky.- 42071

Announcing
GRAND OPENING
Sat. April 28
8-6 pin.
Town & Country
Yamaha, Ltd.
Murray, Ky.

SOLUTION
S I 1131.4
NI N3A9
I'd
30'l V
IN I V
-OH
9.1
•

a v

a

V V
14 V .1.-S
SAVO
33S
G03
SV
t

zcati

A

BIBLE CALL

ful substance and to keep the public informed.
At this time the Murray Water System has
retested the water and this problem has not reappeared. The water is constantly treated and tested
to protect the public health.

2. NOTICE

V.01 • I
AMIN.

Larry's
Cleao-Ilp
Body Shop
753-7669

12,000
The city of Murray is accepting bids for two
storage
gallon, 1,4 inch gauge steel underground
tanks to he delivered to 201 Andrus Drive.
later than 1:30 p.m.
Bids should be submitted no

41 treek ketter
42 Exist
44 Mother-of-pearl
46 Belonging to Miss ;
MacGraw
47 - DeLuise50 Cuckoolike bird
52 Nervous twinge
54. Certain railway Icoll.1
57 Continent abbreviation

a

noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submittect.by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

LEGAL NOTICE

DOWN
Barnaby 2 Namesakes of a Ford
.3 Sinatra's shirt insigne
4 Search - Tomorrow •
-Quoted6 Sharif. and others
7 Memorahdunfi
S Era
9 Us
1.Er Bryant and Ekberg
11 Time periods
13 Recent
20 Seine
22 Him
23 TV secret 'agent •
28 Seen between *shows (pi)
29 Decay ;
30 Vegar - 'Canna
31 Past
34; One Life -r -.French'season__
3'7 River (Sp.)
38 TV.films
39 Seraglio .
40 Wild Kingdom beasts

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular cbspby, must
be submitted by 12

6:015,
In accordance with Section 10, 401 }CAR
that
notice
gives
hereby
System
Water
the Murray
coliform bacthe maximum contaminant level for
reporting
teria was exceeded during its recent
period of February and March 1979.
that
The test results for coliform bacteria indicate
bacteria
Coliform
occured.
has
some contamination
is a
is not considered harmful, but its presence
have
could
bacteria
harmful
that
reliable indicator
been pfesent.
Investigation indicates that the test results were
by
possibly caused by improper sampling technique
taken in
are
samples
Unless
trainee.
plant
water
, a
prescribed manner external contamination of the
sample will result, and evidence indicates that may

14

13

12

9

8

6

. 5

4

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

VglrEffil

It's I
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

1

Anyone wanting to connbute to the upkeep of
e cemetery at the
must Grove Baptist
hurch, please send

2. NOTICE
A 20 GAUGE shotgun was
stolen from the address Rt.j,
BOX 38, Murray. Social
Security number 492-54.6944
is wrote on the gun $100
reward is offered for the
arrest and conviction of
Persons involved.
GOD IS LOVE. I John 4:8.
"But seek ye first the
ic,ngdom of, God, and HIS
rightousneSs. and all these
things shall be added unto
Matthew 6.33 24 hour
You
Phone. answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE 759
.1600 B.ble Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12 30 on WS J P
Win

A

New

Yamaha

Is S Specialt) At

onations. to:

ttoy tiorsworthy
1500 London Drive
Murray, Ky. 42071
or phone 753-4674

COMING IN MAY

GARAGE SALE
FIVE YEARS
IN TIE
MAKING

500.00
Moped.

1,001 ITEMS
ANTIQUES
NEW AND
USED ITEMS

Register now at Town
Yamaha,
Country

Starks Nardware
lah & Poplar'.-

Murray,ity.

--7.53-1227
•
FREE PARKING'

WHAT AE 00 0._.5• 5
4-. 753 6333
Need10-

VALUABLE JUNK

are

BARGAINS GALORE
WATCN NEXT WEEK
FOR PLACE
AND DATE

PEANUTS

I WANT ,f0U TO
LEARN THE NAMES OF
EVER'TREE AND PLANT
THAT WE SEE...

I ALSO WANT ,100 TO
LEARN THEIR LATIN
NAMES...60T IT ?

NANCY

I WONDER
WHAT'S IN
THIS
ONE

01-4,
BOY-A
TIE

1971 United

NOVELTY

SHOP
TRICKS

v''ss

Corporation , Nuclear
Division, Paducah, KY She
professed Christ in her youth
and united at the Greater
Antioch Baptist Church Her'
membership remained until
March 23, 1979, in P.aducah,
KY when death came and
closed her eyelids in Sleep.
Those who cherish her
momory are: her daughter,
Debbie Tharp; mother and
father, Mr. and Mrs Vernell
Tharp; sister, Mrs R envbrothers,
three
CrossVernet!, Thomas, and Eghert
Mrs
grandmother,
Tharp,
Crumble, grand
Lucille
-law- Mr. Col. Tharp, one
aunt, Mrs. Lula Tharp of
Paducah, KY. Also a devoted
cousin, Mrs. Lauretha Hollis
of Paducah, KY.; one uncle,.
woodle Crumble of
Mr
Louisville, KY; four great
aunts, three great uncles.
and a host of cousins and
friends.
Now the day is over, night is
drawing nigh, the shadow of
the evening is crossing the
sky The Family.

Feature Syndicate inc

BEETLE BAILEY
GOOP
MORNING

Sun

3 CARDOF THANKS
OBITUARY YEA. though
walk through the valley of
the shawl:tow of death, I will
fear ncnievjl. for thou art with
me, thy rod and thy staff
they comfOrt me
.Surely goodness and mercy
shall follow me all the days of
my life and I will dwell in
the hbuse of the Lord forever
Joyce Faye Tharp, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Vernet! Tharp, was born in
FultOn, Kentucky, February
15, 1950. She attended
elementary school at Milton,
later attending Fulton High
Illinois
Southeren
and
University in Carbondale,
her
received
She
Illinois.
B S. • degree in elementary.
ariaa
Las
She w
. Ainion_
0
(
on
picriayteir
du
Em
e

2. 3:s‹,

iir(YOU.•1.i)

GuESS
-AK NG ME OLP'
FOR DINNER

I WISH I WERE
WE COULD EAT AT 6-40v E

iFOUND

("••
C ••

.._

S. LOSf

LOST
in the Center

Ridge,
Lyn Hurst, Ky. Lake
Area. A blue and white
fiberglass, 2 seated
paddle boat. If found
or have information,
please call Ed Carroll
at,753-8850.

•
PRANT0M
FINE. MAY
BE A LITTLE,
COMPLI(ATION„.

I KNEW SHE
SHOULD BE
IN A
L
t4OSPI

TA

DR. AXEL„ DIANA
HAvING A BABY.
ni-MPLicATiONB.
CAN YOU -GEr
RtrITE PAST

Help
Wanted
Bookkeeper
5 days
per week.
For
appointment
Call

Gail
"

at

7534617
hp-arises'
preferred.

).FARM EQUIP
1952 FORD' TRACTOR. 4928162 after 4 pm
16 HP FORD hydraulic
garden tractor with 10 pieces
--Of equippment, $3600. Phone
759 4799
7 HP MASSEY Fergus/1n
riding mower, 2 wheel
trailer. Call 436-5844.
TOBACCO scaffold
NEW
wagons, double wide, 24'
long. 1886-6029 in Hook in
svine after 6 pm.
SNAPPER MOWER blades,
26", 28", 30", your choice,
$5 99 each. Wallin Hardware,
Faris.
SPRAYERS, 7 GALLON,.
$1299, 3 gallon, $13.99,
stainless steel, 3 gallon,
529 99
Wallin
Hardware,
Paris
TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs
and Stratton engine, chain
drive, 5209.99. Wallin Her
dware, Paris
TRACTOR -BATTERIES, 24
month guarantee, 6 volt 173
ammp, group 3 EH,$44.99, 12
volt, 110 amps, group 30 H,
$44r99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
TWO SIX room side loading
scoffold wagons, one year
old. $240 each'. call 75.3-34e5.
WEED EATER, Model 5,000r
507, S39.99 Why pay that high
price when you can purchase
Model 2201 RotoShear for
only $3299.Wallin Hard
ware, Paris.
WHEELBARROWS, $15-88.
$29:99, $3999 AND 549.99
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
22. MUSICAL
ORGAN,
WURLITZER
model 1040 CI, excellent
condition, 51000. 753 1571.
23. EXTERMINATING

9. SITUATIONS WANTED
JOBS
BABY/SITTING
by experienced
,wanted
mother. 7535954.
; H. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS deliver or will
pick up. Cal!474-6814 dr 52_7
1315.
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
474.8838.
MODEL
1967
to
1965
GMC
or
CHEVROLET
pickup with 6 cylinder motor
transmission
manual
and
Call 753,3465MODEL
OLDER
Volkswagon bug. Must be in
good condition 1 - 345.2794.
WANT TO buy 1970 to 1975
Camero body, body ang
interior must be in excellent
shape. 753-2470
WANTED . 200- amp service
pole for trailer 527 9526 or
437 4292
GIRL'S. long
WANTED
fancy dress, size 10 to 12. 437
• .4261 or 437 4292.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
CHAIN SAW chain& 38"
pitch for 16" bar, $10 59, 70,'
bar, $11 99, 24" bar, $14 55,
Wallin Hardware,"Parts:wheelchair
FOR SALE
ramp for the house, one
electric wheelchair, one push
chair, _
potty
wheelchair,
chrome patient lift, arms for
commode. Call 753 7271.
MARINE BATTERY, 36
month 80 amp, $2699. 60'
month 95 amp,$3699 Wallin
Hardware, Paris

FOR
SALE
18' Starcraft Runabout
with 85 horsepower
Mercury motor. Has
Dilly trailer. Call after
4 p.m. 753-088.
SKIL SAW sale model 538,
$2999. model 574, $3499,
model 559. 554.99; model 552,
5.66 69, model 553, $72.99,
model 554, $7999 Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
BLACK NAUGAHYDE wing ;
back easy chair, $25. goldS
nylon easy chair. 520. 3 piece
--Basset bedroom set, $125;
brown naugahyde • modern
couch, $40, small antique
occassional table, $25. an
tique maple rthild's roil top
desJc, $95. Black and Decker
'vfbrating sander, $12, and a
roll away bed, $25 Cali 1 345
2794_
DELUXE PINE dinette table
with 6 captains chairs 753
5490.
OLD KITCHEN cabtnet pie
safe, oak dresser, 16,000 BTU
air conditioner. Also house to
be moved. Weekdays after
4 - 30 pm call 437 4693
EARLY
-5X2,
RUG,
American chair, dining room
of
little
lots
tabbie, and
items Call 753 8129

e

i.

1

LOST SEVEN year old male
Beagle . in Wiswell area, no
_
,
cortex -Pnone.is3_5719
WANTED
6. HELP
EXPERIENCED NEW thtC,
machine operators Apply in
Calloway
person,.
Company,
Manufacturing
1 11 poplar St , Murray, KY
CAR
EXPERIENCED
cleanup man and mechanic
Kay
at
Apply
with t0015
S 3rd or call
Mart Auk>, 511
753 4626.
Fail TIME florist designer
32 N,
Send resume to Box
Murray( K Y'

'MURDER

Kelley's Termite
I Pest Eontrol
24. MISCELLANEOUS
BATHTUBS, WHITE, 5'
steel, $64 99. Colors, 569.99,
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
COMMODES, W-HITE,
$39.99: Colors, $47.50. Wallin
Hardware; Paris
PRECISION
EAR THWAY
garden seeder complete with
six plates, 5.3099. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
RAPID GRO,8 oz , $1 39; 16
oz.., 52 19, 32 oz , 13.75. 5 lb.,
, 57 75, 10 lb. $11.85 Wallin
.71-lardware, Paris
RAPID SHARPENER for
precision saw chain filing,
Only $12 99 at Wallin Hard ware• PariS
STAINLESS .STEEL kitchen
sink, double compartment,
hole, self rimming, 579 99.
$39 99.. $49 99. Wallin Hardware, Paris
sale
for
DUST
SAW
Shoemaker Lumber Com
pany, McKenzie, TN. (901)
352 5777.
26. TV-RADIO
C.B RADIO for sale. Cobra
21 with 'Hustler antenna,
good working condition Can
be plugged into cigarette
lighter $40 Work 753 9694,
home
753 6331, ask for
David.
FOR SALE CB radio and
antenna Also FM converter
753 3662 Ater 4 30 pm
27. MOS.HOME SALES
1971 GAS MOBILE home. 2
bedroom, completely fur
rushed, avacado appliances,
un
air
conditioned,
derpinning, extra nice $4500
753-8177.
Call
16 X 20 TWO BEDROOM,
furnished, gas heat, 5.3750.
Call 753 3016.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
TRAILER SPACE for rent in
Hazel, KY.492 8352.
THREE BEDROOM trailer,
5 miles east of Murray Call
753 0187
29. HEATING./ COOLING__ ,
WE BUY and sellused air
Conditioners_ 7_53 1551 or 7539104
30. BUS. RENTALS
CLEANUP SHOP for rent
641 South 492 841-3
1,000 SQUARE FEET in
Southside Shopping Center,
753 6612
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FURNISHED APARTMENT
for rent. No pets allowed.
Call 753 3264
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
available immediately. call
753 4131
36. RENT OR LEASE
Mini
Warehouse

Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Used T.V.'s

Hodge & Son, Ina.

Storage Space
For Rent

753-4758

14. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT 4 room house,
located on old Murray and
Paris Road, $50 deposit, $100
per month No pets Phone
492 8360,
37. LIVESTOCK-188PP.
BAY MARE for sale. 7538720.
CROSS BRED boars for sale.
489 2691.
FIVE SOWS for sale. $200
each. 4354548.
PUREBRED DUROC boars,
William
age.
service
Yeargin,(901) 247 3333.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
and
DANE
GREAT
Labrador puppies, AKC also
Cockatiels,
Paraketets,
Canaries, Ducklings,
Lambs.
and
Goslings,
Paradise Kennels, 753 4106.
41. PUBLIC SALES
6 FAMILY YARD sale!
Friday and Saturday, 13 till
12, Fox Meadows lot E 12.
- Odds and ends, crafts, ladies
clothes size 9 to 18. shoes size
5 and 6 , boat, truck, toys,
baby clothes, fishing gear,
etc. Cancelled if rainey
RUMMAGE SALE! April 28,
8 am to 6 pm Turn north in
2 miles.
1
L-ynn Grove, -1/
Books, suntan oil, patterns,
material, toys, bicycle, all
clothes $2 and less.
THREE PARTY yard sale.
Thursday and Friday, 405
Elm Street, one bblock south
of fire station Men, women,
and children's clothing and
Shoes, iewelry, odds and
ends, miscellaneous, farm
trailer and full blooded
Doberman Pincher, female
dog 753 00357.
YARD SALE! Thursday and
Friday, from a-am to 6 pm at
Shady Oaks Trailer Court,
trailer number 25_ Clothes
and glassware
YARD SALE! ihocsday and
Friday, from 8 till 5. One
electric, one gas stove,
furniture, clothing, odds and
ends. First house west of
Black's. Grocery in Stella,
incase of rain will be
following Thursday and
Friday.
43. REAL ESTATE
l.4 ACRE COT near Kentucky
Lake Call Chuck Thurman,
759 1677 Chilton and Hance
Realty

Ainley Auction I
Rialty Salts
cot 1111111117 AMU,
Suilionrcr Realtur
kppraiser
Ph .901,4792986 474-3713
Mrxith Fulton Tenn
APARTMENT HOUSE -With
7 apartments, located on S
16th next to college, for sale
Call 436 2341 anytime, 0r4362122

WILSON
Fer yew ceesel
Istarts; hay Shops, Name,
Sloops, smell es largo
halms's, chtect

Wayne Wilson at
302 N. 12th St.
or Call 153-3253
- near
BRAND NEW CABIN,
the lake, 2 bedrooms, listing
room with beamed ceiling
Kitchen with stove and
refrigerator and most fur niture will go with sale. Only
Shroat
Nelson
$9,900
759 -1707
Realtors .
.

Live And fern
Extra

nice duplex
apartment. Each.side _
2
has
bedrooms,
living room, kitchen:
and bath. Modern kitchens have all built-in
Located
appliances.
Just outside the city
' limits so you only pay
A
taxes.
county
beautihd way to be
practical. Priced at
$41,500. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
Here's
AIN'T got nobody
a lonesome little home that
needs a face lift and a little
love to make it happy again ,
It's a real bargain at a rock bottom price . located on an
acre lot for' only $10,000
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realty dial 753 8221 or 753
1492 for your appointment

205 So. 5t11
WURLITZ,ER ORGAN, like
new. Philco stereo, _RCA
t.v. ((insole. 17'
Color
upriqqht frost free Amana
frtezer
WestinghoUse
washer and dryer All in
excellent condition Call 753
4865 after 5 pm.
9 X 12 OVAL BRAIDED rug,
100 percent wool, reversible.
Drapes for sliding glass door,
lined, excellent condition
753. 3690

NOTICE
The City of Hazel will accept bids to remove and
dispose of all materials of an old building adjacent
to Fire Howse and City Hall in Hazel. This job may
be viewed during business hours and bids should be
submitted by May 7th, 1979. Contact: Joe Thompson
492-8424 or John Shendoek 492-8735.

17. VACUUM CLEANERS

I'LL DRIV.F..
AT ONCE.

WAIT,.,
NOT
SERI0u5,..

COMPLICATION

o HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED
BEAUTICIAN Call 7S3-7674
HELP WANTED Part time
F ifs!
at
secretary
Presbyterian Church. Call
between 8.30 11 00 am, 753
6460
HELP
WANTED
, Experienced clean up man
needed Call 753.36.43 and ask
for Robert
NEED BABYSITTER in my
Nome References required.
Call 437 4461.
WANTED DAY cook Apply
at
Southside
Restaurant
onty.

KIRBY
VACIRIKL .
CLEANERS •
For faetory authorized parts,
sales, and service call (901i
642-7819 located at 102 W.
Washington St court Square,
Paris, TN

19. FARM EQUIP.
601 FORD TRACTOR with'
plow and disk in good con
dition. Call after -5 WI, 247
5657
•
5

We, the family tif Mr. Talmadge A. Tubbs, would
like to take this opportunity to express our sincere
-appreciation for all the thoughtfulnesa of our many
friends and relatives. Thank you for the gifts of
food, the floral offerings, and the many different expressions of sympathy.
We'd like to give a special thanks to Dr. Binford,
the id floor nurses of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Mrs. Spiceland, the hospital hostess, for
her kind and helpful senfice, and the Anglin Funeral
Home in Dover, TN.
May God bless each and everyone of you.
Mrs. Tubbs, Children & Grandchildren
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43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE
EVERY INCH a quality built
home custom built for
owner setting on 2 acres,
Owner has been transferred
from this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick with double garage,
Your
wife
will
enjoy
preparing meals in this
U-shaped kitchen with
several feet of cabinets. Dial
153-- 1492 for your personal
showing. Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.

43. REAL ESTATE

53. SERVICES OFFERED
53. SERVICES OFFERED
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
51. CAMPERS
-At.'
your lawn ano
APPACHE POP UP camper, . BYARS BROTHERS & Son garden needs, bbreaking, INSULATION BLOWN * in
A.
' •
General home remodeling, disking, mowing yard, call attics and walls For free
19'. 753 1702 after 5 pm
estimates call 753 7505 or 753
framing, aluminum siding, 492 8366 or (9011247 5665
CAMPER
TOP
for
8277
gutters, and roofing Call 1 FRAMING
Chevrolet, step side bed, real
OR finish car, JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
nice, paneled, cabinets, 395 4967 or 1 362 4895.
Penter,
, no job too large or
wired for battery oor 110 436
CAN'T GET those small jobs small. Excellent references patching, also seal coating
Phone 436-2573.
around the house or mobile Call 759-1890
2796.
South 12th at Sy CATO,
1976 CAMPING TRAILER, home done? Carpentry, FLOOR PLANS drawn to NEW LAWNMOWER Shop
located at Murray Sport
painting,
plumbing, your specifications 753-4023
15', air, bath, stove, gas
TELEPHONE 753 1 66 1
Marine Center. 718 S Ith
siding, patios,
refrigerator, aluminum
electric
GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
awning. 1515 Henry Street. small concrete jobs. Call 436, Sears continous gutters Street, Murray, Can 753,7400
2562 after 5 pm.
Fast service..
At Panorama Shores
753-1769.
installed
per
your
we have two lots listed
8 FOOT TRUCK topper, CARPET CLEANING, at specifications. Call Sears NEED A carpenter? We do
paneling and additions or
Paneled, excellent condition, reasonable rates. Prompt 753 23)0 for tree estimates.
near the boat ramp.
and efficient service. Custom
what have you. Call 436.2516
$150. Call 753.8324.
HUGH
OUTLAND roofing,
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
These are side by side
FOR SALE: t97624' camper.
excellent references, call PAINTING OF all kinds,
CARPET CLEANING, free 753-1486 between 7 am and home or commercial_ No job
and would total nearly
Air, awning, carpet, self
too small. Also dry wall
satisfied 3:30 pm.ask for Shelley.
contained, good condition. estimates,
200 feet of road
general
finishing
and
references Vibra-Vac steam
Phone 753 7304,
HOUSEWORK
WANTED.
maintenance. Call Aurora
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
frontage. Buy them
AJORS
STARCRAFT AND Road
Experienced, reliable, want Painting, 354-8995.
Carpet Cleaning, 753,5827
both for a total of
Ranger
Dealer, travel
one or two days a week, $22
REAL ESTATE
ROOFING. NEW houses. Re
CAMPER
REPAIR, all per day. Call 247-5716.
trailors, 5th wheels, and
$8,500.00.
753-8080
.1
popup. Both new and used. brands. Eaz,lift and Reese INSULATION BLOWN in by roof, built-up roof, and
trailer roof coating. Call 753
hitches, electric brakes, and
Complete line; parts and
Sears, save on these high
Profcassunal Services
accessories, hitches, brakes, light hookups. White Camper heating and cooling bills. 3310.
Time For
With The Fnendly Touch '
Sales, located East 94 high.
BASEMENT? We
WET
and lights; installed. White's
A Commercial
way, toward Ken Lake, Call Sears, 753-2310, for free make wet basements dry,
Camper Sales, located East
estimates.
REDUCED! REDUCMurray,
KY.
753,0605.
guarenteed
completely
work
94 highway toward Ken
IGOMER AND 1
Building located at the
ED! This tastefully
Lake, Murray, KY. Call 753,- COMPLETE ASPHALT' LANDSCAPING AND lawn Call or write Morgan Con
corner of 3rd and Main
0605.
maintenance paving, pat- care, by the job or contract struction Co., Route 2, Box
decorated 2 bedroom
ching, also seal coating. Call for the entire season. Call 409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
Streets and known as
TOPPER CAMPER for long
home, fenced back
753-1148 or 753-9043. Located 436 5570 after 5 pm.. Free call day or night, 1-442,7026
wheel base truck, $100. 492the Wallis Grocery
BOYD MAJORS
at Murray Speedway, High- est imbtes.
yard, electric heat,
WILL DO plumbing, heating
8352.
Building. This is an exLICENSED ELECTRICIAN and air conditioning, repairs
way 641 Not Murray.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
49. USED CARS
REAL ESTATE
carpeted throughout,
TRAVEL TRAILER, located
installation,
will
gas
and
do
cellent location for any
remodeling around the
and
CONCRETE
&
BLOCK work.
ONE ACRE -on Johnny 1967 BUICK WILDCAT, 4- in Ken•Lake trailer park,
753-8080
range, refrigerator &
Block garages, basemegts, plumbing, heating acid air home. 753,2211.
Robertson road north. Water door sedan, extra clean, low Highway 94, 100 yards from
retail business. Price
conditioning.
753-7203.
Call
draperies included. On
available. 160 foot frontage. mileage. Call 753-6339.
WILL PLOW gardens -and
Ken-Lake. Air conditioned, driveways, walks, patios,
reduced to $20,000.
Sen ices
Phone 753 7304.
gas electric,
and
phone. steps, free estimates. 753, MOBILE HOME anchors, prepare for planting. 753
quiet street, good
1974
:ne 'lend') Touch'
CAMERO,
Kopperud
Contact
underpinning,
5476
sealed,
roofs
5809.
FOR SALE: 2 wooded lots AUTOMATIC, air, power, Phone474 8843.
neighborhood. Call Us
awnings,
patio
and
Realty, 753-1222 for all
CARPENTERS
lawns.
SELLER SAYS SELL
MOW
WILL
1974 VALENTEER CAMwithin three miles of city low mileage 759-4606.
carports.
Call
aluminum
Today.
AVAILABLE,
Now ONLY
quality work,
Experienced,
mature,
the details.
limits. Has City water Call 1956 CHEVROLET, also a CB PER, 81 2 foot, truck type,
- Commercial or
Jack Glover, 753-1873 after 6 dependable. Call
realistic
prices.
Call
for
492-8556.
sleeps four,good condition
753.1380 after 6 pm.
$23,900. Boyd Majors
radio. 753-3619.
residential 6 rooms - 1
estimates, 753,9987 after 4:30 pm.
With many extras. Call after
45. FARMS FOR SALE
Real Estate, 105 N.
1976 CORDOBA. HAS sun 5:30 pm. 753-7274.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP WILL KEEP children 2 to 3
LARGE THREE bedroom
Pm,
bath - gas heat - full
78 ACRES WITH house, 5 roof, all extras. 498-8643
PING, driveways and small years old in my home. Call
ranch style home with two
12th St.
DRIVEWAYS
WHITE
753-8077 after 3 pm.
basement - large lot
miles east of town. Will days, after 5 pm,492,8899.
and a half baths, living room
52. BOATS & MOTORS
rocked and gradact,,all size iobs a - specciality, also
WILL DO -house cleaning
consider - selling part. 753, 1977 CUTLASS SUPREME
patching
and
coating
seal
dining room, 'V room and NICELY WOODED five acre
124' x 195'. Located on
pea
gravel,
141
free estimates.
2'
1971 BOAT AND motor.
Call 759 4567
7244, weekdays after 6:30, Coupe, gray and white, good Runabout, walk
753 1537
family
room. Heatalator homesites'
through
Clifford
Garrison,
753,5429
located
on
South 12th Street.
weekends any time.
fireplace, heat pump, partial blacktop road near lake: Any
condition. Must see to ap- windshield, 50 hp Mercury after 4 pm'.
Priced in the mid 40's.
floor in attic storage area,
46. HOMES FOR SALE
preciate. 14195. 753.5,859
motor. Good for fishing or DO YOU
need stumps
of these attractively priced
and ample storage cabinets properties can be bought
skiing. Call 753-7791.
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
Boyd Majors Real
removed from your yard or
in garage. All appliances
living,
1974
payment
bath,
dining, and
Buick Regal, exwith a low down
20 HP JOHNSON motor, land cleared of stumps? We
Estate,105 N. 12th St.
including deluxe stove with
FREE
family room with fireplace,
and the balance financed
excellent condition, $350. Call can remove stumps up to 24'
cellent condition, air,
porcelain top cooking area over an extended period
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near
below the ground, leaving
492-8836 after 5 pm.
20
MILE
and . micro wave oven, John C Neubauer, Realtor, TWO LOTS in Groves Height Murray High, 811 Doran
AM-FM radio, also 1972
1978 MODEL 19'7" deep V only sawdust and chips. Call
refrigerator,
dishwasher, 1111 Sycamore St , 753-0101, Subdivision. Restricted for Road. 753-8405.
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
hp
DELIVERY
Chevy
228
Runabout
with
Impala
in
good
washer and dryer Property
your protection. The area BY OWNER: Extra nice 3
7531.
Mercruiser, all aluminum 753,9490 or Bob Kemp 435
also includes a 18 X 28' 753
condition Call after 5,
has lovely homes and the bedroom brick, den with
753-0984
Tandum trailer. Has been 4343.
greenhouse . with conetete
location is great. Close to fireplace, living
room,
753-9964. Must sell.
water only onetime. 753-4320. EXTERIOR AND interior
floor Grounds professionally
Floored
and
ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, oftown and near the lake. See located in Camelot sublandscaped.
16' OUTBOARD WITH 80 hp painting, carpentry work
John
C.
at only $3,700 each. NELSON division. 753-1578 after 5 Pm.
fices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U1971
CHEVROLET, Johnson
Holsclaw done, decks and porches built
and
Neubauer,
Realtor,
1111
SHROAT REALTORS,
and repaired, gutter cleaning
BY OWNER: 4 bedrooms, K I NGSWOOD station wagon. trailer, 51000. 753-1571.
Syacamore Street, Murray,
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble. up to 24
759-1707.
or
installation,
small
2' 2 baths, living room, dining Call 753,2498
KY. Home 753 7531 or 753
53. SERVICES OFFERED
Dosed From Fn.
60. Buy the best for less.
plumbing,
concrete
walks,
room',
kitchen,
study, 1973 CHEVROLET VAN,
0101, or call Linda Drake,
REPAIR patios, and driveways also
5 p.m. HI Sun. 2 p.m.
laundry, large family room 54,000 actual miles, new APPLIANCE
753,0492
Thurman
refrigeration
andoir
service,
done. Call 436,5570 after 5 PM
P-urdom &
with fireplace, heat pump, tires, one owner. Call 753,
conditioning. Bill Rollins, for free estimates.
insulated, 2' years old, 0055
Insurance & Roil Estate - Well
753-0762.
Gatesborough. 759 1149.
EXPERIENCED
CARFOR SALE: 1975 Grand
HISTORIC
Soufhtfde Court Souore
CAR- PENTER, large or small
BUY NOW and picku your Prix, sharp, everything on it. EXPERIENCE
jobs.
.Free
estimates.
Kentucky
MOAII
home
753jobs,
small
Murray,
wallpaper and carpet on this See at University Gulf, or PENTER,
8484
new 4 bedroom house 'in call 753-5782, or after. 5, 753, repair. Call 759-1785.
Be the proud overseer
753-4451
Canterbury. Call 753,3903 for 9828.
Jf your own picappointment.
FOR SALE: 1977 two-tone
turesque estate which
• BOYD-MAJORS
BY OWNER: Lovely three blue Monte Carlo, 33,000
bedroom
brick
garage
with
sceruc
at
gaze
and
Sit
includes
actual
pre-Civil
miles, 54750. Before 5,
War
REAL ESTATE
and paved drive. Spacious 753-8606, after 5 pm, 753,4657.
country beauty from
restored brick home
753-8080
fenced backyard,. Priced in
1970 GTO PONTIAC, exyour own swing on
on six acres near Ken30'S. Call 753-9265.
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
ceptional
condition,
Professional Services
your own front porch.
tucky Lake. ConFOR SALE by owner: 3 automatic, air conditioned,
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
With The Friartui•ocn..
bedroom
brick,
close
to
bedroom
home
Two
structed by slave labor
$1395. Call 767-2879 after 9
college, city school district, Pm.
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
ECONOMICAL LIVIwith one acre of land is
in 1838, and known as
economical gas heat. Large
CLOSE
TO
NG
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
available just in time
the Hamlin Home, this
lot with trees, fenced back 1976 -GRAND PRIX, tilt, AM.
UNIVERSITY . . 4 or
yard with outside storage. FM tape, power steering and
Free Delivery On Prescriptions In thy Utah,
for spring gardeners.
rare page of history is
brakes.
Call
$3700,
489,2346.
753-7576
Call 753-2604.
5 bedrrn.,3 down 1 or 2
Special feature is anlisted
with
Di,island Center Fannerly JARB Musbc-Jarnet• Belly (1.34...0...."'
the
Raney, Ky.
1970
IMPALA
350,
fair
FOR
SAL
E_3bedroom
brick
vp, 1 1-2 baths, living
almost new
Ben
National Register of
house. large-living room. 1 1 2 condition with ac, new tires.
$400. 753-9275 after 5 pm.
rm. & kitchen. Could- Historic Places and is
ranklin. wood bur-_
thl,
Allen
1..1440LN
CON: -be iised for 2 apartqualifietrfor National - fling stove. Asking.. subdivision near Cadiz. KV-. -44-61EN-TAL,4-400r .Sedatt,
,
Phone 4119 2564.
$19,500.
meats 42 basement,
grants.
Priced
miles, loaded with
TWO. BEDROOM *souse for 58,000
$2500.
extras,
Dr.
Don
double garage unatrealistically in the
sble by owner at 502 N 5th
CITY CONVENIEStreet. Can be seen'by. ap- Hughes, 753 2622.
$70's. Phone Kopperud
tached.
Immediate
atCountry
NCE
pointment. Call 753-3058 after 1974 MONTE CARLO, white
Realty, 753-1222 for
Occupancy. Mid 20's.
on black on white, ANSEL/rack
4 pm.
m osphere !
Just
courteous, competant
Stereo, aluminum wheels, air
Boyd Majors Real
THREE
ROOM
cabin. shocks,- $2650 firm.
town
is
minutes
from
753-8257
real estate service.
Furnished and secluded 10
Estate, 105 N. 12th St
5 pm
this 3 BR brick home
miles from Murray just off 94 after
MERCURY
MARQUIS
E. 2 miles from Kentucky 1973
with family room &
Lake. No well or water. 4.000r, full power and air,
fireplace. Has atPriced at $4000 or best offer. excellent condition. Call 4742266
tached garage with
753-3625.
1974 MERCURY MARQUIS
47. MOTORCYCLES
storage space and
Brougham, loaded with
FOR SALE: 1973 Honda 350deck for bar-b-quing.
equipment, good car, $1250.
4, in good shape
Two Call 753 9757.
Central heat and air
helmets will be given to
at the Murray Calloway County Parks
around
year
buyer. 759,46176. Call between 1971 MACH I MUSTANG.
for
Call 489 2521 after 4" 30 pm.
10 am and.3 pm.
comfort! Sound inDept. Applications can be picked up at
1975 MR 175 HONDA. Perfect 1976 PONTIAC ASTRA, 33
viting? Then give us a
at 10th and
the parks
condition. Call 753.9500 after mpg, excellent condition.
Call 753.4865 after 5 pm.
4 pm.
call. Only $42,900.
Payne. Deadline is April 30th, 1979.
1. We are transfer specialists distributing thousands of HOME FOR LIVING magazines
MUST SELkt 197_6. Honda TWO USED cars. 1970
John Smith, bailor
750 Top running condition, Firebird and 1971 Opal
monthly locally and coast to coast.
Rough
condition,
$1250 or best offer Call 753- wagon
make an offer. Call 753-3722
9413
2. A firm with RELIABLE EXPERIENCE.
REDUCE YOUR ENERGY BILLS
after
5
Prtl•
NEW 1979 250 YZ. 500
Sy potting yew biome ei the PINK eV*
3. In addition to local newspapers, we advertise your property in picture form locally and
Yamaha, like new, dressed. 1978 THUNDERBIRD, 351
OWENS/CORNING FIBERGLASS
50 cc ldeljet, new. Also a cubic inches, automatic,
Get the facts from the leader u insulation Researi h, Technology,
internationally.
No advertising tells a story as graphically as a picture!
air,
tilt,
power,
low.
cruise,
camper
for
salt
and Energy Conservation
for long
-763-7411 (anytissafr
wheel base truck. Call after 6 mileage. Ca11753-0331.
What Is an energy efficient home'
4.
extensive
Use
of
radio and TV advertising.
pm, 492 8856
SO. USED TRUCKS
Consult your local OWENS/CORNING Contractor
44. LOTS FOR SALE
5. A conveniently located modern office with plenty of parking. Open 6 days per week.
TL 250, TRAIL bike. Call 753- 1978 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
KENTOCRY-TENNESSE INSULATION INC.
FOR SALE . 2 lots in 7504.
4 wheel drive, short wheel
6. A staff of full time sales associates ready to serve you at a moment's notice (not
Baywood Vista subdivision, 1977 T T 500, A N D 1978 X
INDUSTRIAL ROAD
400.- jaast,_ wheels, tires, and
no.18 and no.19 on Lakeview Both run good, $850 each. accessories, law mileage.
when they get off Their "main" job).
MURRAY, KY.
Road $2000 each. Otis L. Call 436-23117.
753-0879
7. A formal and complete training program for the sales force.
Rainey, 403 Edge Ave.,
Music(Bays)153-0368 (Right)435-4627
1971 DODGE VAN, all glass,
1975
YAMAHA
MX,100,
good
Valparaiso,
FL
32580.
condition, runs good. Call automatic, 6 cylinder, good
Enlists the services of over 950 HOMES FOR LIVING members representing 2000 of8.
Telephone (904)678-1396
•Call 759,4588 from
condition
753 6863.
after 5 call 753-7637.
fices,
5,
9000 communities, 25,000 associates, to sell your property.
to
10
48. AUTO.SERVICE
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month 1977 1 2 DODGE FOUR wheel
9.
An
exclusive network of referring Realtors to assist you with your,next move.
Srt'l
22/10 acres with now
guarentee, $22.88. 36 month drive, air, AM-FM, 1100 X 15
wheels.NEW OFFICE MOORS
10. Membership with the leading National Multiple Listing System as well as Murray.
guarentee, 80 amp, $26.99. 60 tires, chrome
4 inch well, septic
Closed All Day Wed
extended
month guarantee, 95 amp, Covered under
Calloway County Board ofilealtors Multiple Listing Service.
tank, field line laid
warrenty, $5800. Call 753Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Sat llrd;lv 7- 30 til 5:00
$36.99. Wallin
Hardware,
34665.
Paris.
n1 $5,500. House
PRICE HAIR CUT-$1.50 *
11. Cooperation with all Realtors in the sale of your property.
PRICI SHAVE $1.25
TIRE SALE: Premium 1977 FORD RANGER 150
recently burned. Call
For lioopits1 t house cells sleets call 753 3685 Ofill dey in 'S4
pickup,
wheel
12.
Heavy emphasis on advertising and public relations.
drive,
air,
grade, white wall, 4 ply
tance. Notary Public Soreire.
brakes,
power
435-4360.
polyester with Road Hazard power
13.
A 24-Hour telephone answering service.
Steering,
automatic,
tool
box,
guarantee. A78X13, $21.39
and $1.72 F ET; E78X14, 11,500 miles. one owner. $5500
Membership
14.
in major local, state and national real estate organizations.
5 pro, 753.
$25.63 and $2.20 F ET; -firm. Call after
15. Licensed to list and sell Real Estate in both Ky. and Tenn.
F78X14, $26,40 and $2.32 8257. _
F ET, G78X14 or 15, $28.39 1974 FORD VAN, excellent
16. Home warranty plan.
brakes,
and 52.54 FET; H78X14 or 15, condition, new
$30.52 and $2.76 F ET; transmission, and tires.
L78X15, $32.86 and $3.06 Power steering, power
ask for
F ET. Wallin "Hardware, brakes. Call Rich, 762-3787
days. 753 6216 evenings.
Paris.
your FREE
REAL SHARP! 1977 Ford
49, USED CARS
Ranchero GT, 18,003 actual
magazine
1967 BUICK SPECIAL. Call miles, air, double power,
436-5844.
.
AM FM radio tape, tilt
1977 CHRYSLER
COR- steering and more. Black
DOBA, 27,000 actual miles, With silver stripes, red inAM FM 8 track tape, wire terior_ Call 753, 2762 days, 753,
wheel covers, red with white 5490 after 7 pm.
half vinyl top. Call after 6 pm 1973 34 TON DODGE van.
489 2788.
$1150 Cali 436-5524
IT'S WHAT'S inside that
counts! Plenty of corn
tortgble living space to en
ioy--living room with
dintne area phis 3 queen
sized bedrooms with closets
all the way across the
rooms ..double
vanity,
marble) in bath located on
Quiet established street near
schools. Dial 153-1492 for
your
personal showing
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

eARLera
f

zismaiichib
753-1222
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ARE PLANNING A
MORE ELABORATE VACATION THIS
SUMMER. WE'RE GOING TO UTILIZE
THE ENTRE 8ACKYARD.0

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
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sale
436

Quasar TV

WALLIS DRUG

FACTORY DIRECT
SALE
SALE ENDS APRIL 28

L

KOPPERUP REALTY
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LOCAL REALTORS
WITH NATIONAL CONNECTIONS

Lifeguards
Needed

Several months ago we announced our membership in North America's
largest Real Estate Marketing Service, the HOMES FOR LIVING NETWORK. Our
expanded Marketing Service includes the following:

department office

ex
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again
a rock

on an
10,000
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or 753
ent

INVITATION
TO BID

on all insurance coverage of the Murray Electric System. Information may be picked up at
the office, 401 Olive St.

Murray
Electric
System
753-5312

44111111111111M111111111111•111111111111MIIMIM,

*NOTICE*
Due to Fish Fry Activities we
will not have our usual Auction
on Friday, April 27th, 1979.
Other buying days as usual.

PARIS LIVESTOCK
CO. INC.
PARIS, TENNESSEE

WE CAN HELP YOU BUY, SELL OR TRADE
A HOME ANYPLACE IN THE USA AND CANADA

ill Main
Murray, Ky.

_iir, Phone
Ph. 153--1222
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"The overwhelming majority1mentholsmokers mported that
low tar MERIT MENTHOL delivered taste equalto-or better than
-leading high tarKenthols. Cigamtes having up to twice the tar"
National Smoker Study

C:0

MERIT

Kings:8 mg tar: 0.6 mg nicotine100's: 11 mg''rat:'0.7 mg nicotine ay. pr Cigarette, FTC Report May /8

Warning: The Surgeon General ,Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health.
C I4h.hpMom.

19,o1

Kings 84100's

